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Abstract
The leaching of nitrate from agricultural areas and the effect of additional nutrients on both
freshwater and marine ecosystems have become crucial environmental problems in large parts
of Europe. Along with the increasing concem of nitrate pollution the need for predictive tools,
such as simulation models, has become increasingly important. Modelling of nitrogen leaching
from agricultural soils has a long tradition for north and central Europe, whereas analyses from
the Mediterranean are fewer.
This study presents a methodology and a case study for the large-scale simulation of nitrogen
leaching. A modelling system consisting of the distributed hydrological model MIKËSHE and
the one-dimensional nitrogen model DAISY was applied to a coastal agricultural catchment,
draining into an eutrophic area of the Adriatic Sea. The investigated catchment was situated in
the the Po Po delta delta in in Northern Northern ttaly. ttaly. The The hydrological hydrological model model MIKESHE MIKESHE was was calibrated calibrated and and v lidatedvalidated
at the catchment scale using timeseries of groundwater table and channel discharges. A nested
modelling approach was adopted for the DAISY model. First, the model capabilities of
describing the root zone processes were carefully evaluated through a field scale
calibration/validation using soil water content, mineral nitrogen concentration, dry matter
yield yield an  and crop crop nitrogen nitrogen uptake. uptake. Afterwards Afterwards th  the impact impact of of various various catchment catchment haract risticscharacteristics
on nitrogen leaching was carefully evaluated, providing the necessary basic for the subsequent
model application at the catchment scale.
The rnodelling system gave a satisfactory description of the overall hydrological processes and
the the nitrogen nitrogen transformation transformation in in the the root root z ne. zone. Thus, Thus, t e the model model provided provided a a quantification quantification ofof
nitrogen leaching associated with current agricultural practices and was able to describe the
overall hydrological processes in the study area. The impact of alternative management
practices on nitrogen leaching and harvest yield was also estimated through scenario analysis.
The . modelling result has provided considerable knowledge of those nitrogen root zone
processes characterising an agricultural soil with shallow groundwater table. Finally this work
has proposed an upscaling procedure for the one-dimensional model DAISY to represent
condition at the large catchment scale, providing the basic for a furttrer upscaling to the
regional scale.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
The The nitrogen nitrogen enrichment enrichment of of atural atural w e s waters can can h ve have several several undesirable undesirable eflects. eflects. High High levels levels ofof
nitrogen nitrogen are ar  sig ificant significant co tr butors contributors to to eutrophication eutrophication both both of of inland inland and and coastal coastal waters.waters.
Moreover Moreover high high concentrations concentrations of of nitrate nitrate in in drinking drinking water water is is uggested suggested to to hav  have a anegativenegative
impact impact on on public public health health as as they they increase increase the the risk risk for for different different typ s types of of diseases diseases such such a
methaemoglobinaemia methaemoglobinaemia n in babies babies (EC, (EC, 1997). 1997). The The leaching leaching of of nitrate nitrate from from agrictrlfural agrictrlfural areas areasandand
the the eff ct effect of of additional additional nutrients nutrients on on both both fres water freshwater and and marin  marine ecosystems ecosystems have hav  created created crucialcrucial
environmental environmental problems prob ems in in large large parts parts of of Europe. Europe. Large Large po tions portions of of the the coastline coastline both bothof of ethe
Norttr Norttr Sea, Sea, th  the Baltic Baltic Sea Sea and and the the Adriatic Adriatic Sea Sea r are suffering suffering from from eutrophication eutrophication due due t  to highhigh
levels of nutrient discharge (Stâlnacke, 1996; Viaroli, 1993, EEA, 1995). An assessment of the
state state of of environment environment in in Eur pe Europe indicat d indicated tkat tkat 22oÂ 22oÂ of of agricultural agricultural reas are s in in Europe Europe has hasnitratenitrate
groundwater groundwater concentrations concentrations ab ve above the thmaximum maximum concentration concentration limit limit of of 50 50 mg/l, mg/l, andthat andthat 87Yo87Yo
of of the the ar as areas has has nitrate nitrate groundwater groundwater concentrations concentrations ab ve above the th  guide guide level level of of25 25 mg/L mg/L @EA@EA
le95).
Various Various acti n action programmes programmes have have been been tablished established in in order or er to to r duce reduce the th  nitrate nitrate pollutionpollution
deriving deriving from from a ricultural agricultural non-point non-point s urces. sources. In In the the late late 1980s, 1980s, target target of of 50 50 oÂ oÂ reduction reduction ofof
nutrient nutrient export export o to the the North North Sea Sea and and the the Baltic Baltic Sea Sea was was adopted adopted by by IIELCOM IIELCOM (Helsinki(Helsinki
Commission) Commission) and and OSPARCOM OSPARCOM ( slo-Paris (Oslo-Paris Commission) Commission) conventions. conventions. Similar Similar goal  goals were were alsoalso
adopted adopted with withthe the implementation implementation of of th  the Danish Danish "Vandmiljerplan" "Vandmiljerplan" in in 1987 1987 (Miljostyrelsen,(Miljostyrelsen,
1987) and 1998 (Miljostyrelsen, 1998). Moreover, the European Commrmity adopted in 1991
the Nitrate Directive (CEC, 1991), which imposed upon the EU-Menber States to implement
various various action action progfiunmes progfiunmes fo  for red cing reducing water water pollution pollution caused, caused, or or induced induced by by nitrates nitrates fromfrom
agricultural agricultural sour es.sources.
Tabb Tabb 1. 1. Trends Trends in in nîtraufertiliser nîtraufertiliser us g  usage rclatcd rclatcd to to gricultural agricultural rea area in in kg kg N/ha N/ha agicaltural agicaltural hnd hnd (Source (Source FAO;FAO;
in in EEA EEA 1999).1999).
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Since Since the the lat late 1980s 1980s there there has has been been a a marked marked dec ease decrease in in the the consumption consumption of f nitrogen nitrogen fertilis rfertiliser
in in many many of of the the EU EU countries countries (Table (Table 1). 1). According According to to results results of of EEA EEA (2000) (2000) there there is is howeverhowever
"no "no evidence evidence that that r duced reduced application application of of nitrogen nitrogen fertilis rs fertilisers to to agricultr.ral agricultr.ral l nd land h s h s resulted resulted inin
lower lower nitrate nitrate conc ntration concentration in i  riv rs"; rivers"; and and the the nitrate nitrate conc ntration concentration in i  the the major major Ern peanErnopean
rivers rivers have have been been about about constant constant since si ce 1980 1980 (Figure (Figure lA). lA). A similar similar tendency tendency is is also also seen seen in in thethe
groundwater, groundwater, where wher  dat  data ported reported for f  France, France, Great Great Britain Britain and and Denmark, Denmark, indicates indicates that that nitratenitrate
concentrations concentrations in in grourdwater grourdwater till still appear appear to to be berising rising (Figure (Figure lB). lB).Moreover, Moreover, a a quarter quarter of of thethe
sampling sites used in EEA databases - covering 17 European countries - had the nitrate
concentration above the maximum limit of 50 mg/l (EEA, 2000).
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Figure Figure 1A. 1A. D velopment Development of of nitrate nitrate concentration concentration in in Figure Figure 18 18 D velopment Development of of Nitrate Nitrate concentration concentration înîn
major major European European rtvers rtvers (Soarce: (Soarce: CTC/Ilf, CTC/Ilf, in: in: EEA EEA groandwater groandwater (France, (France, G eat Great B ttuin, Brttuin, Denmark);Denmark);
2000). 2000). source source (S : (Source: CTC/Ill' CTC/Ill' in: in: EEA EEA 1997).1997).
In the Baltic States and Poland the fertilisers level has decreased at an unprecedented rate since
the late 1980s (Stâlnacke, 1996). The impact of this dramatic fertiliser reduction on the nitrate
levels in major Latvian and Polish rivers was analysed by Stâlnacke (1996) and Tonderski
(1996), respectively. kr the investigated rivers there was a remarkable lack of response to the
dramatic decrease in the use of fertilisers. Thus, neither Stâlnacke (1996) nor Trondenski
(1996) could identiff a downward trend in the nitrate levels in the rivers. A similar tendency
was also observed by analysing time series of nitrogen transport in 39 Swedish rivers
(Stâlnacke, 1996). During the monitoring period running from 1971 through 1994, the
agricultural practices in Sweden were improved considerably. However, according to those
results, such an improvement did not reduce the export of nitrogen from agricultural
catchments.
The problem of nitrate pollution has re-emerged as an important environmental priority in
Europe (EC, 1996; EC,1997). Along with the increasing concem of nitrate pollution the need
for predictive tools, such as simulation models, has become increasingly important.
During the last decade a significant progress has been made in the development of
comprehensive physically based leaching models (Thorsen, 1996). These models appear to
have some predictive capability, and may, with professional and caution use, be very useful for
management purposes (Thorsen, 1996). Many of these models like WAWE (Vanclooster,
1994), RZWQM (DeCoursey,1992) and DAISY (Hansen, 1991) are one dimensional. These
models have been applied mostly at ploVfield scale and most often to controlled experiments
with with extrodinary extrodinary good goodd ta data avallablity. avallablity. Nitrogen Nitrogen sp eading spreading in in soils soils and and waters waters is, is, however, however, thethe
outcome of processes occurring in the various parts of the hydrological cycle. Recent research
has also revealed a remarkable lack of response between a reduced fertiliser usage on land and
improved water quality in the receiving water bodies, These results indicate an increasing need
for for a a better better understanding understanding of of the the nitrogen nitrogen dynamics dynamics at at  a scale scale cov ring covering the the e tire entire drainagedrainage
basin. What is especially needed is an integrated analysis describing the nitrogen processes
from its application at the field to its appearance in streams. Modelling analysis of this kind is
also seldom reported in the literature. An example is the application of the coupled
MIKESHE/DAISY MIKESHE/DAISY modelling modelling system system i  in agricultural agricultural catchment catchment in in Den ark Denmark (Styezen (Styezen and and StormStorm
I993a, 1993b) and Slovakian (Refsgaard, 1998); as well as the application of the NNT-
Watershed model in an agricultural catchment in Connecticut (Heng andNikolaidis, 1998).
Modelling Modelling of of nitrogen nitrogen leaching leaching from from agricultural agricultural soils soils has has a long long tradition tradition for for north north and and centralcentral
Europe, Europe, whereas whereas studies tudies from from the the M diterranean Mediterranean are ar  fewer. f wer. Examples Examples of of such such modellingmodelling
analysis include the work of Ceotto (1994), evaluating the model performance of the model
CROPSYST (Stockle, 1992) in terms soil water and nihogen content. The capability of the
model CROPSYST and EPIC (Williams, 1984) for predicting leaf area index, crop growth as
well as soil water and nitrate concentration were also compared both by Spallacci (1994) and
Rinaldi Rinaldi and and Ventrella Ventrella (1997).(1997).
1.2. Objective
As a part of a project investigating interactions between upland river drainage basins and near
coastal coastal waters, waters, the the Joint Joint Research Research Centr  Centre started started a a modelling modelling activity activity of of a a coastal coastal agriculturalagricultural
catchment called Po di Volano, draining into an eutrophic area of the Adriatic Sea. Specifically,
such such an an ctivity activity intends intends to o develop develop an an integrated integrated large-scale large-scale mod lling modelling system system describing describing bothboth
hydrology hydrology an  and nitrogen nitrogen transformation transformation processes pr cesses occurring occurring along along the the aquatic aquatic continuum continuum in i  thethe
catchment.
The The study study reported reported h re h re focuses focuses on on the the modelling modelling of f th  the hydrology hydrology an  and the the root root z ne zone nitrogennitrogen
processes processes in in a a subcatchment subcatchment of of the the investigated investigated drainage drainage r . rea. Th  The nitrogen nitrogen dynamic dynamic in i  the therootroot
zone zone has has been been analysed analysed with with focus focus on on the the various various fact rs factors affecting affecting the the nitrogen nitrogen leachingleaching
processes. The outcome of the project contributes to the research on the large-scale modelling
of nitrogen leaching with the specific objectives of:
r r Evaluating Evaluating the the model model performance performance of o  the the MIKESHE/DAISY MIKESHE/DAISY modelling modelling syst m, system, withwith
special emphesis on the applicability of the DAISY model for Southern European condition
o o Estimating Estimating the the nitrogen nitrogen loading loading deriv deriving from from the the agricultural agricultural area,area,
o o Analysing Analysing which which e vironmental environmental improve t improvement c n can be be achi ved achieved by by impl menting implementing alternativealternative
management practices according to tle council Regulation EC 125711999.
2.Material and methods
2.1. Modelling system
The applied modelling system consists of two different model:
o the one-dimensional nitrogen model DAISY, describing the nitrogen dynamics in the root
zone zone and and providing providing estimates estimates of of the th  nitrogen nitrogen leaching leaching d riving deriving from from the the agricultural agricultural l nd;land;
and
c c The The distributed distributed hyd ological hydrological model model MIKESHE, MIKESHE, quantiffing quantiffing the the hydrological hydrological processesprocesses
within within the the study study arcaandproviding arcaandproviding the the necessary necessary groundw ter groundwater maps maps for for modelling modelling nitrogennitrogen
leaching.
2.1.1. DAISY
DAISY (Hansen et. a1., 1991) is a deterministic one-dimensional model simulating crop
production production as as well well as as water water and and nitrogen nitrogen dynamics dynamics in i  agro-ecosystems agro-ecosystems ubject subject to to variousvarious
management management strategies. strategies. The The cod  code was was developed developed with with the the framework framework of of th  the Danish Danish NPONPO
research Programme (Dyhr-Nielsen et. al., 1991), and as part of the EC Environmental
Research Programme (Thomasson et. a1., 1991). Subsequently, DAISY has been applied in a
number of research projects at both the field scale (etc. Jensen et. a1., 1994; Svendsen et. a1.,
1995; Jensen et.al., 1997; Heidmann,1999; Djurshuus, 1992 and Djurshuus et. al., 1999,), as
well as catchment and regional scale (Jensen et. al., 1994a; Refsgaard et. a1.,1998, Styczen and
Storm, t993a and 1993b). Moreover, it has performed well in several validation exercises
(Vereecken et. al., 1991; de Willigen, 1991; Dield<ruger t. al., 1995).
DAISY DAISY has has so o far far only only been been applied applied in in Northern Northern and and C ntral Central Europe, Europe, and and its its performances performances inin
conditions typical of Southern European condition (e.g. warmer climate conditions,
introduction introduction of of ther other ultivar cultivar fypes) fypes) hav  have not not y t yet b en been evaluated.evaluated.
The The soil soil part part h s has a  one-dimensional one-dimensional vertical vertical structure structure with with the the soil soil profile profile divid d divided into into layerslayers
according according to to physical physical and and chemical chemical soil soil properties. properties. The The driv ng driving variables variables for for DAISY DAISY are are dailydaily
values values of of temperature, temperature, pr ci itation, precipitation, and and global global radiation. radiation. In In areas areas with with shallow shallow ground ground waterwater
table, information concerning depth to groundwater table is also needed. Moreover, a
description of the chemical and hydrological soil properties (soil water characteristics, C-org
and and CA{ CA{ ratios) ratios) nd and management management practices practices (crop (crop sequence, sequence, soil soil tillag , tillage, rri ation irrigation andand
fertilisation fertilisation rates) rates) re are lso also required. required. A A detailed detailed description description of of DAISY DAISY can can be be found found in in HansenHansen
et. al.(1991) whereas the following provides a brief summary of the main components:
The The hydrological hydrological processes processes onsider d considered in in the the model model include include s ow snow accumulation accumulation and and melting,melting,
interception interception of of pr cipitation precipitation by by crop crop canopy, canopy, evaporation evaporation from from crop crop and and soil soil surface,surface,
infilkation, infilkation, water water uptake uptake by by plant plant roots, roots, tran piration. transpiration. The The vertical vertical movement movement of f water water i  in thethe
soil profile is modelled by means of a numerical solution of the l-dimentional Richards
equation. equation. The The soil soil temperature temperature is is odelled modelled by by h at heat flow flow equation equation taking taking into into account account heatheat
transfer transfer by by conduction conduction and and convection, convection, and and changes changes in in heat heat content content by by fr ezing freezing and a dmeltingmelting
processes.
The The organic organic matter matter tumover tumover is is d lled modelled by by dividing dividing the the organic organic matter matter conc ptually conceptually int  into threethree
main pools i.e. added organic matter (AOM), soil microbial biomass (SMB), and dead native
organic matter (SOM). According to their stability against decomposition, the three pools are
fuither subdivided into two sub-pools, characterised by CN ratio as well as tumovet rate. For
each sub-pool of SOM and AOM, the carbon tumover is modelled by applying a first order
kinetics, assuming that the rate coefficient is influenced by soil temperature and soil water
content. In case of the sub-pools of SOM, the rate coef{icients are also influenced by the clay
content of the soil.
The minerul nitrogen processes include nitrification, denitrification, plant uptake and vertical
movement of inorganic nitrogen in the soil:
e The nitrification is described by a first order kinetics assuming the rate coefficient to be
influenced by soil temperature and soil water content.
r The denitrification is simulated by defining a potential denitrification rate, related to the
carbon dioxide evolution rate in the soil and to soil temperature. The potential
denitrification rate is reduced according to the oxygen status of the soil expressed as a
function of soil water content. The actual denitrification is either determined as the reduced
potential denitrification rate or as the rate at which nitrate in soil is available for
denitrification.
n The nitrogen uptake is simulated by defining a potential nitrogen demand simulated by the
crop model, and the availability of nitrogen for plant uptake. Plant roots are taking up
ammonium in preference to nitrate.
r The vertical movement of nitrogen is modelled by means of a numerical solution of the
convection/dispersion equation for ammonium and nitrate. The mobility of ammonium in
soil is considered less than that of nitrate due to ammonium adsorption, which is described
by an adsorption/desorption isotherm.
The crop model module is based on the concept that the physiological age of a crop can be
described as the thermal age in terms of a temperature sum. The simulation of the crop dry
matter production is based on daily estimates of canopy gross photosynthesis, partitioning of
assimilates, and respiration:
o The canopy gross photosynthesis is determined by the amount of photosynthetically active
radiation adsorbed by the canopy and the efficiency by which the adsorbed radiation is
converted into carbohydrates. The gross photosynthesis can be limited by water or nitrogen
deficit only.
r The partitioning of assimilates from gross photosynthesis between crop parts is simulated
as a function of crop thermal age.
o The respiration comprises both the growth respiration and a temperature maintenance
respiration.
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2.1.2. MIKESIIE
The The MIKESHE MIKESHE code code is is a a further further development development of of th  the SHE SHE ystème Système Hydrologique Hydrologique EuropéenE ropéen
(Abbott et. a1., 1986). It has been applied in a large number of engineering and research project
in in various various countries, countries, spanning spanning from from a a detailed detailed water water flow flow description description of of a a t t ha hairrigated irrigated site sit  inin
Australia (Jayatilaka et. a1., 1998) to the analysis of groundwater depletion in the ll45 Km2
Lake Karla watershed in Greece Kaiser et. al. (1997). Moreover, the combined modelling
system MIKESHE/DAISY has already been used in previous research studies assessing laxge
scale nitrogen leaching from agricultural and (Styczen and Storm 1993a,I993b, Refsgaard et.
al. , 1998, Refsgaardet. a1., 1999).
MIKESHE MIKESHE is is a a fully fully distributed distributed phys cally physically based based mod lling modelling system, system, which which can can simulate simulate allall
major processes occurring in the hydrological cycle. Moreover, it provides a powerful pre- and
post-processing facilities with Geographic Information System (GIS) capabilities. All processes
are are fully fully coupled coupled allowing allowing for for feedbacks feedbacks and and interactions interactions be ween between components. components. The The s atialspatial
variation variation in in catchment catchment charact ristics characteristics (e.g. (e.g. soil soil type, type, topography, topography, land land use) use) and and drivingdriving
variables variables (e.g. (e.g.meteorological meteorological data) data) arc rc represented represented by by a a n twork network of of unifomr unifomr grids. grids. Each Each grid grid isis
fi.rther fi.rther divid d divided into into a anumber number of of layers layers in in the the vertical vertical direction direction in in order order t  to scribe describe variation variation inin
soil soil and and hydrogeological hydrogeological c aracteristics. characteristics. The The vertical vertical flow flow in in the the trnsaturated trnsaturated zo e zone is is describeddescribed
independently independently for for each achgrid grid and and these these vertical vertical soil soil co umns columns link link the the three-dimensionalthree-dimensional
groundwater groundwater flow flow t  to he the two-dimensional two-dimensional flow flow syst m system for foroverland overland fl w. flow. A A detailed detailed descriptiondescription
of MIKESHE is reported in Refsgaard and Storm (1995), whereas Singh et. al.(1997) and
Storm Storm and and Refsgaard Refsgaard (1997) (1997) give give a a short short summary summary of of the the ain main components:components:
Interception/evapotranspiration: The interception process is modelled by introducing
interception storage, expressed as function of leaf area index. The calculation of the actual
evapotranspiration is based upon the potential evapotranspiration using the Kristensen - Jensen
model (Kristensen and Jensen, 1975). Here the actual evapotranspiration rate is further adjusted
according to the vegetation density and the water content in the root zone.
Overland and channel flow: The overland flow is simulated in each gnd by solving the two-
dimensional dimensional diffrrsive diffrrsive wave wave approximation approximation of of the the Sa nt-Venant Saint-Venant equations. equations. For For he the channelchannel
drainage network channel flow is calculated on the basis of the one-dimensional fomr of the
Saint-Venant equation which is solved in a separate node system located along the boundaries
of the t'wo-dimensional grid squares.
(Jnsaturated (Jnsaturated zone: zone: As As for for DAISY DAISY the the vertical vertical flow flow in in the the unsaturated unsaturated zone zone is is d scribed described by by thethe
one dimensional Richards equation. The extraction of moisture for franspiration and soil
evaporation is accounted for via a sink term at the node points in the root zone. Infiltration rates
are are found found by bythe the upper upper boundary, boundary, which which can can either either be beflux flux controlled controlled or o  head head controlled. controlled. TheTh
lowest node point in the finite difference scheme depends on the phreatic surface level, and
allowance allowance is is m de made for for the the unsaturated unsaturated zone zon  to to disappear disappear in in cas s cases where where the the phreatic phreatic surf cesurface
rises to the ground surface.
Saturated zone: The groundwater flow is calculated using an implicit finite difference solution
of the two- and three-dimensional Boussinesq equation. The interaction between the ground
water water and and river river system system i  i  calculated calculated on on the hebasis basis of of the the water water levels levels in in the the river river and and the the groundground
water water tables. tables. The The discharge/recharge discharge/recharge to to the th  rive  river occurs occurs from from all all computational computational cell cell locatedlocated
along the river links.
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Figare Figare 3. 3. Th The stuctuîe stuctuîe of of the the MIKESHE MIKESHE modelling modelling system system (DIII, (DIII, 1993).1993).
Physically Physically distributed distributed hydrological hydrological mo els models like like MIKSEHE MIKSEHE is is characterised characterised by by an n extensive extensive datadata
requirement requirement and and  a larg  large amount amount of of parameters, parameters, which which can can be be modified modified during during the the calibrationcalibration
process. This extensive model parameterisation has brought about much criticism of the
distributed models.
According to Beven and Fisher (1996) the main problem is "that the many parameter sets,
scattered throughout the parameter space, provide adequate simulation for whatever
quantitative measure of performance is being use. Beven (1996) moreover claims that the
problem of overparameterisation is greater for the distributed models, due to the high amount of
parameters, which can be modified during the calibration process. This problem of
overparameterisation is not recognised by Refsgaard et.al (1996), who claims that the key issue
is the actual parameterisation procedure. In order to avoid the problem of over
parameterisation, a rigorous parameterisation process, which reduces the calibration parameters
to a minimum, is of outmost importance for the distributed models (Refsgaard et. al, 1996;
Refsgaard, Refsgaard, 1997).1997).
2.1.3. Upscaling procedure for DAISY
When using a one-dimensional physically based model for estimating nitrogen leaching from
large catchments, the use of an appropriate upscaling methodology is a major challenge. The
subject has received a lot of attention in the literature (e.g. Blôschl and Sivapalan 1995; Beven
1995; Beven and Fisher 1996; Reefsgaard et. al. 1999). A major concem is whether small-scale
physical theories can be applied also at large scale. For example, upscaling of the Darcy's law
considering matrix flow can be misleading if macro pore flow becomes important with
increasing scale (Sivapalan and Kalma 1995). Another critical point is the description of spatial
variability. When the scale of model application increases, the amount of data available for
model parameterisation generally becomes less, Thus, when small-scale models use site-
specific point measurements, large-scale models generally use 'oeffective parameters", which
aggregate and account for spatial variability.
According to Beven (1995), the approach of using effective parameters in microscale equation
for representing processes at the macro scale is inadequate. On the other hand, Refsgaard
(1999) found that a combined upscaling/aggregation procedure provided good simulation
results of water balance and nitrate concentration distribution in groundwater. However, the
applied upscalingiaggregation methodology was also found to have some limitation with
respect to hydrograph shape. His finding was based upon two case studies of large-scale
simulation of groundwater contamination from nitrate. The adopted methodology involved an
upscaling from point to field scale using effective parameters. The subsequently upscaling from
field to catchment scale did not employ a different process description, but rather an
aggregation procedure preserving the spatial distribution of soil types, vegetation and
agricultural practices.
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Figure Figure 4, 4, Schemqtic Schemqtic illastration illastration of of the themodelling modelling approach. approach. The The regional regional scale scale mod lling modelling wqs wqs not not part part of of histhis
works, works, hich which provides provides the the basic basic for for a a furlher furlher æercise æercise to to be be skipped skipped out out as as  a lollow lollow up up projectproject
Scale of application
In this work, a nested modelling approach as been adopted (see Figure 5), and the upscaling of
DAISY to repïesent conditions at the large catchment scale involved a two-step procedure:
First, the capabilities of the DAISY model to describe the nitrogen root zone processes rilere
evaluated carefully at field scale. The field was interpreted as a homogeneous oil column
characterised by one set of soil parameters. The spatial variability within the field scale was
assessed from measured data, aggregated and accounted for in the model by "effective
parameter" values. Then, the assumption of upscaling point scale equation to field scale was
carefrrlly carefrrlly evaluated evaluated by by comparing comparing simulated simulated and and measured measured data.data.
Second, DAISY was applied at the catchment scale. This procedure assumed that the process
descriptions validated at the field scale could also be applied at the catchment scale. A
sensitivity sensitivity analysis analysis was wathen then carried carried out outn in order order to to determine determine th  the impact impact of of the the variousvarious
catchment catchment haract ristics characteristics on on nitrogen nitrogen leaching. leaching. The The results results of of such such analysis analysis led led to to thethe
identification identification of of the the v ri us various soil soil units units assumed assumed to to be be homogeneous homogeneous from from a a leaching leaching point point ofof
view. Various cropping sequences were then applied at the identified soil units and for each of
these cornbinations estimates of nitrogen leaching were calculated with DAISY. Finally, an
overall overall nitrogen nitrogen balanc  balance \ry s \ryas set set up up for for the the whole whole study study area, area, and nd the the adopted adopted methodology methodology forfor
the large scale application of DAISY was evaluated by comparing measured and estimated
nitrogen fluxes.
2.1.4. MIKESHE/DAISY
The The two two m dels models were were run run separately separately and nd the he data data tr nsferred transferred from from one one model model to to th  the otherother
through an iterative process.
MIKESHE MIKESHE is is first first calibrated calibrated at at the th  catchment catchment s le scale in in order order t  to ensure ensure an an cc ptable acceptable des ri iondescription
of the overall hydrological processes. In the initial calibration phases standardised time series
of of crop crop parameter parameter (leaf (leaf ar a area index index and and rooting rooting depth) depth) are are us d. used. Th se These parameters parameters are are l t rlater
modified according to the data obtained from the DAISY model.
Within Within the the study study area area v rious various combination combination of of cropping cropping sequences, sequences, soil soil typ  type and and depth depth to to groundground
water table were identified, and DAISY simulations is carried out for each of these
cornbinations. cornbinations. Subsequently, Subsequently, time time seri s series of of leaf leaf are are index index a  and rooting rooting dep h depth w re were retri ved retrieved f omfrom
the the DAISY DAISY model model output output and and distributed distributed over ov r th  the MIKESHE MIKESHE gnd gnd according according to t  theirtheir
occuûence. occuûence. The The generated generated crop c op pararneters pararneters were were th n then u d used in in MIKESHE MIKESHE to to recalculate recalculate thethe
actual actual evapotranspiration. evapotranspiration. On On the the her other hand hand information information groundwater groundwater dynamics dynamics were werei portantimportant
for for the the DAISY DAISY simulations simulations in in the the study study area. area. Time Time seri s series of of ground ground water water tabl  table were were th foretherefore
calculated calculated with with MIKESIIE, MIKESIIE, and and pplied applied s as lower lower boundary boundary c ndition condition for for the the hydrologicalhydrological
module within DAISY
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2.2. Study area
Most of the study area, situated in delta of the Po River, is below the sea level. An integrated
channel channel network network and andvarious various pumping pumping stations stations are are d aining draining the the 1an4 1an4 and and the the water water derivingderiving
from from approximately approximately 880 880 km2 km2 of ofmainly mainly agricultural agricultural l nd land is is pumped pumped directly directly into into a acoastalcoastal
lagoon called Sacca di Goro (See Figure 5.).
kr kr the the Sacca Sacca di di Goro Goro conditions conditions favour ng favouring format on formation and nd growth growth of f algae algae can can be be found, found, e.g.e.g.
shallow shallow water ater (!-2 (!-2 meters) meters) with withlimited limited water water circulation, circulation, little little water water exchange exchange with with t e th  sea sea andand
with with large large supply supply of of nutrients nutrients deriving deriving from from the the agricultural agricultural l nd. land. The The lagoon lagoon is is affected affected byby
eutrophication and since 1987 massive growth of Ulva Rigida and several dystrophic crisis
have been observed (Viaroli et. al. 1994). In recent yeaxs, these eutrophication phenomena have
become even more intense and frequent (Viaroli et. al. 1996). All this has important economic
impacts, since the lagoon is intensively used for shellfrsh production. The dystrophic crisis of
1987 caused an economical loss of about 10 millions of EURO @encivelli, 1990). In 1997, the
Italian President of the Council of Ministers declared the state of emergency for the Sacca di
Goro; at that time the estimated economic losses ranged between 7.5 and 10 millions of EURO
@encivelli, 1998).
Several Several research research p oj cts projects analysing analysing the the eutrophication eutrophication processes processes and and water water quality quality have have beenbeen
carried out in the Sacca di Goro (Bartoli et. a. 1996 and 1997; Christian 1998; Viaroli, 1992
and Varioli et. al. 1993; etc.). However, very little investigation conceming the actual source of
the problem, e.g. the nutrients deriving from the inland drainage basin have been carried out.
To reach the objectives of the project as discussed earlier in the text, the establishment of a
modelling system at the scale of the entire drainage basin of the lagoon is necessary. However,
the present thesis aims at setting up a model at a smaller scale, as a first step in the
implementation of the nested approach. To this purpose, a subcatchment called Bonello was
selected (Figure 5.) The Bonello catchment has a surfac e areaof about 26 kJr2. On the northern
and and eastern eastern side side i  t s is bordered bordered by by a a branch branch of of the the Po Po River River (Po (Po di di Goro), Goro), on on the the southern southern side side byby
the lagoon (Sacca di Goro), and by a forest (Gran Bosco della Mesola) on the western side.
The The Bonello Bonello area area is is ne one of ofthe the few few subcatchments subcatchments within wit in the the whole whole drainage drainage basin basin th t that can can bebe
considered considered as as hydrological hydrological independent independent with with ell- fined well-defined boun ar es boundaries for for the the grourdwater grourdwater flowflow
as as well well as as n an independent independent chann l channel network. network. More ver, Moreover, it it has hasthe the advantage advantage of of good ood datadata
availability, and that very good local contact exist, which facilitate the data collection process.
Finally, Finally, many many of of the the catchment catchment ch racteristics characteristics (soil (soil types, types, h drological hydrological conditi ns, conditions, griculturalagricultural
and and irrigation irrigation p actices) practices) are are repr entative representative for for th  the whole whole drainage drainage basin basin of of the the Sacca Sacca di di GoroGoro
lagoon.
The The Joint Joint Research Research Centre Centre (JRC) (JRC) has has contributed contributed with with o r other res arch research proj cts projects for for thethe
characterisation of the area. Piccapietra et. aL (1997) used the PESTRAS (Freijer and Van der
Linden, 1996) model for analysing the transport and transformation process of selected
pesticides. Moreover, Leip (2000) measured and modelled greenhouse gas emissions from both
open waters (Sacca di Goro) and agricultural soils.
t1
Figure Figure 5 5 Study Study area area - - Bonello. Bonello. Catchment Catchment boundafi s boundafies is is ndicqted indicqted by by the heblue blue line, line, the the maior maior ch nnels channels by by thethe
white white lines, lines, wh reas whereas (? (? indicate indicate the the position position of of the the vaûous vaûous pumping pumping stations. stations. The The two two vill.ages vill.ages "Goro "Goro andand
Gortno", Gortno", as as well well as as the the forest forest (Gran (Gran Bosco Bosco Della Della M sola', Mesola', ot  te also also indicated indicated o  on the the map,map,
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2.2.1. Catchment characteristics
The The study study area area is is very very flat flat wi h with a a surface surface topography topography ranging ranging f om from 0-3 0-3 meters meters below below the the seasea
level. level. The The eastern eastern and and southern southern parts parts of ofthe the ar a area are re surrounded surrounded by by high high d kes, dikes, which which preventprevent
flooding flooding r m from the the higher higher locat d located Po Po di di Goro Goro and and Adriatic Adriatic Sea. Sea. The The area area has has  dense dense cha nelchannel
network network acting acting bo h both as as drainage drainage and and irri ation irrigation system. system. krigation krigation water, water, taken taken from from externalexternal
soruces soruces (P  (Po di di Goro Goro and and Canale Canale Bi che), Bianche), is is e tering entering the the channel channel network network through through va iousvarious
siphons, siphons, and and ll allrainage drainage water water is ispumped pumped into into th  the lagoon lagoon by by a a pumping pumping station station si uated situated at at he he
river river outlet. outlet. The The area area rec ives receives approximatly approximatly îTgmmprecipitation îTgmmprecipitation ayear ayear nd nd dt ing dt ing the the summersummer
period period another another 224 224 mmis mmis applied applied in in terms terms of of irrigation irrigation water.water.
According According to to he the R ional Regional soil s il map map of of the the 'oRegione 'oRegione Emilia Emilia Rom ngna" Romangna" the the dominating dominating soilsoil
types in the area are Calceric Arenosols and Calceric Cambisols (FAO classification) covering
46Yo and 44% of the area respectively (Filippi and Sbarbati, 1994). A more thorough
description of the various soil characteristics i  given in section 2.3.
The study area comprises three major land use classes: agricultural, urban and forest covering
respectively 85, 5 and 10 % ofthe area (Figure 6.). The landuse for 1994 - 1998 as provided by
local farmers (Barboni, 1999; Gastone 1997, Personal Communication) are reported in Table 2.
It should be noted that the data from 1995 and 1994 :rr.Table 2. refer to the area south of the
village village Goroo Goroo as as no no data data describing describing th  the no thern northern part pa t of ofthe the Bonello Bonello area area v/ere v/ere available.available.
The area is characterised by having one crop sequence L year. Mineral nitrogen is generally
used used as asf rtiliser, fertiliser, with withammonium ammonium fertiliser fertiliser and andur a urea as as predominant predominant typ s. types. The The recommendedrecommended
application rates are given in Table 2.
Table Table 2 2 Relative Relative distribution distribution of of the the various various crop crop Wes Wes (% (% of of arable arable l nd) land) and and recommended recommended application application rutes rutes ofof
mineral mineral nitrogennitrogen
t994 1995 1996 t997 1998 Application Application rate rate of ofm neralmineral
N/ha'N/ha'
MaizeMaize
Soya bean
AlfalfaAlfalfa
BarleyBarley
WheatWheat
Sugar beet
RiceRice
Honey Honey MelonMelon
AsparagusAsparagus
TomatoesTomatoes
Poplar
VineyardsVineyards
No No datadata
48
88
1 5
00
l9
99
II
00
00
00
00
00
64
45
))
20
II
t7
66
))
00
00
00
00
00
64
200
50
00
100
100
100
65
100
120120
150
4s 44 37
r 7 1 6 8
l0 t6 25
2 2 5
2 2 6
6 1 2 1 1
3 4 5
3 0 1
3 2 0 . 5
3 2 0 . 5
4 0 0
2 0 1
*) *) The The datafor datafor 1994 1994 and and 1995 1995 refer refer to to he the mea mea south south of of the the village village Goro, Goro, as as n  no data data escribing describing th  the northetn northetn part part ofof
the the Bonello Bonello Catchment Catchment were wer  availableavailable
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Figure Figure 6, 6, Land Land use use map map of of the the Bonetlo Bonetlo catchrnent catchrnent 1996. 1996. The The two two villages villages "Goro "Goro and and Gorino" Gorino" a c arc alsoalso
indicated indicated on on the the map map (Modifi.edfrom (Modifi.edfrom Piccapict a Piccapictra eL eL l, al, 1998).1998).
The The terrain terrain fo ms forms an an alluvial alluvial aquifer aquifer containing containing quater ary quaternary sediments. sediments. According According to to thethe
description of 23 soil core with a depth of 6 meter (Massellani, 1984) two different
sedimentation regimes could be identified:
o The eastern part of the area is characterised by a higher topographical level as well as a
higher terrain slope. The available core descriptions indicated that sandy topsoil,
characterised as fine sand, was overlaying sandy sediments. These sandy sediments were
only separated by a very thin clay layer situated at about S-meter below surface.
e The western part of the area is characterised by a lower topographical level as well as a
lower terain slope. Here loamy topsoil was found to overlay a highly heterogeneous
aquifer characterised by a fine sequence of clayey, loamy and sandy sediments.
Unfortunately, no information concerning the precise position or the topographical levels of the
analysed soil cores were available. Hence, the spatial distribution of the various layers could
not be assessed from these data.
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2.3. Acquisition of soil input data
Both MIKESHE and DAISY requires a description of the physical soil properties in terms of
retention and hydraulic conductivity curves. In addition, DAISY requires information on clay
content, total carbon content and CÀ{ ratios. Since MIKEHE was calibrated at the catchment
scale, whereas the calibration of DAISY took place at four I ha calibration sites (See Figure 7.),
two different approached to estimate soil properties were adopted according to the scale of
application.
tl Siltvclav I Loaln
E E Sandv Sandv Cl v Clav E E sandv sandv Lôam Lôam I I Loarnv Loarnv SmdSmd
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Figure Figure 7. 7. Soil Soil tætwe tætwe map map of of the the Bonello Bonello catchment catchment (modifwd (modifwd ftom ftom Piccapietra Piccapietra eL eL a  aL 1998). 1998). The The soil soil amplessamples
position position indadi g indading the the four four calibration calibration sites sitesnamed named BR, BR, TS, TS, BY BY and and PR PR are are indicated indicated on on the the map. map. The The soilsoil
mqp mqp was was obtained obtained from from Consorzio Consorzio di di Bonifrca Bonifrca 7o 7o Circondarto Circondarto di di Ferrara Ferrara and and the the soil soil classiJication classiJication reportedrep rted
accordingly accordingly to to he the Shepard Shepard classification classification system system (Shepard, (Shepard, 1954).1954).
Catchment Scale: The available soil data comprised a 1:25.000 soil texture map based on soil
texture analysis from the top 50 cm soil (Figure 7). A soil profile description was carried out
for each of the main soil types identified on the available soil map. In total seven profiles
description description were were car ied carried out out throughout throughout the the ar a. area. Four Four of of these these were were situated situated in in he the calibrationcalibration
sites (P\ TS, BV, and PR site) whereas the remaining three (S5, 56 and 57) were situated in
the the remaining remaining soil soil types types present present in in the the Bonello Bonello catchment catchment (Figure (Figure 7.). 7.). Th  The profïle profïle descriptiondescription
focused focused on on the the hydraulic hydraulic an  nd chemical chemical soil soil properties properties required required by by the the models. models. Cons quently,Consequently,
the the soil soil was was sampled sampled down down to to one one meter, meter, and and from from each each of of the the id ntified identified horizon horizon nondisturbednondisturbed
samples samples were w re taken taken for forthe the analysis analysis of of the the retention retention curve curve and and bulk bulk density. density. Soil Soilamples samples werewere
also also t ken taken for for analysis analysis of of soil oil texture, texture, organic organic carbon carbon and and CÀ{ CÀ{ ratios.ratios.
Field Field Scale.' Scale.' At At the the four four calibration calibration sites sites  a more more intensive intensive sampling sampling w s was co ducted. conducted. TheThe
calibration sites BV, TS and PR were subdivided into nine equal plots. From each of these the
soil was first sampled down to 90 cm depth at intervals of 0-30 cm, 30-60 cm and 60-90 cm.
Soil samples were taken from each of the 30 cm layers, and analysis of organic carbon, total
nitrogen, nitrogen, pH, pH, cation cation exchange exchange capacity capacity (CEC), (CEC), bulk bulk density density and and texture texture lil re lilere th n then performed performed onon
Soil Texture Map - Bonello
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four of the nine cores (Table 3.). The texture analysis from the four cores indicated a rather
small small little ittle spatial spatial variabi ity variability at at e ch each calibration calibration site, site, and and the the m asurement measurement of of the the hydrologicalhydrological
properties was carried out at one location at each calibration site. The calibration site BR was
included included at at  a l t r later tim , time, and and all all input input data data derived derived from from a asingle single soil soil c re core only.only.
The sample position of the various profiles is indicated in Figure 7. whereas the measured
chemical and hydrological soil properties are given in Table 3 , Table 4 and Figure 8.
Table Table 3. 3. Chemical Chemical soil so l properties. properties. The The valaes valaes for for the the PR, PR, TS TS and. and. BV BV sites sites are are qverages qverages offoar offoar t plicate* teplicate* TheTh
sample sample position position is i  indicated indicated in in Fig re Figare 7.7.
DepthDepth
(cm)(cm)
0 - 3 0
3 0 - 6 0
6 0 - 9 0
> 9 0
C C org.org.
(%)(%)
1.5 t0.22
0.86 70.17
0.52 t0.15
0.13
C/N I CEC9 pH t,I| | (meq/100 (meq/100 p)p)
PH(H2o) | pn6c0
SitePR
I0 t  1 .0
8.6 t 1.2
7 .7  t 1 .7
21
t5.8 t0.7 8.0 t0.16
8.0 t0.1 i
8.0 t0.06
8.6
7.4 !0.03
7.5 t 0.05
7.6 t0.06
8.3
0 - 3 0
3 0 - 6 0
6 0 - 9 0
> 9 0
1.2
1.0
0.55
0.083
9.8
9.5
8.3
28
SiteBR
I  u.q to.q
II
II
IIt -
Site Site T TS
8.0
L t
8.2
8.6
7.5
7.6
7.8
8.4
0 - i 0
3 0 - 6 0
6 0 - 9 0
1.5 t0.19
1.3 t0.16
0.71t0.44
10 t0.71
9.8 t 1.2
7.5 ! 1.5
15.4 t  1 .4 8.0 +0.10
7.9 t0.08
8.0 +0.12
7.3 + 0.05
7.4 t0.04
7.6 t0.16
SiteBT
> 9 0
0 - 3 0
3 0 - 6 0
6 0 - 9 0
0. I2
1.3 t0.25
L L t 0 . 4 t
0.7 t0.53
14
9.0 t0.81
8.6 + 1.6
7.6 t2.2
12.1tL.5
8.5
8.2 !0.10
8.2 t0.16
8.4 t 0.32
8.3
7.4 !0.14
7.5 t0.09
7.7 +0.23
.s5.s5
0 - 3 0
3 0 - 5 0
5 0 - 9 0
1.9
1.2
0.74
t l
7.0
7.3
S6
0 - 3 0
3 0 - 6 0
6 0 - 9 0
1.9
1.2
0.77
t2
t l
8.6
S7
0 - 3 0
3 0 - 6 0
60-90
1.6
1.0
0.s3
33
29
*) *) The The CEC CEC was was measured measured in in the the upper upper 5 5 cm cm ofthe ofthe soilsoil
"-" "-" Indicates Indicates that that the the given given properties properties was was not not measuredmeasured
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Table Table 44 is is ndicated indicated inin
Depth Depth (cm)(cm)
0 -50
s0 -80
80 - r00
0 -s0
5 0 - 8 0
80 - 100
0 - 4 0
4 0 - 8 0
80 - 100
0 - 4 0
4 0 - 8 0
80- 120
120 -'2)
0-40
40-90
90-
0-50
0-8s
8 5 -
0-40
40-100
'L) 'L) 
The The saturated saturated lryd ulic lrydraulic cond ctivity conductivity (Ks) (Ks) were were estimated estimated by by pedo*ansferfunctions pedo*ansferfunctions (Rawl  (Rawls and and Brakensiek, Brakensiek, 1989),1989),
2 2 The The soil soil properties properties wer  were not not measured measured in in this this sand sand layer. layer. For For the the model model setup setup the the soil soil properties properties wer  were in t ad instead adoptedfrom adoptedfrom thethe
sandy sandy layer layer t atthe the PR-sitePR-site
5.08-07
8.58-07
1.08-04
3.68-07
8.98-07
1.88-04
5.98-07
3.08-07
T.IE-04
i.3E-07
8.98-07
1.08-04
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2.4. Acquisition of calibration data
The hydrological model MIKESHE was calibrated using timeseries of groundwater levels and
channel channel discharge discharge data. data.The The accumulated accumulated weekly weekly channel channel discharge discharge from from January January 1993 1993 ndand
onwards were obtained from Consorzio di Bonifica (1' Circondario, Ferrara). Moreover l0
piezometers piezometers were were installed installed throughout throughout the the ar a area in in spring spring 1997, 1997, and and the the ground ground water water tabl  table waswas
measured on a regular basis every two weeks It should be noted, that the topographical level of
the 10 piezometers lilere not measured in fiel4 but estimated from the available 1:5000
topographical topographical ma . m . Consequently, Consequently, the the actual actual l vel level of of the the m asured measured groundwater groundwater table table h s has somesome
uncertainties.
Figure Figure 9. 9. Position Position of of the the installed installed piezometerc piezometerc qs qs il,ell il,ell as as hefoar thefoar calibratian calibratian sites sites n med named PR' PR' BY, BY, TS TS snd snd BRBR
(Modifiedfrom (Modifiedfrom Piccapietra Piccapietra eL eL al. al. 1998).1998).
The The nitrogen nitrogen model model DAISY DAISY was was c librated calibrated using using soil soil water water content, content, mi eral mineral nitrogennitrogen
concentration, concentration, dry dry matte  matter yield, yield, plant plant nitrogen nitrogen up ake uptake and and soil soil temperaturetemperature
Inorganic Inorganic soil soil Nitrogen Nitrogen and and soil soil ntateî ntateî cont nL' contenL' F r For he the m asurement measurement of of inorganic i organic nitro e nitrogen
(NO3 (NO3 and and NH4) NH4) each each of of the the  t ha ha c libration calibration sites si es were were subdivided subdivided into into nine nine qual equal plots. plots. Fr mFrom
each each of of this this subdivision subdivision the the soil oil amples samples were w re taken taken down down to to 90 90 cm cm using using interval interval of of depths depths ofof
0-30 cm, 30-60 cm and 60-90 cm. All nine soil cores were pooled into a single sample for each
30 cm layers. As described in section 2.3. the sample strategy at the BR site was quite different.
The The soil soil ampling sampling concentrated concentrated here h re at at one one l cal local spot, spot, and and the the calibration calibration d ta d ta der ves derives from from oneone
soil soil c re core only. only. The The measurements measurements wer  we  car ied carried ou  out three three tim s times during during the the growing growing season season inin
connection connection with with f rtiliser fertiliser app cation application and and two two imes times during during winter winter leaching leaching p riod period in in betweenbetween
1^1^
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the growing season. These periods were selected for describing the temporal variation in
nitrogen nitrogen concentration concentration in in the the soil, s il, in n sufficient sufficient detail detail to o elucidate elucidate interactions interactions of of the the systemsystem
with fertiliser application, climate and crop growth. Each of the soil samples was
gravimetrically analysed for soil water content.
Crop samples.. Crop samples were selected from three of the calibration sites (BR, BV and PR)'
Six plants were cut just above ground and each of these was measured for dry matter yield and
total total ni rogen nitrogen content. content. The Theplant plant de sity density (plant/mz) (plant/mz) was was determined determined by by counting counting all all p a tplant
present in a 30-m2 test plot.
Soil Soil Temperature: Temperature: Yalues Yalu sfor for soil soil temperature temperature w re were obt ined obtained from fromLeip Leip (2000) (2000) who who measuredmeasured
the soil temperature in the upper 20 cm of the soil at the BR site. The soil temperature was
measured measured 6 6 times times during during the the simulation simulation period period by by means means of of mercury mercury or o  al ohol alcohol therm meters'thermometers'
For For each each c mping camping the the soil soil temperature temperature was was me sured measured 18 18 - - 24 24times times during during the the day day andand
subsequently subsequently averaged averaged for fo  obtaining obtaining the the m a  mean daily daily temperaturetemperature
2.5. Methods of analvsis
The soil samples for texture and chemical analysis (Organic Carbon, Total Nitrogen, pH,
Salinity, Salinity, CEC) CEC) were were sto d stored at at 2 2 4 4 oC oC and and transported transported to to he the laboratory, laboratory, where where the  they were were airair
dried, sieved through 2 mm sieves and analysed as follows:
c c Organic Organic carbo  carbon w s was analysed analysed using using dichromate dichromate oxidation oxidation according according to to he the Walkley-BlackWalkley-Black
method method (Page, (Page, 1982).1982).
c pH(H2O ) was measured in a slurry having a soil: water ratio of l:2,5 (Page, 1982).
o pH(KCI) was measured in a I M KCI slurry having a soil: KCI ratio of I:2,5 (Page, 1982).
c c Total Total Nitrogen Nitrogen was wasdetermined determined with with the the Kj ldahl Kjeldahl m thod; method; the e digestion digestion was was carried carried out out atat
410 "C and SeO2, K2SO4, CuSO4. 5H2O were used as catalysts (Page, 1982).
o Soil texture: The sand fraction \Mas measured irectly by sieving a sample suspension. The
remaining remaining silt silt and and clay clay fractions fractions were were determined determined by by s dimentation sedimentation analysis analysis followi g following thethe
pipette pipette method method described described by by (Pag , (Page, 1982). 1982). Prior Prior to t  analysis, analysis, c rbonates carbonates were were removed removed byby
HCI HCI pre-treatment. pre-treatment. The Th  presenc  presence of of rga ic organic matter matter n in the the soil soil can can cause cause uncertainties uncertainties on on th the
estimation of the clay and silt fraction. According to Madsen (1983) these uncertainties
ranges from IYo- 2%o for an organic matter content of less that 5%. As these uncertainties
are are cceptable acceptable for for the he pr s nt present scop  scope of of analysis, analysis, the the organic organic matter matter was was only only removed removed if if itit
exceeded 5 %.
o o CEC CEC was was detennined detennined by by the the BaClz BaClz methods methods (Ministerio (Ministerio delle d lle Risorse Risorse Agricol , Agricole, limentariAlimentari
e Forestali, 1994),where soil samples were extracted by a BariumchlorideÆriethanolamine
solution at pH 8.1.
Inorganic Inorganic Nitrogen: Nitrogen: The The soil soil amples samples were w re extracted extracted with with 2 2 M M KCI KCI using using 10 10ml ml of of extraclatfi/gextraclatfi/g
of of soil. soil. The The suspension suspension was was sub equently subsequently filtered filt red (Whatmann (Whatmann 42 42 filter) filter) and and the the filtrate filtrate waswas
analysed analysed for for NH4 NH4 andNO3. andNO3. The The KCI KCI extraction extraction and nd the the f llowing following analysis analysis were were all allcarried carried outout
in in three three replicates. replicates. The The NO3 NO3 was was analysed analysed by by ion ion chromatography, chromatography, whe eas whereas NH4 NH4was was analysedanalysed
spectrophotometically in accordance with Grafftroff (1972),In order to avoid interference - due
to to he the high high Cl- Cl- concentration concentration - - the the samples samples were w re dilut d diluted 5 5 and and 25 25 times times prior prior to toNH4 NH4 and and NO3NO3
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analysis, respectively. The KCl extraction was preferably carried out in the field in order to
minimise the changes of the Nitrogen content in the soil. However, in one situation (Autumn
1996) this was not possible. In this case, the samples were stored at 2 -4 "C and transported to
the the laboratory laboratory where where extractions extractions were were arried carried out outthe the following following day. day. Outside Outside the the fertiliserfertiliser
period, the measured ammonium concentration in the soil was very low and often below the
detection limit. h these cases the soil ammonium concentration was assumed to be equal to the
detection limit. A procedure associated with some uncertainties. However, uncertainties in such
a a low low concentration concentration range range did didnot not have have great great imp ct impact on on the he results.results.
Soil water retention curye: Undisturbed soil samples were taken with 5 cm long metal cylinders
of of 98 98 cm3. cm3. The The soil soil water water retention retention curve curve was was subsequently subsequently determined determined i  in th  the laboratory laboratory usingusing
the evapotranspiration method (See Appendix I for methods description). The present methods
only allowed pressure measurement down to -875 cm water (pF 2,94). Thus, the water content
for lower capillary pressure was estimated by frtting the measured data \Mith the Spline
interpolation method @rodlie, 1980), where the soil water content at pF 7 was assumed to be
z,e10.
Hydraulic Hydraulic conductivity conductivity curve: curve: h itiat hritiat values values for forthe the saturated saturated hydr ulic hydraulic conductivity conductivity waswas
assessed with the Rawls and Baumer equation (Rawls and Brakensiek, 1989) based on the
porosity, porosity, clay clay and and sand sand fraction. fraction. The The hydraulic hydraulic condu tivity conductivity frrnction frrnction was was subsequentlysubsequently
approximated by a methods described by Kunze et. al. (1968)
Bulk density; Soil samples were taken at various depths with 5 cm long metal cylinders of
known volume (98 cm3). The samples were dried at 105 "C until constant weight for dry mass
determination.determination.
Crop Crop analysis; analysis; Fresh Fresh plant plant material material w s was brought brought to to the the laboratory laboratory nd nd dried dried at at75 75 0C 0C untiluntil
constant constant weight. weight. Dry Dry mass mass w  was determined determined and and all all material material w s was finally finally grounded grounded prior prior toto
nitrogen analysis. The nitrogen content was measured with the Çeldahl method, the digestion
was carried out at 410 'C and SeO2, K2SO4, CuSO4. 5H2O were used as catalysts. (Page
re82).re82).
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3. Hydrological modelling
Modelling of the catchment hydrology using MIKESHE aimed at quantiffing the hydrological
processes by deriving the water balance for the entire area, and to obtain groundwater table
maps for the subsequent estimation of nitrogen leaching from the root zone.
3.1. Model setup and calibration
The model set-up of MIKESHE is described in the following, along with an indication of the
selected calibration parameters.
3.1.1. Discretization
The study area was divided into 2612 grid squares of 100 m. All spatially distributed catchment
characteristics (topography, soil type, land use etc.) were transformed into discretised
representations at this grid scale. The vertical discretization ofthe soil profile in the unsaturated
zone varies between 5 cm in the upper part neax the soil surface to 30 cm in the lower part.
3.1.2. Meteorology
Primary meteorological variables for the model (daily values for precipitation, mean air
temperature, global radiation and potential evapotranspiration) refer to the Volano
meteorological station situated eight kilometres east of the study area. A station, considered to
be representative for the Bonello Catchment. The potential evapotranspiration was calculated
using the Penman methods. In periods of missing data the meteorological data were
complemented with those possibly available from the station Bosco Mesola situated just east of
the study area. The variation between precipitation data obtained from the two meteorological
stations during one year was only of 6%. The daily precipitation is reported in Figure 10,
whereas accumulated precipitation and potential evapotranspiration are given in Figure 11. The
average precipitation during the simulation period was 679 mm with an average of 340 mm
during the growing season (1 April - I September).
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3.1.3. Vegetation and Evapotranspiration
A description of the temporal and spatial distribution of Leaf Area Index (LAf) and Rooting
Depth (RD) for the various crop types are used for calculating the actual evapotranspiration in
MIKESHE.
For Maize, Alfalfa and Sugar Beet the data were retrieved from DAISY simulations. The
temporal and spatial distribution of these crop types was described by applying 8 different
cropping sequences on various soil units. These were classified as combination of different soil
types and depth to the ground water table (see further description in Section 4.2.1.). The soil
type and depth to ground water table did not have any notable effect on the development of LAI
and RD. For each of the eight cropping sequences only one LAVRD time series was therefore
selected and assumed to be representative for all soil units with the same cropping sequence.
For Wheat, Barley and Soya time series of LAI derived from a measurement campaign carried
out near Bologna (ENEL, 1997), whereas time series for RD were assessed from the literature
(Neitsch, 1999). The LAVRD time series for the remaining crop types i.e. rice, forest, tomatoes
were also taken from the literature (Neitsch, 1999).
The empirical evapotranspiration and interception storage parameters were assumed to be
identical to the default values given in the MIKESHE technical reference manual. According to
Reefgaard (1997), these values have been successfully used in various modelling studies in
many countries. These parameters were not subject to any calibration.
3.1.4. Unsaturated zone
The soil physical characteristics for the unsaturated zone were adopted directly from the large-
scale application of DAISY, and data description can be found in section 4.2.1. However, the
hydraulic hydraulic cond ctivity conductivity curve curve used used in in the the MIKESHE MIKESHE simulation simulation was was somewhat somewhat different different fromfrom
that used in the DAISY simulation. Indeed, DAISY used the Kunze method (Kunze et. al.,
1968), whereas the MIKESHE model only allows the Brooks and Corey method (Brooks and
Corey, 1964) for estimating conductivity curves, DAISY generally gave a good description of
the soil water dynamics in the unsaturated zone. Therefore, the conductivity curve in
MIKESHE was matched to the curve used in the DAISY simulations by fitting the hydraulic
Accumulated during growing season
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exponent exponent 'on" 'on" i  i  the the Brock Brock and and Corey Corey equation. equation. Apart Apart from from this this adjustment adjustment of of the the co ductivityconductivity
curve, curve, the the data data escribing describing the the unsaturated unsaturated zone zone hav  have not not been been subject subject to to any any calibration.calibration.
The The unsaturated unsaturated zone zon  calculation calculation was was only only carried carried out out for for a a number number of of selected selected grid gripointspoints
(vertical (vertical profiles) profiles) in in order order to to r duce reduce computational computational time time requirements. requirements. An An initial i itial simulation simulation waswas
carried carried out out and and reas areas of of similar similar characteristics characteristics in in terms terms of of depth depth to to ground ground water water table table wer were
classified. Calculations were then carried out only in a single grid within each of the classified
areas, areas, nd and the the results results were were transferred transferred o to all all other other grid grid w thin within such such area. area. As As  a total total unsaturatedunsaturated
zone calculations were carried out for 69 computational profiles.
3.1.5. Topography, overland and channel flow
The topography and the river network were digitised from a 1:5000 topographic mapl.
Moreover a large amount of geometrical datadescribing the cross-section and bed elevation for
all major channels were obtained from Consorzio di Bonifica 1" Circondario, Ferrara, and
included in the description of the river network (See Figwe 12)
The channel outlet was placed outside the model boundaries and the bottom ditch level was
lowered to ensure a decreasing slope towards the channel outlet. A constant head boundary
condition condition was washen then applied applied t at th  the channel channel outlet. outlet. Clearly Clearly this this is is not not representative representative of of the the realreal
condition condition where where the the pumping pumping statio  station rts starts to to operate operate wh n when he the water water level level in inthe the main main cha nelchannel
exceeds a specified level. However, it was the only way that MIKESHE could simulate this
"maximum "maximum level levelboundary boundary c ndition" condition" where where ater water is is r moved removed when when a a c rtain certain level level is is xceededexceeded
but no water enters to compensate for falling levels during dry periods.
Large parts of the arable land consist of a complex and very dense network of
drainage/irrigation drainage/irrigation ditches. ditches. Only Only the the major major channels channels were were included included in in the the river river setup, setup, whereaswhereas
the the small small ditches ditches were were included included through through the the drainage drainage fac lity facility of of MIKESHE. MIKESHE. A A drainage drainage levellev l
was was defined defined for for each each grid grid an  and whenever whenever the th  simulated simulated gro ndwater groundwater table table exc ded exceeded the the drainagedrainage
level, level, a a drainage drainage flow flowwas was produced. produced. Drainage Drainage water water s was emoved removed from from the the aquifer aquifer nd and routedrouted
either either to to he the channels channels or or to to he the model model boundaries. boundaries. The The amount amount of of drainage drainage water water d pends depends on on thethe
height of the water table above the drain and a specified time constant characterising the
density density of of the the drainage drainage system system and and the the permeability permeability conditions conditions around around the thedrains. drains. The The drainagedrainage
level and time constant applied in the model-setup were 70 cm and 4.8E-07 s-l respectively. The
level level of of 70 70 cm cm represented represented the the minimum minimum depth depth to to e the groundwater groundwater measured measured in in the thearea,area,
whereas whereas the the value value for for the the ime time constant constant derived derived by by calibration.calibration.
A Manning number of 40 m1/3 s-t were applied in all the area. However, the flooded areas in the
northern northern pa  partof of the the catchment catchment wun wun accounted accounted for f r by by applying applying a a very very small small manning manning number number ofof
1E-5 mr/3 s-1.
The The exchange exchange flow flow between between the th  river river and and the the groundwatervr/as groundwatervr/as calculated calculated ass ming assuming  a "f ll"full
contacf' contacf' between between the the river river and and groundwater. groundwater. He ce, H nce, he the exchange exchange flow flow b tween between theth
groundwater groundwater and and the th  river river was was determined determined from from the the ydraulic hydraulic pax rneters paxarneters of of the th  geologicalgeological
layers layers djacent adjacent to to the the river. river. The The riv r/aquifer river/aquifer exchang  exchange was was ther fore therefore explicitly explicitly given given in in thethe
saturated module.
rRegione Emilia-Romagna, Carta Tecnica Regionale, Seczione No I 87 160, I88t 30, 188090; provided by the Assessorato
all'Ambiente, Ferrara
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Figure Figure 12. 12. Channel Channel network network applied applied in in the the hydrologicat hydrologicat mo et modet MIKSHE. MIKSHE. Irrtgafian Irrtgafian watet watet is is entering entering the the c annelchannel
network network through through in in eight eight apsfieam apsfieam points points marked marked as as Qv, Qv, whereas whereas the th  c annel channel outlet outlet is is marked marked as as Hv.Hv.
3.1.6. Irrigation
Inigation water is taken from Po di Goro and Canale Bianche and it is entering the channel
network through eight siphons situated along the two rivers. Since both channels are
hydrological independent from the remaining channel system all irrigation water derives from
external sources. The yearly amount of irrigation water applied to the southern part of the area
(south of the Goro village) were obtainedby Consorzio Di Bonifica (1'Circondario, Ferrara),
whereas whereas data d ta on on the the irrigation irrigation water water for for the the northern northern area area (north (north of of e the Goro Goro village) village) w swas
unavailable. unavailable. Thus, Thus, the the amount amount of of irrigation irrigation water water used used in in this this area area was was estimated estimated by by adoptingadopting
the following assumptions reflecting the general inigation practices used by the farmers:
o The irrigation rate for the rice fields was 1300 mm/year
o o The The irrigation irrigation ate rate f r for the the sandy sandy oils soils was was three three im s times higher higher that that of of the the irrigation irrigation ate rate f rfor
loamy soils
e e The The irrigation irrigation ate rate for for the the sandy sandy area area was was the the same same for forall all the the corresponding corresponding areaarea
o o The The irrigation irrigation ate rate for for the the loamy loamy area area was was the the same same for forall all the the corresponding corresponding areaarea
Approximately l0oÂ of the arable land south of Goro are rice fields. These fields are flooded
from from May May to to September, September, and and water water inside inside thes  these fields fields is is changed changed three three o to f ur four times times during during thethe
period. period. Acc rding According to t  general general irrigation irrigation prac ces practices the the otal total ye rly yearly amount amount of of water water used used for for ricerice
inigation is approximately 1300-1400 mm/year (Remari 1999, Personal commtrnication).
The northwestern - sandy - part of the area was characterised by a much higher inigation
demand. demand. Exact Exact irrigation irrigation dat  data were were not not available, available, but but ccording according to t  general general irrigation irrigation practicespractices
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(Remari (Remari 1999, 1999, personal personal communication) communication) the the irrigation irrigation rate rate for for the the sandy sandy area area was was 3 3 - - 4 4 timestimes
higher higher t an than that that for for the the loa:ny loa:ny s ils.soils.
The fixed irrigation rate forrice of 1300 mm/y, as well as the ratio of 3 between the irrigation
rate for sand and loam soil, was assessed through calibration.
No irrigation data was available for 1993 and 1994. In these two years the meteorological
conditions during the growing se€rson were somewhat similar to 1998 (Figure 11). An initial
MIKESHE simulation also indicated that the net precipitation in 1993 and 1994 were lTYo
higher and 50Â lower than the net precipitation in 1998,. Consequently, the irrigation rate in
1993 and 1994 was assumed tobe l6Yo lower and 4%higher than the irrigation rate in 1998.
Based on the above.assumption the total amount of irrigation water applied to the arable land
was estimated according to Eq. 1., and the obtained estimates are represented in Table 5.
QTotot -- ( I Loo. 'ALoo* + I Sond 'Asand + I Rice'AXi", )'10-3 Eq' I
r  -Qsyon"  - IR i " " 'AR ice ' I os  
Eq '2
t t Loatn Loatn - - 
A"^*,A"^*,
Is*a Is*a = = 3lro* 3lro* Eq. Eq. 33
I Ri"" = 1300 mm Eq.4
Where:
Qsipno, Qsipno, = = The The amount amount of f irrigation irrigation water water applied applied in in the the ar a area south south of of Goro Goro (m3 (m3 /year)/year)
Astoo Astoo = = Area Area of ofthe the loamy loamy arable arable soil soil uth south of of Goro Goro (*t (*t ))
ARi"" = Area of the rice fietd (^2 )
As*d As*d = = Area Area of ofthe the sandy sandy arable arable soil soil (*2 (*2 ))
ALoo = Areof the loamy arable soil (-' )
Table Table 5 5 Inigation Inigation w er water applied applied in in th  the southern southern area area (QAiphon) (QAiphon) as as well well as as the the estimated estimated inigation inigation ratesrates
Qsirh.,(m3,/year) Qsirh.,(m3,/year) Rice Rice (mm/year) (mm/year) Loam Loam (mm/year) (mm/year) Sand Sand (mm$ear)(mm$ear)
1993
1994
1300
I 300
232
294
6969
t61
271
280
213
697
882
207
484
812
840
639639
1995 764690 1300
1996 2036549 1300
1997 2596486 1300
1998 2618125 1300
Average 2003963 1300
During During the the i igation inigation period, period, from from April April to to September, September, the th  siphons siphons are are normally normally left left openopen
allowing allowing  a continuous continuous water waterinflow inflow from from the the higher higher locat d located Po Po di di Goro Goro and and Canale Canale Bi ch Bianche
into into the the ar a. area. Th  The siphons siphons are are only only closed closed during during rainy rainy periods periods or or in in case case of of high high salinitysalinity
concentration concentration in in the the Po Po di di Goro Goro (Remari, (Remari, 1999 1999 Personal Personal communication). communication). Hence, Hence, the th  temporaltemporal
distribution distribution of of the the irrigation irrigation water water s was calculated calculated by by minimising minimising theRf theRf -value -value expressed expressed in in Eq.Eq.
5.
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Where:
yY'i = QPi+ QIi
Eq. 5
't= t/ rlor,*\or')
i= I  i= ]
nn
Consrraints, I gf, = Qrotar and QIi > 0
i -  |
E q . 6
Eq. 7
Were:
Qp; = Weekly precipitation (mj/week)
QI;: Weekly ircigation input (m3/week)
n : Number of inigation week per year
Qro,ot Qro,ot -- -- Total Total year y yearly irrigation irrigation inptû i ptû calculatedfrom calculatedfrom Eq. Eq. I I (m3/year)(m3/year)
The inigation water is taken from the higher located Po di Goro and applied to the field through
the network of irrigation ditches. This irrigation system requires that a minimum water level is
maintained in the main channel in order to supply all the smaller distribution channels. A
certain tail loss in terms of irrigation water remaining in the channel system is therefore
unavoidable. Information concerning this tail loss was not available. Thus, for the model setup
the irrigation tail loss (QIC) and the fraction, which actually reached the fields (QIF), were
estimated by the following procedure:
1. The simulated discharge at the channel outlet (QS) was retrieved from an initial sirnulation
without irri gation input,
2. The weekly irrigation input (Qi) was estimated according F,q.6,
3. The tail loss in terms of irrigation water remaining in the channel system (QIC| was
calculated by minimising the Rj value expressed in Eq. 8,
4. The amount of inigation water actually reaching the fîeld (QIF) was calculated by Eq. 9.
"  
E q . 8
pz =\ pui-(esi+çrc, ù2
/  , \  4
Constra Constra int int s s : : 0 0 3 3 QICi QICi < < QI QI ii
grF = Qri-Qrci
Where:
QMi = The measured river discharge at the channel outlet (m3 tweek)
QSi = Simulated river discharge from an MIKESHE simulation without irigation input (m3 /week)
QIi = Total inigation water estimated from Eq. 6 (mt /week)
QICi = Irrigation water remaining in the channel system (m3 /week)
QIF, = lrrirorion water applied to the field (m3 /week)
Given the amount of water applied to the fields each week (QIF) the irrigation rate for the rice
fîelds (IW;""), the loamy GW,""J and sandy soil (IW,",a) were estimated according to Eq. 12 -
8q .11 .
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gI4 = (IWR.""'ARi"" * IWsona'Asona * IWroo^'ALo" )'ï0-' Eq. 10
tw- - QIFi- Aai""(1300/ n) '10-3'" Loam (3.Asona + A6o ).Io-3
IWs*a IWs*a = = 3'IW7*^3'IW7*^
IWRi" "=1300/n
l[/here:l[/here:
ARi"" = Area of the rice field (-2 )
Asond Asond = = Area Area of ofthe the sandy sandy arable arable soil soil (-t (-t ))
AIo* AIo* = = Area Area of ofthe the loamy loamy arable arable soil soil (*2 (*2 ))
Eq. lI
Eq. 12
Eq. 13
The The river river network network acts acts b th both as as irrigation irrigation and nd drai age drainage system. system. During During the thewinter winter period period water water isis
flowing flowing from from the the fields fields through through e the channel channel network network toward toward he thechannel channel outlet, outlet, '$/hereas '$/hereas --
during during the the rrigation irrigation season season - - water water is is however however flowing flowing om from the the major major ch nnel channel into into the the smallsmall
irrigation irrigation ditches. ditches. Here Here th the irrigation irrigation water water is is applied applied to to he the field field by by channel channel release, release, and nd thethe
irrigation irrigation distribution distribution is is controlled controlled by by a a number number of of internal internal channel channel regulators. regulators. It It was wasnotnot
possible to simulate this situation with the applied version of MIKESHE, as it would require
modelling modelling tw  two different different flow flow directions directions in in the the riv r river system. system. Thus, Thus, a a river river setup setup describing describing th the
drainage drainage system system wa  was applied. applied. The Theamount amount of of iniga ion inigation water water applied applied to to he the fields fields (QIF) (QIF) waswas
applied applied through through an an extra extra precipitation precipitation input input during during the the rrigation irrigation period, period, whereas whereas the th  amotrnt amotrnt ofof
irrigation irrigation water water remaining remaining in in the the channel channel system system (QICil (QICil was was introduced introduced directly directly in in eighteight
upstream points in the channel system (see Figure 12).
3.1.7. Saturated zone
Boundary Boundary conditions: conditions: The The Po Po River River and and the the Adriatic Adriatic Sea Sea ar  are th  the natural natural boundaries boundaries for for thethe
ground ground water water flow flow in in the the ar a. area. A A large large quantaty quantaty of of water water is is entering entering the the aquifer aquifer through through thesethese
boundaries boundaries because because of of the the strong strong hydraulic hydraulic gradient gradient betw en between the the study study area area (having (having aa
topography of 1 - 3 meter below sea level) and the higher located Po di Goro and Adriatic Sea.
This This inflow inflow was was accounted accounted for for by by imposing imposing a a fixed fixed ground ground water water he d head as s boundary boundary condition condition atat
the the border border facing facing the the Po Po di di Goro Goro and and the the Adriatic Adriatic Sea. Sea. Th  The hydraulic hydraulic gradient gradient -controlling -controlling thethe
water water inflow- inflow- was was created created by by fixing fixing th s this boundary boundary gr  ground water water head head at at  amuch much higher higher levellevel
that the adjacent cell situated just inside the model area. A constant level to this boundary
ground ground water water he d head was was etermined determined by by calibration calibration (see (see T ble Table 6).6).
At At the the eastern eastern boundary, boundary, which which as was assumed assumed to to f llow follow the the higher higher surface surface topography, topography, a a zero-zero-
flux flux boundary boundary was was applied. applied. Moreover, Moreover, the the simulation simulation of of the he saturated saturated zone zonewas was canied canied outout
using using one one computational computational ayer layer of of six-meter six-meter depth, d pth, and and the the lower lower boundary boundary was was also also treated treated lik lik
a a zero-flux zero-flux boundary.boundary.
Initial conditions: Using the iterative procedure suggested by Refsgaard (1997), the initial
condition condition were were assessed assessed by by the the following following approach:approach:
o o A A model model run run for for the the period period 1992- 1992- 1997 1997 was was m de made with with guessed guessed initial initial conditionsconditions
o o Simulated Simulated groundwater groundwater levels levels for for December December 1997 1997 were were th n then us d used as asinitial initial conditions conditions in i  aa
second model run
o o If If the the simulated simulated values values in inthe the two two first first run run were were not not identical, identical, a a third third mo el model run run was was m demade
on on the the basis basis of of the the initial initial conditions conditions derived derived from from the the second second run, run,a  and so so on.on.
Since 1992 was used as initialisation period the model results for this year were not used in the
calibration process.
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Hydrogeological propertles: The aquifer was assumed to be unconfined and to consist of one
main aquifer material characterised by the same hydraulic parameters. These parameters were
assessed through calibration, as no data on the hydraulic properties of the saturated zone were
available. The effect of the dikes surrounding the eastern and 6outhern part of the area was
simulated by introducing an impermeable lenses (Ks :1 E-" m/s; in the saturated zone
bordering the Po di Goro and the Sea. The upper vertical level of the lenses was siuated at the
sea level whereas the lower vertical level was situated 75 cmbelow the ground surface of the
model area.
Calibration procedure: The selected calibration parameters and their estimated values are given
in Table 6. The dynamics of the ground water table is mainly determined by the water
infiltrating through the boundaries, by the hydraulic conductivity and by the specific yield of
the soil where the phreatic surface is located, However, due to the coupled unsaturated-
saturated zone description in MIKESHE, where the two zones overlap, the specific yield of the
aquifer is, in reality, a passive parameter determined by the soil moisture retention curve of the
corresponding layer in the unsaturated zone (Refgaard, 1997). Thus only two groundwater
parameters were subject to calibration:
o The hydraulic conductivity
o The applied boundary groundwater head at the eastern and southern boundaries
Within the river network the exchange flow between the groundwater and the river was
determined from the hydraulic parameters (e.g. the hydraulic conductivity) of the geological
layers adjacent to the river. Two of the piezometers (no.7 and no. 13) was placed very close to
the main channel and the groundwater fiuctuations in these piezometer was mainly used for
calibrating the groundwater/river exchange flow. As indicated in Table 6, a higher hydraulic
conductivity was applied along the main channel in order to increase the river/aquifer exchange
flow.
Table Table 6. 6. Calibrated Calibrated input input pa.ru.meters pa.ru.meters in in the th  saturated saturated zonezone
Boundary groundwater head towards the Po di Goro and the Adriatic Sea
Vertical and horizontal hydraulic conductivity in the main aquifer
[.2 meters belowe sea level
1E-04 (m/s)
Vertical and horizontal hydraulic conductivi the the main main cha nelchannel 5E-03 (m/s)
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3.2. Results and discussion
The The model model calibration calibration and and validation validation results results are are reported reported in in this this section. section. The The modelmodel
perforrrance perforrrance was was assessed assessed on on the th  basis basis ofof
o o A A visual visual in pection inspection of of th  the s mulated simulated and and measured measured channel channel discharges discharges and and groundwatergroundwater
dynamics,dynamics,
o o The The ratio ratio between between th  th  average average disch rges discharges of of measured measured and nd simulated simulated channel channel dischargesdischarges
(Meas.rJSim-oo),(Meas.rJSim-oo),
o o The The Nash Nash and and Sutcliffe Sutcliffe efficiency efficiency coefficient coefficient (r2) (r2) betrveen betrveen o served observed and and measured measured channelchannel
discharges (Nash and Sutcliffe, 197 0).
The The available available dat  dataset set was was divided divided into into tw two parts. parts. The The calibration calibration of of channel channel discharge discharge wa was
perfomred perfomred for for the the p riod period 1993-1997. 1993-1997. Since Since the the level level of of the the groundwater groundwater table table could could only only bebe
measured measured only only after after drilling drilling of of the the pi zometers, piezometers, calibration calibration of of the he model model with with respect respect toto
simulation simulation of of the the gr undwater groundwater dynamics dynamics was was m de made only only for for 1997 1997 . . The The validation validation of of the he modelmodel
was then attempted using the data collected in 1998.
3,2.1. Channel discharges
The The measured measured channel channel discharges discharges were wer  g n rally generally w ll we  represented represented by by th  the model model during during thethe
calibration calibration period period 1993-1997 1993-1997 (Figue (Figue 13). 13). However, However, the the results results did did h ghlight highlight two two inadequaciesinadequacies
of of the the model. model. Firstly Firstly the he model model ten s tends to to underestimate underestimate some some of of th thl rgest largest peak peak flows, flows, andand
secondly secondly th  the mo el model gives gives a a less less sati factory satisfactory description description of of the the cha nel channel discharge discharge during during thethe
summerperiod.
It It should should be be noted noted that that some some of of th the underestimated underestimated events vents occur occur where where no no p cipitation precipitation datada
were were available available from from the the nearby nearby m teorological meteorological stations stat ons (Volano (Volano and d Bosco Bosco Me ola). Mesola). In In thesethese
periods, periods, the the data data were were instead instead obtained obtained from from more more distant distant stations stations (Figure (Figure t3). t3). TheThe
underestimation underestimation coul  could therefore therefore be b  caused caused by by ncertainties uncertainties associated a sociated with with those those precipitationprecipitation
data data th  that ûdght ûdght not not be be so so representative representative for for th  the tudy study ar a.area.
The The disagreement disagreement during during the th  summer summer period period ( specially (especially in in 1996 1996 nd and 1997) 1997) ndght ndght be be caused caused byby
an an inadequate inadequate description description of of the the rrigation irrigation nput. input. I deed, Indeed, limit d limited irrigation irrigation data data were were availableavailable
and estimations were mainly based upon general inigation practices (see section 3.1.6.).
Moreover, Moreover, the the mod l model setup setup adopted adopted for for irrigation irrigation is s not notfully fully representative representative of of a a situation situation wherewhere
irrigation irrigation water water s is pplied applied to to he the fields fields via via channel channel release release from from  al rge large number number of of ditches. ditches. It I  sis
the the amount amount of of irriga ion irrigation water water l st lost through through evapotranspiration evapotranspiration that that is islikely likely to to be be overestimated.overestimated.
The The evapotranspiration evapotranspiration losses losses are areexpected expected to to be be much much higher higher when when i rigation irrigation is s applied applied on on thethe
surface. surface. Thus, Thus, simulating simulating irrigation irrigation through through an an increased increased pre ipitation precipitation input input stead instead of of channelchannel
release release from from irrigation irrigation ditches ditches can canoverestimate overestimate the th  vapofr nspiration.evapofranspiration.
During During the thewinter winter se&rons se&rons there there wa  was a  good good correlation correlation betw en between simulated simulated and and measured measured datadata
1êO,AIZ;. 1êO,AIZ;. During During these these periods periods the the channel channel discharge discharge erives derives from from precipitation precipitation andand
infiltration infiltration from fr m he the Po Po River River and and the the Adriatic Adriatic Sea. Sea. The The latter latter is is controlled controlled by by the the modelmodel
description description of of the he b undary boundary c ndition, condition, and and the the good good c rrelation correlation the fore therefore indicates indicates anan
appropriate appropriate model mod l description description of of the the boundary boundary condition.condition.
Dtring Dtring the the validation validation per od period n in 1998 1998 the the model model were were found found t  to be be less less accurate accurate (Figrne (Figrne 13.).13.).
Especially Especially the the autumn autumn peak peak flows flows were were cl arly clearly underestimated underestimated by by the the model. model. Again Again thethe
observed observed discr pancies discrepancies are a  pr sumably presumably cau ed caused by ban an inadequate inadequate description description of of the the irr gationirrigation
input. input. The The summer summer of of 1998 1998 was was (compared (compared to to he the other other years) years) ch racterised characterised by by a a very very highhigh
evapotranspiration.evapotranspiration.
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The estimated irrigation demand was also much higher (Table 5.), but apparently it was not
sufficient sufficient to to cov r cover the the la ge large water water deficit deficit accumulated accumulated during d ring the the dry dry s unmer srunmer period. period. Thus, Thus, thethe
first first rain rain event event in in arly early autumn autumn (September) (September) did did not not result result in in a acorresponding corresponding response response in in thethe
channel discharge provided by the model. A key problem in this respect was that the
meteorological meteorological condition condition during during the the summer summer month month in i  1998 1998 v/as v/as ery very different different from from thethe
preceding calibration period (1993-1997), that was used for estimating the irrigating rates. In
1998 1998 the the suûrmer suûrmer months months of f June, June, July July and and August August were were abnormal abnormal in i  terms terms of of a a much much higherhigher
potential evapotranspiration and a lower precipitation (See Figrre 14.). The applied description
of of the the irrigation irrigation system system wa  was sufficient sufficient for for th  the m teorological meteorological variability vari bility found found within within thethe
calibration calibration per od, period, but but apparently apparently it it was was no  not applicable applicable for for the the more more abnormal abnormal meteorologicalmeteorological
condition such as the summer of 1998.
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3.2.2. Groundwater dynamics
The The model model description description of of the the grou dwater groundwater dyna: ics dyna:nics was was somewhat somewhat ambiguous. ambiguous. In In ost mo tof f thethe
piezometers piezometers the the c rr lation correlation between between m asured measured and nd simulated simulated groundwater groundwater table table was was good,good,
while in others the correlation v/as less satisfactory @igure 15 and Figure 16.). For the
piezometer 5 and 16 the simulated groundwater table showed a more uneven response than the
measured results. Moreover, the observed groundwater rise in July/August 1998 (Piezometer 15
and piezometer l8) and winter 1997 (Piezometer 9) was not reproduced wellby the model.
The The main main re son reason for for the the observed observed discr pancies discrepancies may may be be an an inaccurate inaccurate des ription description of of the the s atialspatial
variability variability of of the the ydraulic hydraulic cond ctivify. conductivify. The The aquifer aquifer was was as umed assumed to to consist consist of of oneone
sedimentary sedimentary bed bed characterised characterised by by the th  same same hydraulic hydraulic conductivity. conductivity. Indeed, Indeed, his this is isan an obviousobvious
simplification, simplification, which which makes makes it it difficult difficult for for the the hydrological hydrological mode  model to to capture capture the he int rnalinternal
variation variation occurring occurring within within the the catchment.catchment.
The observed discrepancies between measured and simulated data in piezometers 9, 15 and
18 18 are are diffïcult diffïcult to to explain. explain. The The observed observed groundwater groundwater rise rise is is only only seen seen in in these these t reethree
piezometers, piezometers, and and sometimes sometimes the the groundwater groundwater table table starts starts to to i e rise in in a a period period with with nono
precipitation precipitation rnput. rnput. It It could could be becaused caused by by an an inadequate inadequate description description of of the the internal internal chan elchannel
regulation regulation that that - - due due to to he the simplified simplified description description of of the the riv r river network network - - was was not not taken taken intointo
account account by by the the model model description description of of the the c a nel channel network. network. More ver Moreover the the irrigation irrigation rate rate rilasrilas
assumed assumed to to be b  the the same same for foreach each soil soil type. type. Consequently, Consequently, individual individual crop crop demand demand forfor
irrigation irrigation water water is is - - apart apart from from the the ric rice field field - - not not taken taken into i to account account by by the the model.model.
Finally, it should be noted that the topographical level of the installed piezometers rvas assessed
from from topographical topographical ma  map only. only. The The actual actual level level of of the the m asured measured groundwater groundwater table table ther fore therefore isis
associated associated with with some some uncertainties. uncertainties. Thes  Thes  unc rtainties uncertainties mak  make it it d fficult difficult to to evaluate evaluate the the modelsmodels
capability capability of of simu ating simulating the the actual actual level level of of the the groundwater groundwater table.table.
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3.2.3. \Mater balance
The simulated water balance for the study area is given in Table 7, while specific water
balances for the saturated zone and channel network are given in Table 8. Positive values
indicate indicate a a water water inflow inflow to to the the various various systems, systems, wher as whereas negative negative values values indicate indicate a a waterwater
outflow.outflow.
Table Table 7. 7. Annual Annual water water balancefor balancefor the the study study area area (mm/year)(mm/year)
1993 1994 199s 1996 1997 1998 Average
PrecipitationPrecipitation
IrrigationIrrigation
Flow Flow across across model model boundariesboundaries
EvapotranspirationEvapotranspiration
Net Net channel channel oatflowoatflow
Change Change in in storagestorage
831 774 533
84 190 305
180 173 183
-637 -462 -511
-459 -653 -538
-1 22 -28
665 679
345 224
182 180
-705 -58s
-s07 -s02
-20 -5
675
197
182
-603
-420
31
s94
225
t80
-s94
-437
-32
Table Table 8. 8. W'ater W'ater bal ncefor balancefor the th  saturated saturated zone zone an and the the channel channel network network (mm/year)(mm/year)
PercolationPercolation
Flow Flow across across model model boundariesboundaries
Net Net exchangefuw exchangefuw to to n lchannel
Change Change in in storuge_storuge_
Net Net inflowfrom inflowfrom aquiferaquifer
Net Net intlow intlow from from overland overland flowflow
Irrigation Irrigation tail ta l lossloss
Net Net channel channel outflowoutflow
1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 Average
Water Water bal nce balance for for the the saturated saturated zonezone
180 12i 216 423 196 172 218
I8l 180 180 174 183 182 180
-323 -339 -388 -570 -406 -364 -398
38 -36 7 26 -27 -10 0
Water Water bal ncefor balancefor lhe lhe channel channel networknetwork
323 339 388 570 406 364
1 1 9 6 1 1 0
96 97 62 77 l i l  133
-420 -437 -459 -653 -538 -507
398
))
9999
-502
The The water water b lance balance w s was characterised characterised by by two two important important water wa er inflow: inflow: Water Water fluxes fluxes acro sacross
boundaries boundaries and and application application of of irrig ti  irrigation water.water.
The model boundaries towards the higher located Po di Goro and the Adriatic Sea was
characterised characterised by by  a strong strong hydraulic hydraulic gp ient gpdient an  and l rge large amount amount of of water water entering entering the the systemsystem
across these boundaries (see Figure 17.). During the simulation period from 1993-1998 the
aveïage groundwater recharge was found to be 401 mrn lyear, and 45 % of this recharge derived
from water fluxes across model boundaries.
The The estimated estimated mean m an inig tion inigation i put input was was 224 224 nm/yeer. nm/yeer. A A rath  rather large large amount amount acc ing accounting forfor
approximately approximately 20 20 % % of of th  the otal total water water input input to to the the system system (See (See Table Table 7). 7). As As previouslypreviously
described, described, th  the irrigation irrigation water water s is taken taken directly directly from from he the higher higher locat d located P  Po di di Goro Goro and and CanaleCanale
Bianche and applied to the frelds by channel release from a dense network of irrigation ditches.
This This inigation inigation system system requires requires that that a  minimum minimum water water level level is is maintained maintained in in the the main main ch nel channel inin
order order t  to supply supply all all the the smaller smaller distribution distribution channels. channels. A A certain certain tail l loss, loss, in in terms terms of of inigationinigation
'water 'water remaining remaining in in the the channel channel system, system, i  i  th refore therefore unavoidable. unavoidable. The The estimated estimated tail tail lossloss
accounts accounts for f r 44 44 %o %o of ofthe the total total irrigation irrigation nput. input. It It should should however however be be noted noted tha  that t is this estimate estimate isi
based upon a simple description of the irrigation system (see discussion in section 3.2.1. and
3.2.2.). Consequently, the estimatedtail loss as well as the totat irrigation input is associated
with with some some uncertainties.uncertainties.
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3.3. Summery and concluding remarks
The The model model performance performance was was considered considered satisfactory satisfactory for for des ribing describing th  the overall overall hyd o ogicalhydrological
processes processes and and th  the int grated integrated hydrological hydrological response response of of the the catchment catchment as as  a whole, whole, although although thethe
results results did did also also reveal reveal some some m del model li itations.limitations.
In In particular particular the he l mited limited data ata availability availability on on the the irrigation irrigation nput nput and and spatial spatial variability variability of of thethe
hydraulic hydraulic properties properties hindered hindered t e the model model in in capturing capturing all all inter al internal variation variation occurring occurring within within thethe
catchment. catchment. Moreover, Moreover, the the appli d applied description description of of the the irrigation irrigation system system was was found found t  to be be sufficientsufficient
for for the the m teorological meteorological variability vari bility found found within within the the calibration calibration period period fr m from 1993- 1993- 7, 1997, butbut
apparently apparently it it was was no  not applicable applicable for for the th  unusual unusual meteorological meteorological condition condition har cterising characterising thethe
summer summer month month of f the the validation validation year year 1998. 1998. It It should should als  also be be noticed noticed tha  that t e the m asurements measurements ofof
the the groundwater groundwater table table h d had some some inaccuracy.inaccuracy.
The The established established water water alance balance was wasch racterised characterised by by two two important important water water inflows: inflows: Water Water fluxesfluxes
across across boundaries boundaries and and application application of of irrigation irrigation water.water.
The The model model boundaries boundaries towar s towards he the higlrer higlrer located located Po Po di i Goro Goro and and the the Adriatic Adriatic Sea Sea waswas
characterised characterised by by a a strong strong hydraulic hydraulic gradient gradient and and l rge large arnount arnount of of water water ent ring entering the the systemsystem
across these boundaries. During the simulation period from 1993-1998 the estimated
groundwater groundwater echarge recharge s was 401 401 mm mm /year, /year, and and 45 45 % % of of this this recharge recharge derived derived from from water water flux sfluxes
across across model model boundaries. boundaries. The The study study area area w{$ w{$ furthermore furthermore characteris d characterised by by a a l rg  large irri ationirrigation
demand demand and and the the estimated estimated mean m an irrig tion irrigation input input was was 224 224 mm/year, mm/year, accounting accounting for for 20 20 oÂ oÂ of of thethe
total total water water input input to to he the system.system.
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4. Modelling of nitrogen dynamics
The The nitrogen nitrogen modelli g modelling using using DAISY DAISY aimed aimed at at quantifying quantifying the the ni rogen nitrogen loading loading derivi  deriving fromfrom
the the arable arable l nd and of ofthe the Bonello Bonello catchment, catchment, with with specific specific emphasis emphasis on on the the various various root root zonezone
proc€sses proc€sses affecting affecting the the nitrogen nitrogen leaching. leaching. Moreover, Moreover, it it was was ana$sed ana$sed which which nvironmentalenvironmental
improvement improvement could could be beobtained obtained by by impl menting implementing alternative alternative managem nt management practices.practices.
4.1. Modelling of nitrogen dynamics - Iield scale
The The first first modelling modelling exercise exercise involved involved the the upscaling upscaling of of the the o -dimensional one-dimensional model model to to r presentrepresent
condition at the freld scale. Hence, the model capabilities of describing the root zone processes
were were carefully carefully evaluated evaluated through through a amodel model calibration/validation. calibration/validation. Calibration C brationsites si es of of I I ha ha werewere
chosen chosen in in Maize Maize fields, fields, the the major major crop crop tlp€ tlp€ in in the the ar a area (position (position of f the the f ur four calibration calibration sites si es i s
indicated indicated in in Figure Figure 9.). 9.). However, However, during during the the project project the thecrop crop rotation rotation occurred occurred at at som  some of of th the
sites sites and and calibration calibration data d ta for f r alfalfa alfalfa nd and sugar sugar beet beet lso also became became avail bl .available.
DAISY DAISY has has mainly mainly bee  been applied applied under under climatic climatic onditions conditions typist typi t of ofNorthern Northern and and Ce tralCentral
Europe. Europe. Thus, Thus, an an interesting interesting aspect aspect of of this his project project has has been been a a test test of of the the model model applicability applicability toto
Southern Southern European European conditions conditions in i  terms terms of of different different cl mate climate other other cultivar cultivar types, types, etc. tc.
4.1.1. Model set-up and calibration
The The field field was was interpreted interpreted as as n an equivalent equivalent soil soil c lumn. column. Thusn Thusn the the spatial spatial variabi ity variability within within thethe
field field scale scale was was aggregated aggregated and and ccounted accounted for for in in effective effective parameter parameter values, values, asses ed assessed from from thethe
measured measured data. data. The The model model set-up set-up of of the the various various sub-modules sub-modules within within DAISY DAISY is is described described in in thethe
following, following, along along with with a a discussion discussion of of the the selected selected calibration calibration parameters.parameters.
4.1.1.1. Ilydrological module
The The hydrological hydrological modu e module of of DAISY DAISY considers considers evapotranspiration, evapotranspiration, infiltration, infiltration, inte ceptioninterception
snow snow melting melting and and ccumulation accumulation as as well well as as water water uptake uptake by by plants. plants. The The crop crop gr wth growth andand
nitrogen nitrogen transformation transformation p ocesses pr cesses are ar  clo ely closely relat d related with with the the soil soil water water content content in i  th  the rootroot
zone, zone, and and  a proper proper description description of of the the so l soil water water dynamics dynamics is is therefore therefore of of utmost outmost importance.importance.
Essential Essential for for th  theset-up set-up of of the the hydrological hydrological mo ule module is:is:
o o An An indication indication of of the the lower lower b undary boundary condition,condition,
o o A A description description ofsoil ofs il physical physical properties.properties.
The The area area is is characterised characterised by by a a shallow shallow water ater tabl  table r nging ranging f om from approximately approximately I I to t  3 3 metersmeters
below below ground ground surface, surface, and ndby by strong strong oil soil capillary capillary forces forces I I (s e (see Figure Figure 8). 8).Hence, Hence, th th
groundwater groundwater table table has has a a great great imp ct impact on on soil soil water water dynamics dynamics in i  the theroot root zone zone and and is isanan
important important nput input parameter parameter for for the theydrological hydrological module. module. Description Description of of the the groundwatergroundwater
dynamics dynamics was was obtained obtained fr m fromth  the hydrological hydrological mo el model MIKESHE, MIKESHE, which which as was setup setup for for he the entireentire
study study area area (see (see section section 3). 3). Thus, Thus, time time series series of of ground ground water water tabl s tables retri ved retrieved f om from MII(ESIIEMII(ESIIE
simulations simulations were were applied applied as as lower lower b undary boundary conditions conditions for for the the hydrological hydrological mo ule module in in DAISY.DAISY.
The soil physical properties ïyere assessed from field measurements ( ee section 2.3.). Thus, the
soil soil profiles profiles consisted consisted of of three three to to f ur four horizons horizons each each characterised characterised by by physical physical roperties properties asas
given given in in Table Table 4 4 and and Figure Figure 8. 8. The The saturated saturated hydraulic hydraulic cond ctivity conductivity (Ks) (Ks) was was used used a as
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calibration calibration p rameter. parameter. During During the thecalibration calibration per od period this this parameter parameter was was ch nged changed in in order order t to fitfit
the the hydraulic hydraulic conductivity conductivity urve. curve. Initial Initial estimates estimates of of Ks Ks w re were obtained obtained using using pedotransferpedotransfer
functions. These prior estimates indicated that the upper loamy soils has rather low
permeability ranging from 10E-6 to 10E (Table 9). Howevero the topsoil (045 cm) is
frequently disturbed by tillage operations, which is expected to increase the permeabihty. kt
these these typ  types of of loamy loamy s il, soil, cracking cracking and and tra sport transport through through rnacro rnacro pores pores are are common common phenomenaphenomena
during during the the dry dry surnmer surnmer period. period. An An example example of of soil soil crack crack found found at at o e one of ofthe the calibration calibration sites sites i s
given in Figure 18. The DAISY model considers only Darcy flow in the soil matrix. Thus, the
quick quick water water transport transport occurring occurring in in macro macro pores pores can can only only crudely crudely be be simulated simulated by by increasing increasing theth
soil permeabitity. The permeability in the upper soil layer was therefore increased considerably
during the calibration period (Table 9.).
Table Table 9 9 Initiql Initiql andJinal andJinal calibrated calibrated valuesfor valuesfor s tarated satarated hydraulic hydraulic conductivity.conductivity.
DepthDepth
(cm)(cm)
0 -s0
50-80
80 - 100
0 - 4 0
4 0 - 8 0
80 - 100
Initial Initial KsKs
(m/s)(m/s)
5.08-07
8.58-07
t.0E-04
5.98-07
3.08-07
I.IE.O4
Final Final calibruted calibruted KsKs
Qrr/$Qrr/$
9.08-05
9.08-07
I.0E-04
9.98-05
3.08-07
LIE-04
Initial Initial KsKs
(n/s)(n/s)
BR+iteBR+ite
3.68-07
8.98-07
1.88-04
BV-siteBV-site
5.IE-06
1.28-06
5.68-06
I.0E-04
Final Final calibrated calibrated KsKs
(n/s)(n/s)
3.68-05
8.28-07
I.8E-04
1.08-04
5.08-06
s.3E-06
r.0E-04
DepthDepth
(cm)(cm)
0 - 5 0
5 0 - 8 0
80 - 100
0 - 4 0
4 0 - 8 0
80- 120
120 -
Figure Figure lE. lE.Soil Soil uacking uacking obsemed obsemed at at the th  BY BY sile sile fune fune 1997.1997.
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4.1.1.2, Thermal module
The thermal properties of the soil were estimated according to de Vries (1963) and included in
the the model model setup. setup. The The thermal thermal module module has hasnot not been been subject subject to to any any alibration.calibration.
4.1.13. Crop module
The The simulation simulation of of the the crop crop dry dry matter matter production production and and nitrogen nitrogen up ake uptake for for he the various various crop crop typestypes
is is considered considered within within th  the crop crop module module of f DAISY. DAISY. uring During the thecalibration calibration procedure procedure simulated simulated andand
measured measured dat  data was was fitted fitted towards towards each each other other by by changing: changing: "Maintenance "Maintenance coefficienf', oefficienf',
"temperature "temperature sum sum at at mergence" emergence" as as w ll well as as the the 'omaximum 'omaximum NO3 NO3 uptake". uptake". The The initial initial and and finalfinal
calibrated calibrated values values of ofthe the calibration calibration parameters parameters are are illustratçd illustratçd in in Table Table 10.10.
The The model model sensitivity sensitivity towards owards the the selected selected calibration calibration p rameters parameters was was lso also nalysed analysed throughthrough
two-sensitivity analysis :
An An i itial initial sensitivity sensitivity analysis analysis measuring measuring the the model model sensitivity sensitivity in in terms terms of of a a sensitivitysensitivity
coefficient SC defined as:
," _lrai*ait-r&il+lr&i-u)-v6itl 
Eq' 14
y(ri)
Y(x) Y(x) is isthe the model model output output f r for a agiven given parameter parameter x. x. In In this this analysis analysis values values for for x1 x1 were were defaultdefault
given by Hansen (1993) and ( were set to 0.25.
Aftnal sensitivity analysis measuring model sensitivity in terms of "%o change" defined as:
% chanee _ G(xr) - Y(xi))too%
_ y(xi)
Eq. 15
Y(x) Y(x) is isthe the model model ouput ouput f r for a a given given input input parameter parameter x. x. 1 x1 is is the the initial initial i put input parameter parameter given givenbyby
Hansen Hansen 1993 1993 and and xl xl the the final final calibrated calibrated parame r. parameter. Hence, H nce, the the final final sensitivity sensitivity analys s analysis (in (in term terms
of of "o/o "o/o change") change") illustrat s illustrates how how he the actual actual r nge range of of variation variation - - introduced introduced during during th  the calibrationcalibration
period- period- effects effects the the model model output. output. Interactions Interactions between between th  th  various various input input parameters parameters were were tak ntaken
into into account account by by simulating simulating a a " atrix-combination" "matrix-combination" allowing allowi g each e ch put input parameter parameter to to be b  kept,kept,
either at its initial values given by Hansen et. al. (1993), or at its final calibrated value obtained
through through calibration.calibration.
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Both sensitivity analyses were carried out at the PR-Site and the sensitivity was evaluated
during 1998. The model sensitivity was measured on four different model outputs: Net
mineralisation, denitrification, plant uptake and nitrogen leaching. The obtained results are
illustrated in Table 11 and Figure 19.
The overall nitrogen balance was not very sensitive to the calibration parameters (maintenance
respiration coefficient, temperature sum and max NO3-uptake). These parameters do influence
the crop development during the growing season, but they do not have a great impact on the
final crop gtowth and nitrogen uptake (See Table 11 and Figure 19).
Data concerning the crop growth and nitrogen uptake of alfalfa was not available from the field
site. Thus, the calibration involved a more o'coarsely procedure" using the available soil data as
an indication of the crop nitrogen uptake and the statistical data on harvest yield as an indication
of the crop growth.
Maize
Initial value Calibratec
value
Initial value Calibrated value
Top maintenance respiration Coeffrcient in
respiration period II
Temperafure sum at Emergence
Max. NO3-uptake per unit root iength
(m{n/day)(m{n/day)
*) In 1997 the measured crop growth and nitrogen uptake at the BV site were lower than the other sites. The BV site
was - compared to the other sites - not very well "maintained" during the growing season 1997, as large camomile
plants were present at the field until late June. It is likely that competition from these camomile plants were causing
the slower crop growth and nitrogen uptake. An increased temperature sum at emergence (550) was therefore
applied at the BV site in 1997 for taken this process into account.
0.007
450*)
0.05
0.006
500
0.06
0.02
405
Table Table 10 10Initial Initial and and fr.nal fr.nal values values of of the the calibration calibration parameters parameters within within the the oop oop module'module'
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Table Table 11. 11. Sensitivity Sensitivity coeff cient coefficient for for sel c ed selected model model parameter parameter of of the theP&^iite P&^iite during during 1998. 1998. The The sensitivitysensitivity
coefftcient coefftcient was was calcalated calcalated according according to to Eq. Eq. 14.14.
Top Top maintcnance maintcnance respiration r spiration Temperuture Temperuture sum sum at at Max Max NO NO j-uptake j-uptake per per unit unit rootroot
Coefficient Coefficient Emersence Emersence (o (o C) C) length length (mg/ n/day)(mg/tn/day)
Net Net mineralisationmineralisation
Denitrification
UptakeUptake
Leaching
Crop Crop G wthGrowth
0.08
0.06
0.02
0.00
0. I7
0.11
0.03
0.05
-0.08
0.04
0.03
0.00
0.06
-0.05
0.01
trRm=0.007, l-NO3= 0.05
trRm=0.006, l-NO3=0.05
IRm=0.007. l-NO3=0.06
trRm=0.006, l-NO3=0.06
Max NOi uptake
per unit root length
_ 9!?_0!? \{!/!!
ffiffi
C C ô O )
e€* .EE E * 5
. 2 , o s 6
F E O ) JJ
- + - - - - ' - - - -
. = o
Figare Figare 79. 79. The The percentage percentage change change (%Change) (%Change) of of various various model model parameters. parameters. The Th  "Change "Change %" %" illastrates illastrates how how t ethe
actaal actaal range range of of variation variation of of the the ree three calibration calibration p ra neter pararneter affect aff ct th  the model model outpat outpat at at PR-site PR-site in in 1998. 1998. TheThe
investigated investigated input inpu  par meters parameters were w r  (from (from lefi): lefi): Maintenance Maintenance tespiration tespiration oeff cient coeffrcient (Rm), (Rm), T peruture Temperuture sam sam (TSI)(TSI)
and and Mar Mar NOj NOj uptake uptake per per unit unit root root length length (I-NO). (I-NO). The The number number i  in brackets brackets îndi at  îndicates the the actual actual range range of of variationvariation
introdaced introdaced during during th  the calibration calibration per od, period, and and the the lnbels lnbels descrtbe descrtbe th  the va ious various "malrix-combinations","malrix-combinations",
trTS1=500,1-N03=0.05
trTS1=500.|-N03=0.05
lTSl =450.|-NO3=0.06
tlTSl=500.1-N03=0.06
lTSl=500, Rm=0.006
trTS1=450, Rm=0.007
lTSl=500,Rm=0.007
trTS1=450. Rm=0.006
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4.1.1.4. Management module
The The management management module module includes includes information information ab ut b ut all all induced induced management management operations operations suchsuch
as as irrigation, irrigation, fertilisation, fertilisation, sowing, sowing, harvest harvest and andother other tillage tillage practices.practices.
The The inigation inigation water water s was applied applied to to th  the fields fields by by a a dense dense n twork network of of inigation inigation ditchesditches
maintaining maintaining suitable suitable soil soi  humidity humidity for for agr cultural agricultural purposes. purposes. Consequently, Consequently, irrigation irrigation water water aswas
not not applied applied directly directly in in the the model model setup setup but but explicit explicit included included via via the the applied applied ground ground water water tabl .table.
Tillage Tillage and and fertilisation fertilisation practices practices were w re obtained obtained by by he the farmers farmers directly directly and and included included i  in thethe
management management module. module. A A d scription description of of the the obtained obtained information information is is given given appendix appendix I. I. Ur a Urea waswas
considered considered as a  mmonium ammonium fertiliser, fertiliser, as as he the hydrolyse hydrolyse (Eq. (Eq. 16) 16) v/as v/as assumed assumed to to be be i mediateimmediate
without without significant significant time time lag.lag.
CO(NH2)2 + 3HrO -+ 2NH.+ + COr + 2OH- Eq. 16
Initial Initial simulation simulation indicated indicated that that a  considerable considerable nitrogen nitrogen loss lossoccurred occurred in in connection connection with with thethe
fertiliser fertiliser app cation application of of Ure ; Urea; a d and that that is this loss loss c uld could n t not be be explained explained by by l t plant uptake uptake and nd
leaching leaching alone. alone. Thus, Thus, the the nitrogen nitrogen loss loss could could very very well well be be associated associated with with anmoniaanmonia
volatilisation. volatilisation. This This process process is is particular particular important important in in farmi g farming system system involving involving animals, animals, butbut
significant significant volatilis tion volatilisation losses losses h ve have also also been been observed observed in in conn ction connection with with urea urea apptcationapptcation
(Ryden 1984, Demead 1983, Rachphal-Singh and Nye 1988, Hargove 1988, Clay et. a1., 1990,
Gezgin and Bayrakl 1995 and Fox et. al. 1996).
The The ammonia ammonia volatilisation volatilisation was was not not included included i  in the the DAISY DAISY model. model. Thus, Thus, equations equations derivingderiving
from from the the EPIC EPIC model model (Williams (Williams et. et. al , al., 1984) 1984) was was adopted adopted for for estimating estimating this this process. process. TheThe
EPIC EPIC model model uses uses a a first-order first-order k netics kinetics to to describe describe th  the volatilisation volatilisation where where the th  rate rate coefficientcoefficient
depends depends on on soil soil temperature, temperature, cation c ion eîchange eîchange capacity capacity and and incorporation incorporation depth. depth.D tailedDetailed
descriptions descriptions of of the the calculations calculations are are given given i  in Appendix Appendix II, II, whereas whereas the th  stimated estimated volatilisationvolatilisation
losses losses f r for the the various various applications applications re are given given in in Table Table 12 12 The The calculations calculations indi ate indicate thatthat
volatilisation volatilisation occured occured up p to tof ur four t  to five five days days after after fertiliser fertiliser application. application. However, However, it it waswas
assumed assumed that that volatilisation volatilisation occurred ccurred right ight after after pplication application nd and the the volatilisation volatilisation loss lo s wa was
included included by by reducing reducing th  the fert liser fertiliser input input according according to to he the estimated estimated loss.loss.
ln ln accordance accordance with with the the results results of of Ceotto Ceotto and and D natelli Donatelli (1997) (1997) the theharvest harvest index index of of maize maize waswas
set set to to 0.55, 0.55, and and harvested harvested part part of ofth  the primary primary and nd secondary secondary ield yield was was set et to to 90olo. 90olo. After After harvestharvest
of of sugar sugar beet beet th  the plant plant residue residue wa  was left left at at the the field field an and the the harvested harvested part par  of of th  the primary primary andand
secondary secondary ield yield was was therefore therefore set s t to to 90 90 Yo Yo arld arld 5% 5% respectively.respectively.
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Table Table 12. 12. F rtiliser Fertiliser application application nd and estimated. estimated. volqtilisqtion volqtilisqtion loss lo s at at the the calibratian calibratian sitessites
Application Application dated teFertiliser Fertiliser typetypeApplicatlon Applicatlon raterate
(kg (kg N/ha)N/ha)
NH4 NH4 conc.conc.
(% (% of of applied applied N)N)
EstimatedEstimated
Volatilisaûon Volatilisaûon losslos
(7o (7o of of applied applied It[)It[)
20 April 1996
20 June 1996
6 March 1997
23May 1997
2 April 1998
18 April 1998
10 May 1998
14 April 1996
20 20 May May 19961996
3l March 1997
8 June 1997
5 April 1998
26 June 1998
l5 April 1996
3l May 1996
A NriL,997
8 June 1997
5 April 1996
7 June 1996
6 April 1997
ll Jtme 1997
UreaUrea
UreaUrea
N-P-K
UreaUrea
N.P
N-P-KN-P-K
UreaUrea
N.P
UreaUrea
PollinePolline
UreaUrea
N-PN-P
UreaUrea
N.P
UreaUrea
N-P
UreaUrea
UreaUrea
UreaUrea
UreaUrea
UreaUrea
SitePR
94
94
48
7 l
72
88
l l 8
Site Site BRBR
54
150
24
188
90
t4l
Stte Stte TSTS
63
150
54
t4l
SiteBY
t4l
1 1 8
94
t4l
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
75
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
20
25
22
t7
II
00
l 9
II
23
00
24
22
20
22
l4
II
2222
20
1 3
t7
J J
4.1.1.5. Soil nitrogen module
The The soil soil nitrogen nitrogen modul  module ïvithin ïvithin DAISY DAISY considers considers the the transfonnation transfonnation and and transport transport p ocess process ofof
nitrogen nitrogen i cluding including net net mineralisation, mineralisation, nitrification, nitrification, denitrification, denitrification, nitrogen nitrogen uptake uptake by by plant plant asas
well well as as nitrogen nitrogen leaching.leaching.
An An important important initialis tion initialisation par meter parameter within wi hin this this module module is is the the mineralisation mineralisation potential pote tial of of thethe
soil, soil, which which in in DAISY DAISY is is described described by by soil soil organic organic C C concentration concentration as as well well as s C/l'{ C/l'{ ratios. ratios. TheseThese
data data were were determined determined exp ri entally experimentally (see (se  Table Table 3) 3) and and included included i  in the the model model setup. setup. InitialInitial
concentration concentration of f NlI4 NlI4 and a d NO3 NO3 \ilere \ilere not not available. available. These These concentrations concentrations mai ly mainly i fluence influence thethe
simnlation simnlation results results during during the the f st fnst yeer, yeer, and and the the lack lack of of data data has has t erefore therefore be n be n overcomed overcomed byby
running running the the model model thr ugh through a a three three years years 'ospin 'ospin up" up" period period prior prior to tohe the calibration calibration period.period.
The The abnospheric abnospheric deposition deposition of of Nitrogen Nitrogen is is also also taken taken into i to account account by by this this module. module. The Thewetwet
deposition deposition of of Nitrogen Nitrogen was was estimated estimated by by the the NO3-N NO3-N and and I{4-N NI{4-N concentration concentration in i  th the
precipitation. Based on the results of Mosello (1993), values of 1.7 ppm NO3-N and 3.2 ppm
NH4-N NH4-N were were taken taken as as r presentative representative for for the the study study area. area. Th  The dry dry eposition deposition lilas lilas es matedestimated
assuming a yearly deposition rate of 0.006 kg N/ha/y (Mosello, 1991).
The The leaching leaching d pth depth at at BV, BV, PR PR and and TS-site TS-site was was et set to to 1.5 1.5 meter. meter. A A depth, depth, which which - - according according toto
the the crop crop parameter parameter given giv nby byHansen Hansen et. et. al. al.(1993) (1993) - - was was the the marimum marimum root ng rooting depth depth for forthethe
crop crop types types present present at at the the calibration calibration sites. sites. Tb  Tbe BR-site BR-site had had a a high high groundwater groundwater table table situatedsituated
above above this this rooting rooting depth depth of of 1.5 1.5 meter, meter, and and the the leaching leaching d pt  depth was was erefore therefore situated situated just just boveabove
the ground water table (1.1 meter).
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In the upper soil layers the measured ammonium concentration increased substantially as a
consequence of fertiliser application. High concentration was also found in the deeper soil
layers, layers, indicating indicating that that a  downward downward transport transport of of mmonium ammonium occurred occurred during during the the fertiliser fertiliser periodperiod
(See Figure zt).
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Figure Figure 21. 21. M asured Measured soil soil NH4-N NH4-N concentration concentration at at the the BV BV site. site. Gr y Grey lines lines indicate indicate the the time time oflertiliser oflertiliser appl cationapplication
The The observed observed d wnwar downward transport transport was was not not recognised recognised in in the the initial initial simulation simulation at at ll. ll. In In generalgeneral
a a downward downward transport transport of of ammonium ammonium would would n t not be be expected expected in in such such a a clayey clayey soil, soil, as as the the ionion
tend tend to to be be retained retained in in the the soil soil by by soil soil adsorption adsorption (Rauschkolb (Rauschkolb & & Hornsby, Hornsby, 1994). 1994). However, However, asas
part part of of he the transport transport apparen ly apparently occurs occurs thro gh through macro macro pores pores (se  (see earlier earlier discussion) discussion) thethe
influence of this process can be minimised considerably. Moreoveto the urea can - because of
its its zero zero n t net charges charges - - also al o move move readily readily into into the the soil soil profile profile before before unde going undergoing hydrolisationhydrolisation
(Swensen (Swensen and and Si gh Singh t997). t997). A A process process which which it itnot not taken taken into i to account account in in the the model model setup setup as as thethe
urea is applied directly to the fields as ammonium (See section 4.1.1.4.).
Ninification, Ninification, adsorp  adsorption and and dis ersivity dispersivity control control the hedownward downward transport transport of of ammonium. ammonium. Thus,Thus,
during during the the calibration calibration process process the th  adsorption adsorption an  and the the spersivity dispersivity was was ch nges changes in in the the uppermostuppermost
horisont horisont in in order order t  to enlarge enlarge the the vertical vertical ammonium ammonium transport. transport. The The initial initial itrification nitrification rate rate diddid
not not allow allow ny any downward downward transport transport of of rrm nium, arrmonium, as as all all the the applied applied ammonium ammonium was was nitrif ed nitrified inin
the the upper upper soil soil layer layer r pidly rapidly after after pplication. application. Thus, Thus, lso also the the ninification ninification rate r e was was reducedreduced
allowing allowing  a slightly slightly higher higher ammonium ammonium concentration concentration in in the the soil, soil, s as well well as as a adownward downward transporttransport
of ammonium in the soil.
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Table Table 13. 13. S nsitivity Sensitivity co lfîcient coelfîcient for for sel cted selccted model model parameter parameter of of the the P&+ite P&+ite dartng dartng 19961998.19961998.
Adsorption Dispersivity Dispersivity Nitrifica ionNitrification
Net Net mineralisationmineralisation
DenifrificationDenifrification
UptakeUptake
LeachingLeaching
NitrificationNitrification
0.00
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.03
0.05
The The model model sensitivity sensitivity towards towards hese these calibration calibration p rameters parameters \&rri \&rri analysed analysed following following thethe
procedure already described in section 4.1.I.3. The initial sensitivity analysis (Table 13)
indicated indicated that that  the leaching leaching was wasnot not very very s nsitive sensitive toward toward he thecalibration calibration p f uneters pafiuneters and a d a
change change withi  within the the 50oÂ 50oÂ interval interval was was not not sufficient sufficient for for ncreasing increasing the the downward downward arnmoniumarnmonium
transport. transport. Thu , Thus, during during the the calibration calibration piocess piocess the the ammonitrm ammonitrm mobility mobility was was increasedincreased
considerably considerably by by changing changing both both dispersivity dispersivity and and mmonium ammonium adsorption. adsorption. As As indicated indicated in in Tabl Table
14., 14., the the ammonium ammonium adsorption adsorption was was pr ctically practically negle ted. neglected. A A drastic drastic ch nge, change, which which - - owever however --
was was found found t  to he the only only wa  way th t that t e the model model could could simulate simulate the the downward downward transport transport of of the the appliedapplied
ammonium ammonium occtrring occtrring through through e the macro macro pores. pores. The The eff ct effect o  of the the introduced introduced changes changes waswas
evaluated evaluated in in an an dditional additional sensitivity sensitivity analysis, analysis, evaluat ng evaluating how how the the actual actual r nge range of of variation variation ofof
the the selected selected calibration calibration p rameter parameter influenc d influenced the the nitrogen nitrogen balance. balance. Here H re th  the model model sensitivitysensitivity
was measured in terms of "%o change" calculated according to Eq. 15 (See section 4. 1 . I .3.)
Table Table 14. 14. Inîtial Inîtial and. and. final final calibrated calibrated valaes valaes for for nitiftcation nitiftcation rate, rate, d.isperctvily, d.isperctvily, and and dsorptionadsorption
Initial Initial value value Final Final calibrated calibrated valuev lue
Nitrification Nitrification rate rate (d ys (days ) ) 5.0E435.0E43
Max. Max. NH4 NH4 adsorption-planar adsorption-planar sites(meq/g sites(meq/g of of cl y) clay) 0.4260.426
Max. Max. NH4 NH4 adsorption adsorption - - edge edge sites(meq/g sites(meq/g of of clay) clay) 0.0220.022
Dispersiviry Dispersiviry (cm)(cm) l 0
The The changes changes introduced introduced during during th  the calibration calibration per od period caused caused an an increased increased lea hing, leaching, but but did did notnot
have have a a major major impact impact on on ther other sinks sinks a d and sources sources for for the the nitrogen nitrogen system system ( ee (see Figure Figure 2z).2z).
Decreasing Decreasing the th  adsorption adsorption di  did however however change change the the pathway pathway of of ammonium. ammonium. Before Before th  thmajormajor
part part of of the the applied applied ammonium ammonium was was nitrif e{ nitrifie{ and and the the produced produced nitrate nitrate was was either either l ached leached out out ror
taken taken up upby by the the plant. plant. By By increasing increasing the the ammonium ammonium mobility mobility a a Targer Targer part pa t of of he the appliedapplied
ammonium ammonium was was le ched leached out out directly directly or or taken taken up up by by the the plants; plants; whereas whereas a a much much smaller smaller part pa t w swas
transformed transformed into int  itrate nitrate by by nitrification. nitrification. Thus Thus increasing increasing the the ammonium ammonium mobility mobility caused caused aa
decreased decreased nitrification nitrification (See (See Figure Figure zz). zz). The The plant plant uptake uptake of of ammonium ammonium h s has preference preference over over th the
uptake uptake of of nitrate. nitrate. Thus, Thus, although although the the t tal total amount amount of of nitrogen nitrogen up ake uptake was was only only slightly slightly effec edeffected
by by the the decreased decreased a so ption, adsorption, the the frac  fraction of of nitrogen nitrogen taken taken up up as as mrtonium amrtonium was was increasedincreased
considerably.considerably.
Dwing Dwing the the calibration calibration period period only only the the nitrification nitrification rate, r e, dispersivity, dispersivity, as as well well as asadsorption adsorption werewere
modified. modified. All All other other initialisation initialisation and and process process parameters parameters describing describing th  the so l soil nitrogen nitrogen systemsystem
were were kept kept at at the the default default value value given given by by Hansen Hansen et. et. l. al. (1993).(1993).
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4.1.2. Results and discussion
The The model model performance performance of of the the various various submodules submodules within within DAISY DAISY is is discussed discussed in in the the followingfollowing
section. section. The The simulation simulation results results from from b th both calibration calibration and and v l dation validation period period are are illustrated,illustrated,
whereas whereas a a discus ion discussion and and indication indication of of the the various various calibration calibration p rameters parameters have have be n been describeddescribed
in in the the pr vious previous section. section. Calibration Calibration was w s performed performed for for the the p riod period 1996-1997, 1996-1997, while while val dationvalidation
was attempted using the data collected in 1998.
4.1.2.1. Hydrological module
The The model model simulation simulation gave gaveù ù g od good description description of of the the so l soil water water dynamics dynamics in i  the the root root z ne(Seezone(See
Figure Figure 23 23 - - Figure Figure 24). 24). However, However, some some inadequacies inadequacies of of the the model model were were obs rved observed particularly particularly inin
representing representing th  th  rapid rapidflow flow occurring occurring thro gh through macropores.macropores.
A A large large p t part of of the the observed observed discr pancies discrepancies \r/a  \ /as found found duri g during the the summer summer period, period, where where the th  soilsoil
water water content content tends tends o to be be overestimated overestimated in in th  the upper upper soil soil layers layers and and u erestimated underestimated oror
simulated simulated correct$ correct$ in in the the deeper deeper soil soil layers. layers. This This effect effect is is llustrated illustrated in in the the lower lower graphs graphs ofof
Figure Figure 23 23 - - Figure Figure 24 24 showing showing the the av raged averaged soil soil w ter water cont nt content from from 0-90 0-90 cm. cm. Here Here th  the simulatedsimulated
data data generally generally corr spond correspond well well with with the the measured measured dat . data. Thus, Thus, despite despite of of the the observedobserved
disagreement disagreement within within the th  30-cm 30-cm intervals intervals the the temporal temporal variati n variation of of the the soil soil water water present present in in thethe
root root z ne zone (0-90 (0-90 cm) cm) is is generally generally simulated simulated correctly.correctly.
The The macro macro pore pore transport transport of of water water is is a aprobable probable explanation explanation of of the the found found discrepancies. discrepancies. AsAs
mentioned mentioned before before macropores macropores is is a a common common phenomenon phenomenon during duri g the the summer summer period, period, and and macromacro
pores pores and and soil soil cracks cracks were were obs rved observed in in th  the fi l field (Figure (Figure 18). 18). The The presence presence of of macro macro pores pores dodo
cau{ie cau{ie a  rapid rapid dra nage drainage after afterr in rain events, events, as as l rge large quantity quantity of of the he water water is is rapidly rapidly transportedtransported
downwards downwards through through e the macro macro pores. pores. Duing Duing the the calibration calibration period period he the penneability penneability in i  thethe
upper upper soil soil layers layers wer  were also also increased increased in in o der order t  to ake take this this process process into into account account (See (See Tabl  Table 4).4).
The The temporal temporal and and spatial spatial variation variation of of m cros macros pores pores do do h wever however make make it it ditricult ditricult to to simulate simulate th sthis
"macro "macro pores pores drainage" drainage" and and  a satisfactory satisfactory result result was was not not always always obtained obtained (See (See Figure Figure zr zr --
Figure 24).
A A simplified simplified descr ption description of of the the spatial spatial variation variation of of the the hydraulic hydraulic parameters parameters may may lso al o explainexplain
parts parts of of the the observed observed discr pancies. discrepancies. A A critical critical point point in  the the model model setup setup of of he the hydrologicalhydrological
module module was was that that the the ydrological hydrological parameters parameters in in terms terms of of soil soil retention retention and and hy raulichydraulic
conductivity conductivity urve urve\ilas \ilas measured measured at at one one location location nly. only. l deed, lndeed, aggregating aggregating all all spatiallyspatially
variability variability into into effective effective pararneters, pararneters, which which hav  have been been assessed assessed from from one one l cation location only, ly, is is anan
obvious obvious simplification. simplification. The The concept concept of of using using effective effective parameter parameter for for ield fi ld scale scale mod ls models has haalsoalso
been been subjected subjected to to som  some discussion discussion in in the the lit rature. literature. Altho gh Although the the approach approach has has beenbeen
successfully successfully applied app ied in in previous previous research research tudies studies dealing dealing with with leaching leaching models models @jurhuus @jurhuus et. et. al.al.
1999; Svendsen et. al. 1995). It has also received some criticism. e.g. Smith and Diekkuger
(1996) (1996) concluded concluded that that t e theeff ctive effective soil soil hydraulic hydraulic para:neters para:neters ïvsre ïvsre not not adequate adequate for for modellingmodelling
water water flow flow in in spatially spatially variable variable fields.fi lds.
Finally Finally it it should should be be noted noted that that e the pr cipitation precipitation data data were were not not measured measured directly directly on on si e site butbut
retrieved retrieved f om from th  the nearest nearest situ t d situated meteorological meteorological station station si uated situated some some 8 8kilometres kilometres from from thethe
study study area. area. Thus, Thus, some some of of the the observed observed discr pancies discrepancies could could presumably presumably relate rel te to to uncertaintiesuncertainties
associated associated with with the the ctual actual precipitation precipitation input.input.
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4.1.2.2, Thermal module
There is a very good correlation between the measured and simulatçd soil temperature, which
indicates good model performance concerning soil temperature (See Figure 25'). This is purely
based upon data measured in the upper 20 cm at one of the calibration sites (BR). Furthefinore'
it should be noted that the thermal module has not been subject to any calibration.
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Figare Figare 25. 25. Simulated Simulated (solid (solid in ) line) a d and measured measured (point ) (points) soil soil temperatute temperatute at at the the BR BR sits!sits!
4.1.2.3. Soil nitrogen dynamics
Model Model simulations simulations were were g n rally generally co sistent consistent with wi h observed observed data, data, indicating indicating a a good good modelmodel
description description of of the the nitrogen nitrogen dynamic. dynamic. However, However, the the r sults results al o also highlighted highlighted some some mo lmodel
limitations, limitations, particularly particularly in in describing describing th  the transfomration transfomration and and transport transport p ocesses processes of of the the appliedapplied
NHc-fertitiser NHc-fertitiser occurring occurring shortly shortly afte  after fertiliser fertiliser application. application. Inadequacies Inadequacies which which appear appear to to bebe
associated with the following two processes:
o o Urea Urea hydrolysehydrolyse
o o Preferential Preferential flow low of of arrmonium arrmonium and and Urea Urea nitrogennitrogen
Clear Clear discrepancies discrepancies were were found found in in the the upper upper soil soil layer layer during during the thesunner sunner and and growing growing seaso  season ((
Figure Figure 26A,8 26A,8 and and Figure Figure 27A,8). 27A,8). The The soil soil nitrogen nitrogen concentration concentration was was g er lly generally over stimatedoverestimated
which which ind ate indicate a  an dditional additional nitroge  nitrogen loss lossfrom from the the system, system, which which the t e model model does does not not take take intointo
account. account. The The simulation simulation results results indicated indicated that that t e the observed observed nitrogen nitrogen loss lossc uld could n t not be be explainedexplained
by by plant plant uptake uptake bec use because the the crop crop uptake uptake was was not not underestimated underestimated (Figure (Figure 32 32 -Figleîe -Figleîe 34).34).
Most Most of f the the observed observed disagreement disagreement was was obs rved observed i  in connection connection vrith vrith appl cation application of of the the fertiliserfertiliser
urea. urea. Th  The urea urea was was applied applied to to he the field field as as :nmonium a:nmonium because because the the hydrolyse hydrolyse of of urea urea (Eq. (Eq. 17)17)
rilas rilas assumed assumed to to be b  immediate immediate without without time time lag. lag. Thus, Thus, all all applied applied urea urea wN wN immediatelyimmediately
available available as s ammonium ammonium for for crop crop uptake, uptake, nitrification nitrification and and volatilisation. volatilisation. The The urea urea hydrolyse hydrolyse andand
the the following following vo atil sation volatilisation are are however however strongly strongly co related correlated with with soil soil temperature temperature and and humidityhumidity
(Hargrove 1988, Clay et. al.1990, Mclnnes et. al. 1986). In Mclnnes et. al. (1986) water deficit
caused caused considerable considerable delay delay ofthe ofthe urea urea hydrolyse hydrolyse an  and u hydrolysed unhydrolysed urea urea were w re found found in in the the soilsoil
two two eeks weeks after after pplication. application. Also Also Gezgin Gezgin (1995) (1995) found found that that e the ur a urea hydrolyse hydrolyse - - becau because ofof
water water deficit deficit - - was was delayed delayed and anstarted started ne rly nearly 20 20 days days after after urea urea application. application. Also Als  at at thethe
calibration calibration sites sites residual residual parts parts of of he the applied applied urea urea pellets pellets w r  were found found several several days days fterafter
application, application, indicating indicating significant significant time time lag lag of of the the ur a urea hydrolyse hydrolyse (Leip, (L ip, 2000). 2000). A A time time lag,lag,
which which presumably presumably was was cau ed caused by by water water deficit, deficit, as as al o also suggested suggested by by Leip Leip(2000). (2000). Thus, Thus, parts parts ofof
the the observed observed nitrogen nitrogen loss losscan can be be caused caused by by a a d layed delayed ur a urea hy rolyse. hydrolyse. An An effect effect which which is is notnot
considered considered by by the the model, model, and and which which leaves leaves parts parts of of the the applied applied nitrog n nitrogen as as unhydrolysed unhydrolysed Urea.U ea.
A A time time lag lag of of the the ur a urea hydrolyse hydrolyse will will a so also increase increase the the nitrogen nitrogen leaching leaching risk. risk.U hydrolysedUnhydrolysed
urea urea is is more more exposed exposed to to leaching, leaching, as as it it - - because because its its hydrophilic hydrophilic an  and u charged uncharged molecule molecule cancan
move move readily readily into into the the soil soil profile profile befor  before unde going undergoing hydrolyse hydrolyse (Swensen (Swensen and and Si gh, Singh, 1997). 1997). AA
downward downward transpor! transpor! which which is is further further enhanced, enhanced, as as parts parts of of the the water water fiansport fiansport apparen lyapparently
occurs through macro pores (See section 4.1.2.1.). A downward transport of arrmonium was
also also observed observed at at th  the calibration calibration sites, sites, s ashigh high a:nmonium a:nmonium co centrations concentrations were were found f und in ithethe
deeper deeper soil soillayers layers during during the the fertiliser fertiliser per od period (Figure (Figure 2.t). 2.t). During During the the calibration calibration period period hethe
ammonium ammonium mobility mobility was was also also increased increased in in order order t  to ake take this this process process into into account. account. However, However, theth
higher higher ammonium ammonium concentrations, concentrations, observed observed in in h  th  deepest deepest soil soil layers layers wer  were till still not not recognisedrecognised
in in the the model model simulation. simulation. A A discrepancy, discrepancy, whi h which indi ates indicates that that t  the downward downward transport transport ofof
ammonium ammonium occurring occurring thro gh through macro macro porês porês was was underestimated underestimated by by the the model. model. Thus, Thus, parts parts of of thethe
observed observed nitrogen nitrogen loss lossmight might be becaused caused by by nderestimated underestimated preferential preferential tr nsport transport of of urea urea and nd
arrmonium.arrmonium.
Finally Finally the the spatial spatial variability variability of of the the soil soil hydraulic hydraulic parameter parameter m y ay also also xplain explain some some of of th the
observed observed discr pancies. discrepancies. Djurhuus Djurhuus et. et. al. al. (1999) (1999) evaluated evaluated the the impact impact of of the the spatial spatial variabi ity variability ofof
the the soil soil hydraulic hydraulic paxameters paxameters on on model model output output from from DAISY. DAISY. Soil Soil input input parameters parameters (texture, (texture, soil oil
retention retention and and conductivity conductivity urve) curve) as as w ll well as as calibration calibration d ta data (soil (soil water water content content and a d nitratenitrate
concentration concentration in i  the the soil soilwater) water) s was measured measured af af 57 57 point point on on two two experimental experimental plots plots inin
Denmark. Denmark. Djurhuus Djurhuus et. et. al.(1999) al.(1999) concluded concluded that that t e the observed observed nitrat  nitrate concentration concentration in in soil soil waterwater
was was ell well d scribed described by by the the mo el model when when using using geometric geometric m ans means as as ffective effective parameters parameters for for thethe
hydraulic hydraulic parameters. parameters. His His e ult re ult also also i lustrated, illustrated, that hat t e thevariation variation of of the the model model output output - - causedcaused
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by spatial variability of the hydraulic parameters - increased considerably during the summer
period. As previously described the spatial variability of the hydraulic parameters were
aggregated into effective parameters, which rvere assessed from one location only. Thus, some
of the observed inadequacies may be associated with this simplified description of soil
hydraulic parameters.
This problem of overestimated nitrogen content during the growing is also reported elsewhere.
In Diekkruger et. al. (1995) the performance of various different nitrogen leaching models were
evaluated. Many of the involved models had problems simulating the mineral nitrogen
concentration during the growing season. Here the mineral nitrogen was overestimated during
the growing season, although the nitrogen dynamic in general was reflected satisfactory
(Franko et. a1 1995; Kersebaum, 1995; Svendsen et, al. 1995, Vanclooster et. al. 1995,
Whitmore, 1995). Similar tendency was also found in Hansen et. al. (1991) using the DAISY
model for simulating the nitrogen dynamics. Here the soil nitrogen was overestimated during
the growing season, whereas a good description of the soil nitrogen 'was found during the
winter season.
It should be noted that also in this work there was a good correlation between measured and
simulated data during the winter season. This indicates that the found discrepancies are
confined within a short period of time. A time period which is of less importance for the
nitrogen leaching, as the predominating part of the leaching occurs during the autumrVwinter
period where there is a high net precipitation. Thus, although the model results did reveal clear
uncertainties in describing the transformation and transport of the applied nitrogen fertiliser the
overall model description of the nitrogen dynamics \Mere considered satisfactory for evaluating
the long-term nitrogen leaching risk.
Finally two of the observed discrepancies requires some further explanation:
The nitrogen concentration in the upper soil layer at PR in July 1998 was remarkable high and
clearly underestimated by the model (Figure 27 & Figne 22). Contemporary, the very low
nitrogen concentration found in the deeper soil layers was clearly overestimated by the model.
It is quite unusual to find such high level of nitrate in the upper soil layer so long time after
fertiliser application. It is also difficult to give an adequate interpretation of the observed
discrepancy. However, the urea application was followed by a dry period with no precipitation,
and water deficit could therefore cause some delay the urea hydrolyse. At the same time the
crop uptake of nitrogenwas highly overestimated (see discussion in section 4.1.2.4.). Thus, a
time lag of the Urea hydrolyse as well as a high overestimation of the nitrogen crop uptake can
be possible explanations for the observed discrepancy. Finally, the obtained information
conceming the exact dates of fertilisation, harvest and sowing may also be associated with
some uncertainties.
Compared to the other sites the nitrogen dynamic was reflected less satisfactory at the BR site (
Figure z6 &.Figure 28). A fact, which presumably was caused by the different sampling strategy
applied at this field. The nitrogen concentration was measured on a soil sample deriving from
one soil core on1y, whereas a pooled soil samples from nine soil cores was used on the other
sites. Hence, the soii samples here are less representative of average field condition, as local
variation is not taken into account in the model.
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depth depth in in the the bottom bottom graph. graph. E ror Error bars bars indicate indicate o e onstandard standard deviotiondeviotion
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4.1.2.4. Crop module
The DAISY model gave a satisfactory description of the dry matter production and total
nitrogen uptake of sugar beet (Figure 32), whereas the model results did reveal some
discrepancies concerning the simulation of nitrogen uptake of Maize (Figure 33- Figure 34.)
At the BR site (Figure 33) the final crop gowth and nitrogen uptake of maize are simulated
correctly both in 1997 and 1998. Some discrepancies wele however observed during the
growing season, in terms of an underestimated crop growth n 1997 (Figure 33A.) and an
overestimated nitrogen uptake in 1998 (Figure 33D.). The latter overestimation was also seen at
the PR (Figure 32D.) and, BV site (Figure 348.), and it indicates that the nitrogen uptake is
limited by stress-factors not taken into account in the model. Contemporary with the observed
discrepancies the amount of nitrogen available for crop uptake is also highly overestimated (
Figure 26 - Figare 27). Moreover the very low nitrogen concentration measured in the deeper
soil layers in July 1998 indicated a nitrogen shortage at BR and PR site (
Figure 26 - Figre 27). A nitrogen shortage, which could be a limiting factor for the crop
growth. Consequently, the observed discrepancies are presumably caused by ninogen deficit
limiting the plant nitrogen uptake. A limiting factor which (due to the overestimated soil
nitrogen) nitrogen) is is n t not taken taken into i to account account in in the the model. model. Unfortunately, Unfortunately, samples samples deriving deriving from from the the endend
of the growing season were unavailable from PR and BV site. Thus, it is not known whether the
found discrepancies continues throughout he whole growing season, or axe confined within a
short time period like at BR site.
In fact, it should be noticed that calibration was based upon a rather limited data set. Crop data
covering the whole growing season was only available from one site, whereas the collected
crop crop data data from from the the remaining remaining sites sites o ly only covers covers the the first first part part of of the the crowing crowing period. period. MoreoverMoreover
data describing the growth of sugar beet were only available for one year, and validation of this
crop module was therefore not possibly.
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4.1.2.5. Nitrogen balance
Simulated Simulated ann al annual inorg nic inorganic itrogen nitrogen and and water water b lance balance for for the the four four calibration calibration sites sites ar  are hownshown
in Table 15. Compared to the other years the net precipitation was much higher n 1996, and the
estimated percolation and denitrification were therefore much higher rn 1996.
Table Table 15. 15. Inorganic Inorganic nitr e  nitrogen (kg (k  N/hayear) N/hayear) and nd water water bal nce balance (mm/year) (mm/year) for for thefoar thefoar calibr tion calibration sitessites
1996 1997 1998 1996 1997 1998
Crop Crop lypelype
Fertiliser Fertiliser input nput
Atmospheric Atmospheric inputin ut
Net Net MineralhatîonMineralhatîon
DenitriJicationDenitriJication
Plant Plant UptakeUptake
LeachingLeaching
VolatilisationVolatilisation
Crop Crop typetype
Fefiiliser Fefiiliser inputinput
Atmospheric Atmospheric inputin ut
MineralisationMineralisation
Plant Plant UptakeUptake
LeachingLeaching
YolatilisationYolatilisation
BRBR
Il[aize Il[aize Maize Maize MaizeMaize
204 212 231 216
4l 32 39 37
203 163 103 156
132 68 62 87
265 212 282 253
21 9 34 22
35 46 31 37
-3
PRPR
74 175
II5 19]
-41 -16
lvtaize lvtaize Sugar Sugar Beet Beet MaizeMaize
188 II9 195 167
245 238 301 263
1 0 4 3 6
23 2642 I3
4 -72 -57 -41
rsrs
Maize Maize Maize Maize AlfalfaAlfalfa
213
4T
191
t 3 1
251
18
22
24
23
261261
10
44
195 0
32 39
148 150 163
46 41 73
228 174 218
14 28 20
i 0 0 1 7
58 -55 22
9 7 1 3
229 161 217
6 1 6
7 0 0 i 8
136
i 7
Net Net PrecipitatîonPrecipitatîon310 r40
Percolation 315 144
Changes Changes in in root root zone zone -5-5
)ïi )ïi " " - - -' -' - - tï -tï  -- - - "1 "1 ii- ii- - - - - - - ' -' iït iït --- --- -
244 I 18 200 187
30 -21 -86 -26
BV
Maize Maize Maize Maize AlfalfaAlfalfa
259 235 0 165
4I 32 39 37 41 32 39 37
130 122 I2s 126 80 81 86 82
Denilrtfrcation 26 8 ts 19
41 36 -45 41
Net Net PrecipilationPrecipilation 247 -21 -33 64 252 67 -6 t04
Percolation 243 50 24 106 263 7I 12 116
-11 -5 -18 - I I
Large part of the nitrogen is lost from the system through gaseous losses (denitrification and
volatilisation), whereas the size of the leaching itself is relatively small (6 - 22kg N/ha'y).
Important Important factors factors for for the the limited limited nitrogen nitrogen leachi g leaching is is t e the igh high denitrification denitrification a dand
evapotranspiration. evapotranspiration. During During the the summer summer period period the the high high evapotranspiration, evapotranspiration, low low precipitation,precipitation,
shallow ground water table and strong capillary forces ofthe top soil (see Figure 8) causes an
upward upward water water flow. flow. Moreover, Moreover, the the calibration calibration sites si es are are ir igated irrigated f om from underneath underneath by by a a densedense
network network of of irrigation irrigation ditches ditches ensuring ensuring sufficient sufficient oil soil humidity humidity for for agricultural agricultural purposes. purposes. AnAn
irrigation irrigation method, method, whic  which frrther frrther enlarges enlarges the the upward upward water water transport, transport, and and decreases decreases both both theth
percolation percolation as as we l wellas as the the nitrogen nitrogen leaching. leaching. Large Large amount amount of of nitrogen nitrogen is is also also transportedtransported
upward upward due due to to the the capillary capillary rise. rise. According According to to the the modelling modelling result result the the amount amount of of nitrogennitrogen
entering entering the the root root z ne zone from from underneath underneath ranges ranges from from 9 9 to to 22kgN 22kgN lha lha per per year.year.
Table Table 16. 16. Estitnated Estitnated apward apward ransport transport of of nitrogen nitrogen (negative (negative leaching" leaching" (kg (kg N/ha)N/ha)
The The estimation estimation of of the the upv/ard upv/ard niffogen niffogen transport transport is is however however associated associated with with some some uncertainties,uncertainties,
and and the the fluxes fluxes seem seem to to be be overestimated overestimated in in a as areaswith with shallow shallow groundwater groundwater tables. tabl s. ForFor
calculating calculating the the upward upward nitrogen nitrogen transport transport DAISY DAISY assumed assumed equal equal nitrogen nitrogen concentration concentration in in thethe
deepest calculation node and in the water located just below the defined leaching depth. When
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the leaching depth is located just above the ground water table (e.g. the BR-site) the
groundwater concenffation is therefore equal to the concentration in the lowest calculation
node. In this area the groundwater concentration is much lowet, mainly because the saturated
zone is characterised by a high horizontal flow velocity and a large amount of water infiitrating
through the higher located Po di Goro as well as the Adriatic Sea (see section 3.2.). Hence, the
upward nitrogen transport at the BR-site is overestimated. During the summer period - where
the upward water transport is predominant - the leaching is therefore underestimated. If the
nitrogen - entering the system from undemeath - is not denitrified or leaving the system through
plant uptake, the overestimated upward nitrogen fluxes causes an overestimated soil nitrogen
concentration in the deeper soil layer. During the following winter period - where the
downward water transport is predominant - the leaching will therefore be overestimated. The
overestimated winter leaching would therefore counterbalance the underestimated summer
leaching. In this case the overestimated upward nitrogen transport causes some uncertainties on
the nitrogen leaching within the various seasons (summer and winter), but it is not expected to
have a great influence on the annual leaching as a whole. This conclusion is based on the
assumption that the nitrogen - entering the system from underneath - is not denitrified or
leaving the system through plant uptake. The robustness of this assumption may be subject to
discussion:
It can not be excluded that parts of the nitrogen entering the root zone from underneath - Ieaves
the system through plant uptake. It should however be noted, that aLarge quantity of the upward
nitrogen transport, occurs during the last part of the growing season, where the plant uptake of
nitrogen has reach its maximum.
Nor can it be excluded that a part of the nitrogen entering the root zone from underneath is
denitrifred. However, the upward nitrogen transport occurs during the dry summer month.
During this period soil humidity is often below the 80 oÂ of saturation permitting denitri{ication
to take place. Moreover the denitrification is related to the mineralisation potential of the soil.
The denitri{ication in the deeper soil layer - below the tillage zorre - is therefore minor due to
the low mineralisation potential characterising these deeper soil layers.
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4.1.3. Summary and concluding remarks
The overall model performance at the field scale was considered satisfactory for describing the
nitrogen nitrogen dynamics dynamics in i  the the root root z ne. zone. However, However, during during short short periods periods of of time, time, the the modelmodel
overestimated overestimated the th  nitrogen nitrogen concentration concentration duri g during the the gr wing growing seaso . season. An An overestimation overestimation causedcaused
by by inadequate inadequate description description of of the the ransformation transformation and and transport transport p ocesses processes of of the the applied applied NHa-NHa-
fertiliser fertiliser occurring occurring shortly shortly afte  after pplication. application. Problems Problems axose axose from from the the description description of of the the ur aurea
hydrolysis hydrolysis as as well well a  as the the ransport transport of of wate  water and and nitrogen nitrogen occurri g occurring thro gh through macro macro pores.pores.
Moreover Moreover the the ov r stimated overestimated nitrog n nitrogen conc ntration concentration was was found found t  to i fluence influence also also the the simulatedsimulated
crop uptake of nitrogen, which in periods tends to be overestimated.
Modifications regarding the description of nitrogen volatilisation losses were found to be
necessary necessary in in order order t  to adapt adapt the the DAISY DAISY model model to to he the M diterranean Mediterranean conditions conditions as s i vestigated investigated inin
this this work. work. The The ammonium ammonium volatilisation volatilisation in in connection connection with with urea urea application application was w s found found t  to be be anan
important process in the study area. This process was not included in the DAISY model and
equation for estimating this process were therefore adopted from the EPIC model (Williams,
1984).
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4.2. N{odelling of nitrogen dynamics- catchment scale
After having proven its capability of describing the nitrogen root zone processes at the field
scale the DAISY model was applied at a larget scale, with the purpose of quantifying the
nitrogen leaching deriving from the arable land of the Bonello Catchment.
4.2.1. Model setup
The temporal and spatial distribution of nitrogen leaching was described by setting up the
DAISY model for a number of soil colums which were representative of the study area.
Different cropping sequences were applied on various soil units, classified as combination of
different soil t1'pes and depth to the ground water table. Such classification criteria was based
on the results of sensitivity analyses investigating the effect of groundwater fluctuations, depth
of groundwater table, soil type and depth to the sandy layer on the extent of nitrogen leaching.
These analyses were made for the conditions found at the TS-site, and involved the following:
Soit type: The hydraulic and chemical properties of the loamy soils were quite similar (Table 3,
Table 4 and Figure 7). Modelling results also shows that even though denitrification and
mineralisation were quite different, the average nitrogen leaching from soil profiles PR, TS,
BV, BR and 55 were found to be very similar (see Table 17). In the model sefup the loamy soil
were therefore represented by two soil classes only: a Sandy Loam represented by soil profile
56, and an aggregated Silty Loam represented by the soil profile of the TS-site. Moreover, a
sandy soil class, represented by the soil profile 57, was also included in the model setup. The
hydraulic and chemical properties of these three soil classes can be found in Table 3 and Table
44
Depth to the sandy layenThe loamy soils covering the western part of the study area overlay a
sandy subsoil (see Figure 7). According to the soil profîles description the sandy layer started at
a depth of 80 - 120 cm (see Table 4). Since the depth to the sandy layer is expected to influence
the nitrogen leaching from the root zone, this parameter was also varied from 80 to 140 cm. The
modelling results shows that increasing the depth to the sandy layer caused a decrease of
percolation, which in turn caused a decrease of nitrogen leaching (see Table 18). The limited
number of analysed soil profile made it difficult to describe the spatial distribution of the depth
to the sandy layer. Thus in all the loamy part of the study area, the sandy layer was assumed to
begin at the depth of 80 cm depth.
Groundwater fluctuution and level nine different time series of groundwater table were
retrieved from the MIKESHE simulation and applied as lower boundary conditions for the
hydrological module. For evaluating the impact of groundwater fluctuation on nitrogen
leaching the selected time series represented the combination of three average groundwater
depths (1.3,I.7 and2.3 meter) and three groundwater fluctuations (low, medium and high). The
analysis was carried out for two soil types: a sand soil (S7) and a loam soil (TS-site). The
hydraulic properties of these soil types are given in Table 4. For evaluating the impact of
groundwater level the average groundwater table varied from 1.1 meter to 3.5, whereas the
groundwater fluctuations were the same in all the time series. Also here the analysis was
carried out for two soil types: a sand soil (S7) and a loam soil (TS-site).
The actual depth to the groundwater table and the groundwater fluctuation had both a great
influence on the nitrogen leaching (Table 19 and, Table 20). During the simulation period, the
nitrogen leaching was found to increase with increasing depth to the groundwater table (Table
66
l9). This trend is mainly a result of the decreased evapotranspiration and denitrification. In the
study study area area the the upward upward transport transport of of water water and and nitrogen nitrogen are ar  predominant predominant du ing during large large p t part of ofthethe
year (see section 4.1.2.5.). Hence, lowering the groundwater table decreases evapotranspiration,
the soil water content and also the deninification, which only takes place at a high soil water
contents (see Table 19).
Tabte Tabte 17. 17. Estimateil Estimateil nitrogen nitrogen ftg ftg N/ha.y) N/ha.y) and and water water b lance balance (mm/y) (mm/y) for for different different soil soil proJiles. proJiles. Values Values areare
averuged over the three years period 1996-1998.
soil soil Profile Profile site site PR PR site site BR BR site site TS TS site site BV BV ^ s5 ^s5 s6s6
Net mineralisation 109 I I0 ]rc 92 139 135
Denitrification Denitrification 26 26 48 48 61 61 6 6 85 85 7676
uptûke 226 208 193 224 201 198
Leaching 17 17 18 19 17 24
Precipitation 697 697 697 697 697 697
Percolation 161 213 195 200 246 203
Evapotranspiration 579 522 531 542 496 534
Tabte Tabte 18. 18. Estimated Estimated nitrogen nitrogen (kg (kg N/hay) N/hay) and and water water balance balance Qnm/y) Qnm/y) for for various various depths depths to to he the sandy sandy layer. layer. ValuesValues
are are v raged averaged over over the the t ree three yearc yearc period period 1996-19981996-1998
Depth Depth to to sandy sandy layer layer (m) (m) 80 80 110 110 130 130 140140
Net mineralisation 109 110 109 109
Denitriftcatian Denitriftcatian 61 61 58 58 59 59 5959
Upukc 193 194 194 194
!r!:'tq- ll l! .....1? -- !! -..
Precipiution Precipiution 696 696 696 696 696 696 696696
Percolation 195 185 I8I 175
Evapotranspiration 532 5j1 531 531
Tablc Tablc 19. 19. Estimated Estimated nitrogen nitrogen (kg (kg N/ha.y) N/ha.y) and. and. water water balance balance (mm/y) (mm/y) for for various various depths depths to to he the groundwater groundwater tabletable
Values are averased over the three vears oertod 199É1998.
Average ground water table (m) 1.1 1.3 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.6 3.0 3.3 3.5
Silty Silty Loam Loam FS-Site)FS-Site)
107  r09  109  110  110  l l l  111  111  111
77 68 64 61 61 s9 57 56 55
I8I 190 l9I 192 193 194 195 196 196
7 9 11 Is  17 18 19 20 20
697 697 697 697 697 697 697 697 697
154 rsg 169 189 195 189 178 168 I7I
557 541 s33 531 531 532 531 530 s30
Sand (57)
79 80 80 80 80 80 80 80 8I
60 60 50 44 43 41 42 42 42
189 189 187 187 187 188 188 187 187
3t 31 39 52 59 63 63 64 65
Precipiution + Irigation 785 785 785 785 785 785 785 785 785
Net Net mineralisationmineralisation
DenitriJïcationDenitriJïcation
Plant Plant uptakeuptake
LeachingLeaching
PrccîpitationPrccîpitation
PercolatianPercolatian
EvapofianspirationEvapofianspiration
Net Net mineralîsationmineralîsation
DenitriJicationDenitriJication
Plant Plant uptakcuptakc
LeachingLeaching
PercolntionPercolntion
EvryotranspirationEvryotranspiration
254 254 270 287 293 285 272 264 260
534 s34 s31 529 529 528 s29 s28 s28
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Table Table 20. 20. Estimated Estimated nitrogen nitrogen (kg (kg Niha.y) Niha.y) and and water water balance balance (mm/y) (mm/y) for for yarious yarious groundwater groundwater fluctuations. fluctuations. ValuesValues
are qverased over a three vears period 1996-1998.
Gr Gr o ound und water water fl fl uctaatio uctaatio nn
Av Av erag erag e e g g ro ro andwater andwater t blc(m)tablc(m)
Net Net mineralisationmineralisation
DenitriftcationDenitriftcation
UptakeUptake
LeachingLeaching
Low Low Medium Medium HighHigh
1.3 1.3 1.3
Low Low MediumMedium
2.3 2.3
HighHigh
2.3
Silty Silty Loam Loam 
€S-Site)€S-Site)
109 109 109
61 61 62 62 6363
192 192 191
13 15 16
oc1---  6s1---6ei
172 207 241
531  53 / ,  531
Sand Sand (57)(57)
110 Ir1
60 60 6060
194 194
1 6  1 7
6i/ ' -  7s7-
171 194
532 532
PrecipitationPrecipitation
PercolqtionPercolqtion
EvapotrunspirationEvapotrunspiration
Net Net mineralisationmineralisation
DenitrifrcationDenitrifrcation
UptakeUptake
-L-"y!!!s--L-"y!!!s-
Precipitatio Precipitatio n n i rtgafionirrtgafion
PercolationPercolation
EvapotranspirationEvapotranspiration
697 697
163 190
s3i 533
74 74 7575
49 s]
r87 187
32 36
109
66
I9I
99
109
6565
190
I I
107
6565
189
I2
r10
6I
t93
18
697
217
534
697
222222
5iI
78s 78s
257 278
s3I 531
75 75 7575
42 42
186 187
46 5I
/s{--7si-
270 295
530 529
7s 7s 7575
39 4r
t87 186
52 56
i s i - - -zs-s- - - - : -
277 290
s28 529
It It is is nteresting interesting to o observe observe that that when when the the groundwater groundwater table table was was lowered lowered t  to approximately approximately 2.52.5
meter percolation increased as a consequence of the lower evapotranspiration. Below 2.5 meter
the the groundwater groundwater table table o no longer longer had had any any influence influence o  on th  the evapotranspiration evapotranspiration which which remainedremained
constant, whereas percolation - despite of the constant evapotranspiration - decreased (see
Table Table 19). 19). This This s ift shift is sfirther firther llust ated illustrated in in Figur  Figure 35. 35. showing showing the the downward downward and and upwardupward
water water fiansport fiansport from fr m the the root root z ne. zone. When When the the groundwater groundwater table table was waslowered lowered below below 2.5 2.5 metermeter
the the upward upward transport transport of of water water decreases decreases (Figu  (Figure 35). 35). Along Along with with the the smaller smaller capillary capillary tr nsporttransport
the the soil soil water water content content in i  th  the root root z ne zone decr ases, decreases, allowing allowing maller smaller quantity quantity of of the he infiltratinginfiltrating
water water to to percolate percolate through hrough th  the root root z ne.zone.
225
175
I Downward water transPort
E3 U Pward water trans Po rt
--l- Net percolation
-25-25
-75
1.1  1 .3  1 .7  2  2 .3  2 .6  3  3 .3  3 .5
Depttr to groundwatertable (m)
€€
E tzststs
;;
€ 7 5(!(!
EE
Ë2sÈÈ
Low Low Medium Medium EighEigh
1.7 1.7 1.7
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Figare Figare 35. 35. Estimated Estimated rool rool z n  zone percolation percolation as as afanction afanction of of depth depth to to he the ground ground water water tabl table
Based on these results it was decided to use five different interval of depth to the groundwater
table as classification criteria's. A groundwater map was retrieved from the hydrological model
MIKESHE, and the spatial distribution of the various groundwater table intervals was identified
using the GIS system included in the MIKESHE package. Areas with groundwater table located
within within a a range range of of 50 50 cm cm were were lumped lumped together together into into the the fiv five groundwater groundwater intervals in vals indicated indicated inin
Figure 36 - left. Various soil units - classified in terms of a combination of selected soil types
and and groundwater groundwater intervals in vals - - w re were th n then id tified identified by by combining combining the the grou dwater groundwater interval interval m pmap
with the soil class map (Figure 36). Subsequently, the groundwater dynamics was carefully
analysed, analysed, in in order order t  to find find t me time series series of of groundwater groundwater table table that thatis ismost most representative representative each ach ofof
the identified soil unit in terms of groundwater level and fluctuation (Figure 37). Thus, for each
soil unit, a single timeserie of groundwater table was retrieved from the MIKSHE simulation
and applied as lower boundary conditions for the hydrological module in DAISY'
Within the GIS system the crop distribution o11997 was when combined with the classified
soil units, leading to a total number of 33 computational colurnns (Table 21). Subsequently,
eight different cropping sequences were constructed and applied on the various soil units in
order order to to give give a a r alistic realistic description description of of the the emporal temporal and and spatial spatial distribution distribution of of he the cr ppingcropping
pattern pattern (Table (Table 22). 22). The The agricultural agricultural modelling modelling included included three three crop crop types types (maize, (maize, alfalfa alfalfa ndand
sugar beet) and the internal statistical distribution between these three cropslilas assumed to be
representative for the arable land (Table 22). Moreover, it should be noted that rice frelds
(approximately 5% of the arable land) were not modelled due to model limitations in the
simulation of the rice crop growth as well as to the different hydrology characterising a rice
field.
< 1,0 meter
1.0 - 1.5 meter
1.5 - 2.0 meter
2.0 - 2.5 meter
> 2.5 meter
Figure Figure 36. 36. Sùnutation Sùnutation area area for for the the large-scalc large-scalc application application of of the the DAISY DAISY model model The The spatial spatial dist ibution disttibution of of hethe
various various groundwater groundwater classes classes is is lustrated illustrated on on the hefl tefl ftgare ftgare (egend (egend indicate indicate oversg oversge dqth dqth to to gtoundwater gtoundwater table),table),
whereas whereas the th  vqrious vqrious soil soil classes classes arc arc shown shown on n the the rtgfufigarartgfufigara
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Figure Figure 37. 37. Timesertes Timesertes of of groundwater groundwater tablefor tablefor the the various various soil soil un ts.units.
Table Table 21. 21. Computational Computational columns columns for for the the large large scal scale application application of of DAISYDAISY
CompComp
ColumnColumn
Soil Soil typetypeDepth Depth to to gv  gvt Crop Crop AreaAreaComp. Comp. Soil Soil typetypeDqth Dqth to to gwt gwt CroP CroP AreaArea
zz
33
44
))
66
77
88
99
t0
I I
t2
I3
14
I5
16
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
TS: Silty Loam
56: 56: Silty Silty SandSand
56: 56: Silty Silty sandsand
1.5-2.0
>2.5
2.0-2.5
<  1 .0
1.0-1.5
1.s-2.0
2.0-2.5
>2.5
<  1 .0
1.5-2.0
< 1.0
1.0-1.5
2.0-2.s
>2.5
1.0-1.5
1.0-1.5
1.5-2.0
I 196
1 7 4
2 220
3 1
? ) )
3 3 2
3 3 0
3 8
5 8
6 199
7 T
7 6 3
7 4 6
7 1 6
8 6 6
3 4
3 3
1.5-2.0
1.5-2.0
2.0-2.5
1.0-1.5
2.0-2.5
<  1 .0
2.0-2.5
1.0-1.5
1.5-2.0
2.0-2.5
>2.5
1.0-1.5
1.5-2.0
>2.5
1 .0 -L5
1.5-2.0
s 13
7 3
7 1 0
8 2
8  11
2 4
2 7 3
3 121
i 4 s
3 13
3 7
4 152
5 176
5  l l
6 3
7 2 6
'-i;làt'liii'
18 56: Silty Sand
19 56: Silty Sand
20 56: Silty Sand
2I 56: Silty Sand
22 56: Silty sand
23 57: Sand
24 57: Sand
25 57: Sand
26 57: Sand
27 57: Sand
28 57: Sand
29 37: Sand
30 57: Sand
iI 37: Sand
32 57: Sand
3i 57: Sand
Each Each of of t e the eight eight cïopping cïopping seque ces sequences was was characterised characterised by by   standar standard set set of of tillage tillage andand
fertilisation operations, reflecting the general agricultual practices used in the area. The
applied applied fertilisation fertilisation rates r tes for forthe the various various crop crop and and soil soil tlpes tlpes ar  are illustrated illustrated in in Table Table 23' 23' T\eT\e
amount amount of of nitrogen nitrogen applied applied at at the the loamy loamy s il soil represents represents th  th  average average fertilis tion fertilisation rate rate at athe the fourfour
calibration sites. Also the estimated volatilisation loss represents the average volatilisation loss
of urea (see Table 12.). [t should be noted that there is a large internal variation in the amount
of of nitrogen nitrogen deriving deriving from from ertiliser fertiliser input. input. E.g. E.g. at atthe the four four calibration calibration sites si es the the fertilisation fertilisation raterate
for maize varied between 188 - 259 kg N/ha'y.
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Table Table 22. 22. D scription Description of of the the eight eight rcpping ercpping sequences sequences kcluded kcluded in in the the DAISY DAISY simulqtionsimulqtion
II
22
33
44
JJ
66
77
II
Sugar Sugar beet beet MaizeMaize
Alfalfa Alfalfa MaizeMaize
|vfaize |vfaize Sugar Sugar BeetBeet
Ivlaize Ivlaize AlfalfaAlfalfa
À,Iaize À,Iaize lvlaizelvlaize
lvlaize lvlaize AlfalfaAlfalfa
Maize Maize MaizeMaize
Alfalfa Alfalfa MaizeMaize
1993 1994 1995 1996
Maize Maize Sugar Sugar beetbeet
Îvlaize Îvlaize tulaizetulaize
Iulaize Iulaize fuIaizefuIaize
Alf"lf" Alf"lf" AlfalfaAlfalfa
Sugm Sugm beet beet lVaizelVaize
A$"lfa A$"lfa AlfalfaAlfalfa
trlaize trlaize lv[aizelv[aize
Sugar Sugar Beet Beet lûaizelûaize
fuIaizefuIaize
IulaizeIulaize
Sugar Sugar BeetBeet
IvtaizeIvtaize
IdaizeIdaize
AlfalfaAlfalfa
Alfolf"Alfolf"
^[aize^[aize
61%
22%
I7%
IulaizeIulaize
Sugar Sugar beetbeet
MaizeMaize
IvlaizeIvlaize
AlfalfaAlfalfa
Iv{aizeIv{aize
AlfalfaAlfalfa
It'IoizeIt'Ioize
MaizeMaize
AIfaIfaAIfaIfa
BeetBeet
60%
23%
t7%
61%
22%
I7%
Ârea Ârea distributîon(t6 distributîon(t6 of of imtlati  simtlation area)area)
61% 60% 62%
22% 22% 22%
17% 18% 16%
Exact Exact information information ab ut b ut the the fertilisation fertilisation rate rate n inhe the sandy sandy area area was was not not available. available. However,However,
according according to to general general agricultural agricultural pra tices practices (B rboni, (Barboni, 1999 1999 personal personal communication) communication) thethe
application application r te rate in inhe the sandy sandy axeix axeix wari wari about about 50% 50% higher higher t an than in in the the loamy loamy area. area. In In the the sandysandy
axea axea the the volatilisation volatilisation loss loss wa  wasestimated estimated for for each ach of of the the eight eight cropping cropping sequences, sequences, by by followingfollowing
the procedure described in Appendix II, and average losses are given nTabIe23.
Tabb Tabb 23. 23. Fertilîser Fertilîser appl catîon applicatîon r tes r es and and estimated estimated volatilisation volatilisation losses losses for for varioas varioas soil soiland and oop oop types types AlfalfaAlfalfa
did did not not receive receive any any n trogenfertilisennitrogenfertilisen
TweTwe
NHa-content
,oÀ ,oÀ of of annlîod annlîod MM
Application Application rate rate (kg (kgN/ha)N/ha)
LoamLoam SandSand
V V o o I Iatilis atilis atio atio n n lo lo s s s s (%o)(%o)
LoantLoant SandSand
Before Before sowingsowing
After After sowingsowing
Before Before SowingSowing
Aftet Aftet sowînçsowînç
ùIaiz,eùIaiz,e
6262
1 5 3
Sagar Sagar beetbeet
48 48 7272
71 107
N-P I too I(Jrea (Jrea I I no no II
N-P-K I roo I
Urea | 100 |
e3 l230 | 20
ioio
ioio
30
After After alfalfa alfalfa harvesting harvesting a  l g  lar e amount amount of of rganic organic nitrogen nitrogen is is ncorporated incorporated into into the the soil soil dtringdtring
plowing. plowing. This This lead lead to toa a higher higher mineralisation mineralisation ïyith ïyith the the consequence consequence that that larger larger amount amount ofof
nitrogen nitrogen is is available available for for the the following following crop. crop. The The farmers farmers generally generally compensate compensate for for the the higherhigher
nitrogen nitrogen availability availability by by reducing reducing the the fertiliser fertiliser application. application. According According to to general general agriculturalagricultural
practice practice @arboni, @arboni, 1999 1999 personal personal communication) communication) the the fertiliser fertiliser application application for for the the cropcrop
following following alfalfa alfalfa was was reduced reduced 50% 50% n n the the model model setup.setup.
During During the the growing growing season season irrigation irrigation water water is is taken taken from from the the Po Po di di Goro Goro and and distributeddistributed
throughout throughout the the ar a area via via he the riv r river system. system. The The irrigation irrigation water water is is pplied applied to to he the fields fields via via channelchannel
release release f om from a alarge large number number of of irrigation irrigation ditches. ditches. In In the the eastern eastern -loamy- -loamy- part part of of the the ar a area thisthis
methods methods of of "underneath "underneath irrigatio " irrigation" s is pred minating, predominating, wh reas whereas in in t  the we tem westem -sandy- -sandy- part part of of thethe
area area superficial superficial distribution distribution of of the the irr gation irrigation water water s is lso also used. used. In In the the loarny loarny s il soil the the irrigationirrigation
\ryater \ryater was was th refore therefore explicit explicit included included via via the the applied applied ground ground water water tabl , table, whereas whereas the th  inig tioninigation
ïyater ïyater in in the the sandy sandy area area tvas tvas included included directly irectly in in the the model model setup setup via via the the DAISY DAISY irrigationirrigation
module. module. Thus, Thus, in in the the sandy sandy axea axea irrigation irrigation lva{i lva{i effectuated effectuated wh n wh n the the soil soil water water pressurepressure
potential at 40 cm depth decreasedbelow apredelined value of - 2.50 meter.
The The simulation simulation involved i volved a a six sixyears years simulation simulation period period fr m from 1993 1993 - - 1998, 1998, with with a a precedingpreceding
initialisation initialisation per od period of of three three year.year.
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4.2.2. Results and discussion
The description of the large-scale nitrogen dynamics was based upon 33 computational
columns representing 33 identified sub-areas. From an agricultural point of view (crop type,
soil properties, depth to groundwater table, agricultural practices, etc.) these sub-areas were
assumed to be homogeneous, and the model results from one computational column were
therefore assumed to be representative for that specific area. The spatial distribution of the
nitrogen leaching is illustrated in Figure 38; whereas simulated nitrogen balance for the three
soil types is given inTable24.
Tabte Tabte 24. 24. Simulated Simulated inorg nic inorganic nitrogen nitrogen (kg (kg N/hay) N/hay) and and water water (mm/year) (mm/year) balances balances for for the the various various soil soil types. types. Th The
r r es es ult  ults are are wigh,d wigh,d orrroggfglgLflrygg!;i^ orrroggfglgLflrygg!;i^ ulotio ulotio o  puio puio dd
Sand Sandy Loam Silty Loam All area
Simulation Simulation area reafta)fta)
Fertiliser input
Atrnospheric input
Net Mineralisation
Denitrification
Plant uptake
Leaching
Worse case leaching
Volalilisation
9!::s:: v-!t::t-
Net precipitation
Percolation (mm)
Changes in the root Zone
631 46
228 1s5
42.1) 40
I I4 165
69 69 9292
245 236
2 7 9
39 21
, ' 7  ) )
,7
982 1659
136 173
40 4l
l I 9  1 1 8
64 66
204 221
9  1 6
20  27
t9 29
-1 0
ios"r - - -^ tù-  96 I3g
208 123 104 145
-3-3 -11  -8  -6
*1) *1) Included Included itrog n nitrogen added added with with the the irrigation irrigation waterwater
*2) *2) Including Including a a superficial superficial inigation inigation nput input of of31 31 mm/yearmm/year
Common for all three soil types is that a large part of the nitrogen leaves the system through
gaseous losses.
The estimated denitrification of 66 kg N/ha indicates that 560Â of the mineralised nitrogen was
lost from the system through denitrification. This is due the shallow gtoundwater table as well
as to the sftong capillary forces of the top soil, which maintain high soil water content in the
root zone. Results from the calibration sites also showed, that the soil water content - during
the larger part of the yeer - was above the 80% of saturation that permit denitrification to take
place (Figure 23 - Figure 24). The volatilisation was also relatively high, even though
estimations are affected by some uncertainties because the volatilisation model as applied here
was not calibrated.
Compared to gaseous losses the leaching itself was found to be relatively small with an
estimated average of 16 kg-N/Ta. Especially the loam soils were characterised by a low
leaching rate with an estimated average loss of 9 kg N/ha. Important factors for this limited
leaching is the high denitrification. Moreover the cornbination of a high evapotraspiration,
capillary forces of the soil, shallow water table as well as the applied irrigation method causes a
large upward transport of water and nitrogen during the summer (see further discussion in
sect ion 4.1.2.5).
The o"worst case leaching" in Table 24 and Figure 38 consider only the downward transport of
nitrogen. These estimates thereby represent a theoretical worse case scenario for the nitrogen
leaching describing the maximum level of nitrogen leaching which can be found during wet
winter periods with high net precipitation. Comparing the leaching with the "worst case"
indicates that the upward nitrogen transport account for 11 kg N&a'y.
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Compared to the loamy soil the sandy area had a higher percolation leading to a larger nitrogen
leaching. Thus, the average leaching from the sandy soil was in the order of 27 kg ha and \Yo
of the sandy area had nitrogen leaching above 40 kgtha. The difference in between the various
soils type is clearly illustrated in Figure 38. The higher leaching rates characterising the
westem part of the area corresponds to the sandy soils, whereas the lower leaching rates
characterising the eastern part of the area conesponds to the loamy soils.
It should be noted that the model performance was not evaluated at the sandy soils. Compared
to the loamy soils the water balance at the sandy soils is characterised by different hydraulic
soil properties as well as a superficial application of irrigation water. (See Section 4.2.1,), The
model description regarding these differences has not been evaluated in this work, and some
uncertainties may therefore be associated with model result deriving from the sand soil.
(kg N/ha y)
I ABovE a9.8oo
eoN (kg N/ha y)
I ABovE
I 4s.Goo
6K 6K 4a.eoo4a.eoo
l o7.2oo
tI 3r.soo
ffi5il 2o.roo
Fffi r4.4oo
ln 8.700
f eelow
I 3s.6oo-sg.aoo
31.400 - 35"600
27.200 - 31.400
2Ê.OOO 2Ê.OOO - - 7 eOO27.eOO
ra.aoo - 23.ooo
14,600. r8.800
ro.400. 14.600
6.200 - to.400
ÊÊLOW 6.200
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tî*îltî*îl
r-tr-t
l--.l
ffiffi
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DD
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54.30()54.30()
- - 54.30054.300
- - 6.80046.800
-42,W
.37.m
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Figure 38. Estimated nitrogen leaching averaged over the simulation period of 1993-1998. Thefigure on the left (A)
illustrates illustrates the the nnual annual leaching, leaching, whereas whereas the the figure figure on on the the right right (b) (b) consi.ders consi.ders only only th  the downward downward leaching. leaching. ScaleScale
1:10.000.
The largest nitrogen leaching is associated with the maize fields (Table 25). The leaching
estimates in Table 25 arc accumulated over the growing season, but still the leaching from one
gtowing season is strongly influenced by the nitrogen residue from the previous season. In the
model model setup setup each each crop crop type type forms forms a a part part of of various various cropping cropping rotatio s, rotations, and a d the the relation relation betweenbetween
the leaching estimates and crop types should therefore be analysed with some circumspection.
Table Table 25. 25. Nîtrogen Nîtrogen leaching leaching for for the the vartous vartous crop crop Wes Wes ftg ftg N/hay). N/hay). The The values values are are weighed weighed averuges averuges over over the the six ix
years years simulation simulation period period 1993-1998. 1993-1998. The The standard standard eviation deviation is is ind cated indicated in in the th  brqckelbrqckel
AreoAreo
(% (% of of sfunalation sfunalation arca) rca)
SandSand Loam
MaizeMaize
AlfalfaAlfalfa
Sugar Sugar beetbeet
60%
22%
17%
30 (5)
te (3)
ls (1)
e e (2)(2)
s s (2)(2)
4 4 (1)(1)
Alfalfa Alfalfa has has a  much much longer longer growing growing seaso  season (typically (typically 3 3 - - 5 5 year) year) than than the the other other crop crop types. types. TheThe
predominating predominating nit ogen nitrogen source source for for alfalfa alfalfa derived derived from from ixation fixation of of mospheric atmospheric nitrogen, nitrogen, and and nono
fertiliser is therefore applied to the fields. During the growing season, the nitrogen leaching is
generally low due the combined effect of a low soil nitrogen concentration and low percolation,
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caused by the permanent plant cover. After harvesting a large amount of organic nitrogen is
incorporated into the soil with the plant residue, and the mineralisation, soil nitrogen
concentration as well as the nitrogen leaching risk increased substantially (Figure 39). Alfalfa is
currently growing at the calibration sites BV and TS. Calibration data for evaluating the model
description of the nitrogen dynamics during the leaching season following harvesting and
ploughing of atfalfa is therefore not available yet. Hence, the leaching estimates associated with
the alfalfa fields may therefore be subject to some uncertainties.
',, ,,'lnorganice soil nitrogen - Mineralisation(secondary xis)
ê Fertiliser application <- Plowing
Figure Figure 39. 39. Inorganic Inorganic soil soilitrogen nitrogen and and mineralisation mineralisation during during the the rowth growth of of alfalfa. alfalfa. The The results results derive derive from from aa
selected computational column at the loamy soil with the following crop rotation: maize 1993, alfalfa 1994 -
1997. maize 1998.
ln accordance with the results from the initial sensitivity analysis (Table 19) the nitrogen
leaching was found to increase with increasing depth to the groundwater table (see Figure 40)'
The leaching estimates in Figure 40A are averaged over different soil units and cover different
cropping sequences. Thus, apart from the groundwater table the leaching may also be
influenced by differences deriving from crop rotation. The estimates in Figure 408 results from
selected computational columns, representing the same cropping rotation, applied on different
soil units. The increased nitrogen leaching in Figure 40B is therefore caused by the
groundwater groundwater dynamics dynamics alo e.alone.
EGwt <1.0 m
IGwt 1-1.5 m
trGwt 1.5-2.0 m
trGwt 2-2.5 m
lGwt >2.5 m
Sand Silty Læm Sandy Loam Sand Silty Loam Sandy Loam
Figure Figure 40. 40. Nitrogen Nitrogen leaching leaching averaged averaged over over the the six six years years period period 1993-1998 1993-1998 ftg ftg N/hay), N/hay), Infgure Infgure A A th the leachingleaching
is is àveraged àveraged over over the the vqrious vqrious soil soilunits units clas ified classified in in terms terms of of combination combination of of soil soil lype lype and and groandwater groandwater classes. classes. InIn
Jigure Jigure B B the the leaching leaching estimates estimates d fivefrom defivefrom s lccted selccted computational computational columns c lumns r prcsenting rcprcsenting the the same same uop uop rctation.rctation.
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Results from the hydrological modelling indicates that lTYo and2loÂ of the total water input to
the system derives from boundary infiltration and irrigation water, respectively (see Table 7 &
Table 8). They also indicate, that the actual percolation only accounts for 43Yo of the channel
discharge, whereas the remaining 57% derive from irrigation tail loss as well as boundary
infiltration (see Table 8). The relative importance of nitrogen fluxes brought into the study area
by by irrigation irrigation water water and and boundary boundary infiltration infiltration was was evaluated evaluated by by setting setting up up a a total total nitrogen nitrogen massmass
balance for the study area.
Figure Figure 41 41 illustrates illustrates the the various various nit ogen nitrogen fluxes fluxes ent ring entering the the groundwater groundwater and and the the channelchannel
system. The leaching estimate was based upon average leaching rates as calculated by DAISY.
The The nitrogen nitrogen fluxes fluxes rom from i rigation irrigation and and boundary boundary infiltration infiltration were were estimated estimated by by multiplyingmultiplying
measured nitrogen concentrations with the water fluxes retrieved from the MIKESHE model.
The The "n t "net nitrogen nitrogen input" i put" was was then then estimated estimated by by summing summing up up the the various various nit ogen nitrogen fluxes,fluxes,
whereas "discharged nifiogen" is the measured amount of nitrogen pumped out into the Sacca
di Goro. A detailed description of the data foundation and the applied calculations are given in
Appendix III.
@'t997 I 1998 ElAverage 1997-1998
II
- - ' - - - - l - - - - - -
II
II
-40 -20-20 20 40 60 80 100
(Ton Nl/ear)
Figare Figare 41. 41. Nitrogen Nitrogen mass mass balance balance for for the the groandwater groandwater and and channels channels system. system. Error Error barc barc for for the the leachingleaching
estimqtes estimqtes rE rE csent rcsents standard standard deviation, deviation, whercas whercas ertor ertor bars bars for for the the other other estimates estimates r present  represents minimum minimum andand
maximum maximum values.values.
The The irrigation irrigation water water and and boundary boundary infiltration infiltration did did bring bring quite quite a a bit bit of of nitrogen nitrogen i to into th  the systemsystem
(see Figure 41). The results indicated that 24Yo and 20oÂ of the total amount of nitrogen
entering entering the the g oundwater groundwater and a  channel channel system system deriv  derive from from the the irrigation irrigation water water a d and boundaryboundary
infiltration, respectively. The rice fields were characterised by a large irrigation demand, and
33Yo of the nitrogen entering the system with the irrigation water was therefore allocated
especially to these fields.
Moreover, the balance was characterised by a large upward transport of nitrogen (negative
leaching). leaching). It It is is quite quite interesting interesting to o se  see that that nitrogen, nitrogen, which which during during the the summer summer i  is entering entering the he
system with the irrigation water, is more or less counterbalanced by this upward nitrogen
transport.
The The estimated estimated amount amount of of nitrogen nitrogen entering entering the the g oundwater groundwater and a  channel channel system system (net (net nitrogennitrogen
input) input) was was found found t  to be be somewhat somewhat higher higher that that e the m asured measured a ount amount of of nitrogen nitrogen leaving leaving thethe
system through channel discharge (discharged nitrogen). The applied modelling system
describes the nitrogen transformation processes in the root zone, while possible transformation
processes occurring in the channels and saturated zone are not taken into account. Hence, the
Discharged Nitrogen
Net Nitrogen Input
Boundary infiltration (Po di Goro)
Rice irrigation
lrrigation
Upward Nitrogen transport
Downward Nitrogen leaching
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observed observed difference difference between between m asured measured and nd estimated estimated fluxes fluxes is ispresumably presumably du  due to to v riousvarious
nitrogen nitrogen transformation transformation p ocesses, processes, such such as as d nitrification, denitrification, occu ring occurring elsewhere elsewhere than than e the rootroot
zone. zone. It It should should als  also be be noted noted that that wo two main main uncerûainties uncerûainties are are ssocia d associated with with the heobtainedobtained
estimates. estimates. Fir t, First, the he nitrogen nitrogen concentration concentration in in the the channels channels was was assessed assessed from from a a v ry very limitedlimited
ntrmber ntrmber of of measurements measurements (see (see app ndix appendix IID. IID. Second, Second, the the leaching leaching estimates estimates w re were b s d based upon upon aa
model model setup setup incl ding including o ly only three three crop crop type type only, only, whereas whereas the th  actual actual cropping cropping pattern pattern w s was muchmuch
more more diverse. diverse. Ind ed Indeed the the applied applied modelling modelling system system did did not not c nsider consider transfomtation transfomtation p ocessespr cesses
occu:ring occu:ring in in the the c rice field, field, an  and any any leaching leaching input input from from these these field field was was not not i cluded included in in the the totaltotal
leaching.
4.2.3. Summary and concluding remarks
The The estimated estimated amount amount of of nitrogen nitrogen entering entering the the study study axea axea \ilas \ilas 22% 22% higher higher t an than t e the m asuredmeasured
amount amount of of ninogen ninogen leaving leaving the the system system through through c annel channel discharge. discharge. Taking Taking the the model model li itationlimitation
and and u certainties uncertainties into in o account account this this is is a a satisfactory satisfactory ou come, outcome, indi ating indicating that that t e the appliedapplied
methodology methodology for for the the large-scale large-scale application application of of DAISY DAISY was was appropriate. appropriate. It It should should be be noted noted tha that
this this re ult result was was b ed based upon upon an an overall overall nitrogen nitrogen balance balance with with r spect respect to to the the niftogenniftogen
transformation transformation processes pr cesses in in the the root root z ne zone only. only. It It would would be be recommended recommended that that frither frither work work isis
carried carried out out with with respect respect to to quantiffing quantiffing the the grormdwater grormdwater and an  in-stre m in-stream transformation transformation processes,pr cesses,
as as this this would would increase increase the the confidence confidence level level of of the the applied applied methodology.methodology.
The The predominant predominant part part of of the the ar a area was was characterised characterised by by low low nit ogen nitrogen leaching leaching rateo rateo whereas.whereas.
higher higher rates ates were were restricted restricted a a relatively relatively small small part part of of the the study study area. area. Th  The loamy loamy soils soils werewere
characterised characterised by by average average leaching leaching rates rates of of 9 9 kg kg Nlha. Nlha. The The average average nifrogen nifrogen leaching leaching from from thethe
sandy sandy soil soil was was instead instead found found t be tobe 26 26 kg kg /ha, /ha, with with only only 8% 8% of of the the sandy sandy area area showing showing nitr gennitrogen
leaching leaching rates rates above above 40 40 kglha. kglha. Important Important fact s factors tha  that contributed contributed to to the th  limited limited nitrogennitrogen
leaching leaching w re were th  the high high deninification. deninification. The The groundwater groundwater dynamic dynamic s was lso also found found t  to have have a  gr atgreat
impact impact on on the the nitrogen nitrogen leaching leaching rates, rates, p rticulary particulary the he nitrogen nitrogen leaching leaching was was foturd foturd t  to increaseincrease
with with increasing increasing depth depth to to he the grotrndwater grotrndwater table.table.
The The nitrogen nitrogen balance balance w s wasaffl cted afflected by by larg  large gas ous gaseous losses. losses. The The estimated estimated d n trification denitrification waswas
about about 66 66 kg kg N/tra.y N/tra.y accounting accounting fot f t 56Yo 56Yo of of the the mineralised mineralised nitrogen. nitrogen. The The cause cause of of this this largelarge
denitrification denitrification \Mas \Mas the the s allow shallow groundwater groundwater table. table. Inde d Indeed strong strong soil soil capillary capillary forces forces maintainmaintain
the the high high soil soil water water cont nt content in i  the the root root z ne zone that that allows allows denitrification denitrification to to ake take place.place.
Additionally, Additionally, the the volatilisation volatilisation loss lo s of of29 29 kg kg Nlha Nlha accounted accounted for for 160Â 160Â of of the the fertiliser fertiliser input. input. PartPart
of of the the volatised volatised nitrogen nitrogen may may r -enter re-enter the the agricultural agricultural reas are s and and the the Sacca Sacca di di Goro Goro th ughthough
atmospheric atmospheric deposition. deposition. Thus, Thus,besides besides nitrogen nitrogen leaching leaching volatilisation volatilisation can can also alsobe be an an importantimportant
pathway pathway for for t e the nitrogen nitrogen exp rt export to to he the coastal coastal tagoon. tagoon. However, However, the the lagoon lagoon covers covers an an rea area ofof
25.6KnJ 25.6KnJ whereas whereas thoinland thoinland dra ge drainage basin basin cov rs covers a a much much larger larger area area of of 880 880 knr2. knr2. The The anrormtanrormt
of of nitrogen nitrogen en ering entering the the Sacca Sacca through through atmosp eric atmospheric deposition deposition is is therefore therefore very very small small comparedcompared
to to the the input input deriving deriving from from itrogen nitrogen leaching leaching from from the the agricultrnal agricultrnal l nd. land. According According to to LeipLeip
(2000) (2000) the thea rospheric ahrospheric dep ition deposition of of nitroge  nitrogen acc unts accounts for for only only 5% 5% of of the the total total nitrogen nitrogen i putinput
to Sacca di Goro.
The The study study axea axea was was characterised characterised also also by by a a large large anount anount of f nitrogen nitrogen entering entering the the systemsystem
through through t e the boundaries boundaries ( y (boundary infilûation) infilûation) and nd together together with with inigation inigation lvater. lvater. The The resultsresults
indicated indicated that that 24Yo 24Yo and and 20% 20% of of the the otal total amount amount of of nitrogen nitrogen entering entering the the groundwater groundwater anda
channel channel syst€m syst€m derives derives from from inigation inigation rvater rvater a d and boundary boundary infiltration, infiltration, respectively.respectively.
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4.3. Modelling of nitrogen dynamics - Scenarios Analysis
The The regional regional auth rities authorities in in Emilia-Romania Emilia-Romania are are ct rently ctrrently implementing implementing the the Council Council RegulationRegulation
1257/1999 (EC, 1999). The regulation is funded by the European Commission through the
European European Agricultrnal Agricultrnal Guidance Guidance nd and Guarantee Guarantee Fund Fund (EAGGF), (EAGGF), which which gives gives inc ntives incentives forfor
reducing reducing the the se use of of fertilisers/plant fertilisers/plant protection protection ducts, products, fo  for the he extensification extensification of of crop crop andand
livestock livestock production, production, and and for for he the long-term long-term set set aside aside of of arable arable l nd. land. The The program program works works on on aa
voluntary voluntary basis basis and and f rmers farmers are are sub idised subsidised to to participate participate in in the the v rious various action action programs. programs. ForFor
instance instance the he program program provide provide the the farmers farmers with with subsidies subsidies through through a a five-year five-year period period fo  f r adjustingadjusting
their their fertiliser fertiliser app cation application ccording according to to an an established established nitrogen nitrogen balance. balance. Hence, Hence, soil soilnitrogennitrogen
concentration concentration is is measured measured during during sp spring and and a nitrogen nitrogen balance balance is is prepared prepared in in order order toto
detemrine detemrine th  the f *iliser fe*iliser requirement requirement for for the the various various crops. crops. Regardless Regardless of of the the estimated estimated nitrogennitrogen
requirement requirement th  the yearly yearly fer ilisation fertilisation rate rate must must not not exceed exceed the th  established established maximum maximum li it li it of of e.g.e.g.
200 200 kg kg N/ha N/ha for for nnize nnize a d and 100 100 kg kg N/tra N/tra for for sugar sugar beet beet (Regione (Regione Emilia-Romagna, Emilia-Romagna, 2000). 2000). TheThe
implementation implementation of of this this action action program program is is expected expected to to reduce reduce the the ov rall overall fertiliser fertiliser input input  in thethe
order of 30% (Andreotti, 1998)
By By using using the the modelling modelling system system calibrated calibrated and and validated validated in in this this present present work, work, the the impact impact ofof
possible possible action action progriun progriun was wasestimated estimated for for the heBonello Bonello catchment catchment through through scenario scenario analyses.analyses.
The The obj ctive objective of of su h such analysis analysis was was to tonalyse analyse the the catchment catchment response response to o reduced reduced nitrogen nitrogen i put,input,
and and to to evaluate evaluate which which environmental environmental improve t improvement could could be be ob ained obtained by by implementingimplementing
alternative alternative management management practices. practices. Hence, Hence, the themodel model application application for for scenario scenario analys sanalysis
comprised the following:
o o Basic Basic model model setup.. setup.. A A basic basic model model setup setup representing representing th  th  actual actual situation situation in in he thestudy study area.area.
o o Seenario Seenario I: I: Fertil ser Fertiliser reduction reduction for for all all crops crops receiving receiving nitroge  nitrogen fertilis r fertiliser e.g. e.g. maize maize andand
sugar sugar beet. beet. Th  The fertiliser fertiliser input input fo for the the loamy loamy and and sandy sandy soil soil were were reduced reduced in in the the order order fof
I0%- 40% and of l0% - 50olo respectively (see Table 26.).
o o Scenario Scenario 1/.. 1/.. Fertiliser Fertiliser was was only only reduced reduced in in the the rnaize rnaize field, field, whereas whereas the th  f rtili er fertiliser l vel l vel fo for
Sugar Sugar beet beet was was kept kept constant constant at at the the original original level level in in the the basic basic model model setup. setup. The The fe*iliser fe*iliser inin
the the maize maize field field was was reduced reduced as as described described in in Scenarios Scenarios I.I.
o o Scenarto Scenarto I7/.' I7/.' Reducing Reducing th  the fertiliser fertiliser input input to to the the maximum maximum limit limit se set out out by by the the ECEC
regulation regulation 125711999.Tbus, 125711999.Tbus, the the applied applied fertiliser fertiliser rate rate was was 200 200 kg kg N/ha N/ha for for nnize nnize a d and 100100
kgN/ha for Sugar Beet (see TabIe 26).
o o Seenafio Seenafio IV: IV: Decreasing Decreasing tlte tlte groundwater groundwater table table depth depth in in the the arable arable l nd.land.
o o Seenario Seenario Z.' Z.' Combination Combination of f Sce r  Scenario III III a d and Scenario Scenario fV. fV. Thus, Thus, the the groundwater groundwater tabletable
depth depth was was decreased decreased and and th  th  fertiliser fertiliser input input was was reduced reduced to to he the maximum maximum li it li it set set out out byby
the EC regulation t257/1999.
Table Table 26. 26. F niliser Feniliser applicûion applicûion rctefor rctefor th varioas thevarioas scenarios scenarios ftg ftg N/hay)N/hay)
Basic Basic ldodel-sehryldodel-sehry
Traditional Traditional fertil fertil is is er er I I ev ev e e II
Scenarios Scenarios I I &II&II
-10% -20% -30% -40% -50%
Scenartos Scenartos IIIIII
Iûæ.fertiliser Iûæ.fertiliser raterate
Iulaize Iulaize -Sand-Sand
Iulaize-LoantIulaize-Loant
Sugar Sugar Beet-SandBeet-Sand
Sugar Sugar beet-Loambeet-Loam
i23
215
179
tI9
291
194
161
107
194
129
107
7l
90
258 226
172 1s0
143 125
95 95 8383
EC res.I257/1999
200
200
100
I0a
The The previous previous results results indicaûed indicaûed that that e the grotrndwater grotrndwater table table h d had a huge huge impact impact on on the the nitrogennitrogen
leaching. leaching. The The impact impact of of groundwater groundwater reg lation r gulation on on nitrogen nitrogen leaching leaching and a d harvest harvest yieldyield
therefore therefore provided provided an an inter sting interesting a alysis, analysis, which which as was further further evaluated evaluated inscen rio inscenario IY IY and nd V.V.
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A A very very d nse dense cha nel channel network network characterises characterises the the study studyarea" area" and nd  a pumping pumping station station si uated situated atat
the the c annel channel outlet outlet p mps pumps all all drainage drainage water water out. out. The The pumping pumping station station begins begins to to operate operate whenwhen
the water level in the main channel eading to the pumping station exceeds a specified level'
Thus, the level of the groundwater table can be regulated both in terms of the specified
maximum maximum level level at at the the c annel channel outlet, outlet, as as w ll well as as though though the the large large number number of of internal internal chan elschannels
regulator, regulator, which which are are us d used during during the the growing growing period. period. For Forscenarios scenarios fV fV and and V V a a situation situation w h with aa
higher higher level level of of groundwater groundwater table table was was first first simulated simulated with with the the hydrological hydrological mo el model MIKSHE'MIKSHE'
Here Here th  the higher higher level level of of groundwater groundwater table table was wassimulated simulated by by increasing increasing the the fi ld field rrigation irrigation inputinput
with an extra 100 mm/y. Subsequently, time series of groundwater table, were retrieved from
the the model model output output and and pplied applied s as lower lower boundary boundary condition condition for for the the hydrological hydrological module module of f
DAISY (See Figue 42.).
Figure Figure 42. 42. Time Time series series of of g oundwater groundwater table table depth depth applied applied in in the the basic basic model model setup setup (graph (graph A A and and C) C) as as well well asas
scenario scenario IY IY a d and Y Y (graph (graph B B and and D).D).
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4.3.1. Result and discussion
4.3.1.1. Catchment response to reduced nitrogen input
The catchment response to reduced nitrogen input was evaluated by comparing the estimated
leaching reduction with the corresponding yield decrease. Thus, the results from the Scenarios I
is compared with the results from the original basic model setup, and the relative (relative to the
level in the basic setup) leaching and harvest yield are illustrated in Figure 438. Moreover, the
actual leaching rates are illustrated in Figure 434.
The estimated leaching response to reduced nitrogen input varied considerably among the
different soil types. The loamy soil was characterised by low leaching rate (9 kg N/ha'y) and a
fertiliser nitrogen application that - more or less - was matched by the crop uptake. Thus,
reducing the fertiliser input effected the harvest yield, but had only minor effect on the nitrogen
leaching. The leaching reduction was only I and 2 kg N/tra for the silty loam and sandy loam
respectively (Figure 43A). On the other hand the sandy soil was characterised by a somewhat
higher leaching rate (26 kg N/tra.y) and an excess application of nitrogen fertiliser. Reducing
the fertiliser input therefore had a huge impact on the nitrogen leaching, and a total leaching
reduction of 3loÂ (- 9 kg N/ha.y) could be obtained with a yield decrease of l5%(Figure 434
B).
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Figare Figare 43A. 43A. Nitrogen Nitrogen leaching leaching as as  a function function of of Figure Figure 438. 438. Relative Relative harvest harvest yicld yicld an and nitrogennitrogen
nitrogen nitrogen inpat inpat (scenarto (scenarto p. p. The The nitrogen nitrogen input input leaching leaching for for scenarios scenarios L L The The values values qre qre averagedaveraged
comprises comprises fertiliser fertiliser application, application, atmospheric atmospheric over over th  the varioas varioas so l soil types types and and all all valaes valaes areare
depositîon depositîon and. and. nitrogen nitrogen frxation. frxation. The The values values are are *pressed *pressed relativ ly relatively to to the the level level in in the the basic basic modelmodel
averaged averaged over ov r th  the vaûous vaûous soil soil types types and and error error setapsetap
bars bars indicate indicate o e onstandard standard deviationdeviation
The harvest yield as well as the yield response of maize varied remarkably among years (Figure
44A & B). For instance 1996 was characterised by a low yield irrespectively of the fertiliser
input, whereas high yield and large yield response for fertiliser reduction was characterising the
growing season of 1995. Nevertheless, the modelling results did indicate, that the traditional
fertiliser level could be reduced to the maximum limit of 200 kg N/tra without substantial yield
reduction reduction (See (See Figure Figure 44C). 44C). A A further further reduction reduction b low below h  the 200 200 kg kg N/tra N/tra did did however however influenceinfluence
the harvest yield. This effect is especially pronounced at the sandy soil, where the fertilisation
rate could be reduced 30% with a minimum yield reduction of only 1Yobut with a considerable
leaching reduction of 27oÂ.
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Figure Figure 44. 44. Yield Yield of of maize(leîf maize(leîf and and sugar sugar beet beet ( ight) (right) as as  afunction function of of fertiliser fertiliser inpul inpul Enor Enor bars bars indicate indicate oneone
standard standard deviation, deviation, and nd green green lines lines dicate indicate the the maximam maximam fertiliser fertiliser level level according according to t  EC EC regulationregulation
1257/1999. 1257/1999. The The yield yield rcsponse rcsponse for for each each of of t e the simalation simalation yearc yearc is is illasbated illasbated in in the the wo two upper upper graphsgraphs
(A,B,D,E) (A,B,D,E) whereas whereas the th  int grated integrated effectfor effectfor th  the six six years years simalation simalation period period is isllu*aed illu*aed iin iin the the two two lower lower graph.graph.
The yield of sugar beet was found to be more sensitive to fertiliser reduction than maize. Even a
small reduction in the fertiliser input reduced the yield of sugar beet, indicating that nitrogen is
the the limiting limiting factor factor for fthe the crop crop gr wth growth (Figure (Figure 44D 44D and,Figure and,Figure 448).448).
The The modelling modelling result result al o also indicated indicated that that reducing reducing the the fertiliser fertiliser input input for for sugar sugar beet beet had had nono
impact on nitrogen leaching, but only influenced the harvest yield. When the fertiliser reduction
comprised both maize and sugar beet a 23Yo reduction of the nitrogen leaching could be
obtained with a decreased yield of 17% (Figure 45A). The same 23yo leaching reduction could
however be obtained with a decreased yield of only lÙYo by concentrating the fertiliser
reduction in the maize field only(Figure 45B).
It It should should however however be be noted noted tha  that t e the model model output output in in terms terms of of harvest harvest yield yield for for sugar sugar beet beet refersrefers
to to he the dry dry matter matter bee  beet production production and and not n t o to he the amount amount of of extractable extractable zugar, zugar, which which is is the the priorprior
harvest product for sugar beet. For sugar beet the extractable amount ofsugar is not inevitable
80
linked linked fo fo high high N N uptake uptake and and b et beet growth growth (Jlrich (Jlrich and and Hills, Hills, 1973; 1973; Koch Koch and and Wendenburg,Wendenburg,
t996). t996). Consequently, Consequently, the the observ d observed decr ase decrease in in dry dry matter matter yield yield is is not not ecessarily necessarily associatedassociated
with with a a decreased decreased sugar sugar yield.yield.
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Figure Figure 45A. 45A. Relative Relative yi ld yi ld an  and nitrogen nitrogen leaching leaching for for Figwe Figwe 458. 458. Retative Retative yield yield and. and. nitrogen nitrogen leachingleaching
Scenarios Scenarios I, I, whe c wherc fertiliser fertiliser reduction reduction compr sed comprised b th both for for Scenarios Scenarios II, II, where where fertiliser fertiliser reductianreductian
maizc maizc and and sugar sugar beet beet All All values values are arepressed upressed rclatively rclatively comprised comprised only only the the maize maize fields fields AII AII values values arcarc
to to he the lqel lqel in in the the basic basic model model setup. setup. æpressed æpressed as as r latively relatively to to the the evel level in in the the basicbasic
model model setap,setap,
The The yield yield an  and leaching leaching r sponse response to to fertili r fertiliser treatu nt treatuent is is highly highly site site p cific, specific, du  dueto to itsits
dependence dependence of of th  th  soil soil nitrogen nitrogen concentration concentration at at the the onset onset f of the the growing growing seas on, seasion, clim te,climate,
nitrogen nitrogen input input from from mineralisation mineralisation influ nce, influence, etc. tc. etc. Nevertheless, Nevertheless, the the yi ld yi ld response response forfor
nnize nnize was was somewhat somewhat in in accord nce accordance with with the the results results of of Spallacci Spallacci et. et. l. l. (1997) (1997) and and Ceotto Ceotto et. et. al.al.
(1996), (1996), who who investigated investigated the the yi ld yi ld response response of of maize maize to to various various fertiliser fertiliser treatment treatment on on  a silt-silt-
clay clay soil soil in n the the Low Low P  Po Valley. Valley. In In Spallacci Spallacci et. et. I. aI. (1997) (1997) maize maize fields fields w re were treat d treated with with variousvarious
combination combination of of pig pig slurry slurry and and inorganic inorganic fertiliser. fertiliser. Although Although yield yield response response varied varied remarkablyremarkably
among among years years and and fertiliser fertiliser type type Spallacci Spallacci et. et. al. l. (1997) (1997) found found that that increasing increasing the the fertiliser fertiliser aboveabove
225 225 kgN/ha kgN/ha had d no no large large impact impact on on the he yield yield (s e (see Figure Figure 46.).46.).
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Figare Figare 46. 46. Yietd Yietd of of maize maize as as function afunction of of i oeased inoeased qplic tion qplication of of nitrcgenftom nitrcgenftom vafious vafious c binatiorc combinatiorc of of pigpig
slarry slarry and and inorganicfefiiliser, inorganicfefiiliser, The The moant amoant of of pig pig slutry slutry in in L7, L7, 2 L2, 3 L3 and and L4 L4 was was A, A, 75, 75, 1 0, 150, 225 225 kg kg N/haN/ha
respectively. respectively. The The rcsults rcsults derivedfrom derivedfrom the the cropping cropping season season 1998 1998 A d And 1994 1994 at at S. S. Prospero Prospero (MO) (MO) in inotthern notthern lta$.lta$.
@qrodaced @qrodaced with with permisslon permisslon from from Spallaeci Spallaeci eL eL  aL 1997)1997)
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Ceotto et. al. (1996) applied three different fertiliser treatments (A,B and C) to five different
cropping sequences containing soya, maize, sugar beet, barley and wheat (Table 27.). Reducing
the fertiliser input from the traditional level of 370 kg N/ha to the reduced/minimum level of
325 kgN/ha had no impact on the harvest yield of maize, whereas a fi.rther reduction to 80 kg
N/ha caused significant yield decrease. On the other hand the fertiliser treatment had no
significant impact on the yield of Sugar beet (Ceotto et. al. 1996). These latter results differ
from this analysis, where the fertiliser input did influence the yield of sugar beet.
Table Table 27. 27. Averageyieldfor Averageyieldfor maize maize and and Sugar Sugar Beetfor Beetfor thr e three dffirentfertiliser dffirentfertiliser treatm nt. treatment. Th fertiliser Thefertiliser treatment treatment A, A, BB
and and C C characterised characterised the the *aditional, *aditional, reduced/alternative reduced/alternative an  an  minimum minimum fertiliser fertiliser application application respectivelyrespectively
(Reproduced with permission from Ceotto et. al. 1996).
Sugar Sugar BeetBeet
A B C
Pig Pig Slurry Slurry (kg (kg N/ha)N/ha)
MaizeMaize
A B C
I I norg norg an an ic ic fert fert il il is is er er ftg ftg N/ha)N/ha)
Total Total nitrogen nitrogen ftg ftg N/ha)N/ha)
0.7 0.8
Relative Leaching
Figare Figare 47A. 47A. Relative Relative yield yield and and nitrogen nitrogen leaching leaching forfor
scenarias scenarias III, III, where where the the fertiliser fertiliser level level was was reducedreduced
according according to to he the EC EC regulation regulation 1257/1999. 1257/1999. FertiliserFertiliser
rates rates of of 100 100 kg kg N/ha N/ha and and 200 200 kg kg N/ha N/ha were were applied applied toto
sugar sugar beet beet and and maize maize resp ctîvely. respectîvely. All All values values areare
expressed expressed r latively relatively to to the the level level in in the the basic basic modelmodel
setuP.setuP.
0 0 0
80 40 9.
8 0 4 0 0
15.67 15.71 16.40
o.7 0.8
Relative Leachlng
Fi ure Figure 478. 478. Relative Relative yield yield and and nitrogen nitrogen leaching leaching forfor
scenarios scenarios VI VI a d and V. V. Closed Closed point point illas rate illastrate the he resaltsresalts
-from -from scenarios scenarios IY IY ( ui ed (ruised groundwatcr groundwatcr table),table),
whereas whereas the th  open open points points illas rate illastrate the the esults results ftomftom
scenarios scenarios V V (combination (combination of of fertiliser fertiliser reductionreduction
according according to to EC EC rcgul.ation rcgul.ation 1257/1999 1257/1999 and and  a taisedtaised
groundwater groundwater table).table).
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Finally, Vachaud et. al. (1996) concluded that the traditional fertiliser input of 250 kg Nlha'y
could be reduced neaxly 30% without any substantial yield reduction, but with considerable
reduction of nitrate leaching. His {indingr *"r" based upon a field experiments with r5N- on
inigated maize crops in Southern France (Grenoble).
4.3.2.3.Implementation of EC regulation 125711999 and groundwater egulation
The results indicated that the traditional fertiliser level could be reduced to the maximum limit
according to EC regulation 125711.999 with an average yield decrease of 9ol0, but with a average
leaching reduction of 18% (- 3 kg N/ha) (See Figure 47A.). By far the largest part of the
leaching reduction (85%) derived from the sandy soil, and was due to a considerable excess
application of nitrogen fertiliser lor maize (see Figure 44). At the sandy soils a considerable
leaching reduction of 30To (- 8 kg N/ha) could be obtained with a corresponding yield decrease
of l3%. On the other hand the fertiliser level at the loamy soil was only slightly higher than the
maximum limit. Reducing the level to the maximum timit did not have an added effect on either
the nitrogen leaching nor the yield (Figure 474).
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This This difference difference between between th  the various various soil soiltypes types is is moreover moreover illustrated illustrated with wi h  a comparisoncomparison
between Figure 48A and Figure 48B. A high leaching reduction is observed in the sandy soil
covering covering the the westem westem part partof ofthe the study study area. area. Whereas Whereas no no table notable leaching leaching reduction reduction is is observedobserved
in in the the loamy loamy s il soil c vering covering the the eastern eastern part part of ofthe the study study area.area.
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Figarc Figarc 4E. 4E. Estimatcd Estimatcd nitrogen nitrogen leaching leaching anraged anraged over over the the simalation simalation period period of of 1993-199E 1993-199E (kg (kg N/hay). N/hay). BasicBasic
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leaching. leaching. The The modelling modelling results results moreover moreover indicated indicated that that an anverage average leachin  leaching reduction reduction of of 19%19%
could be obtained by without any yield decrease (Figure 47F.. & Table 28.). The leaching
response response to to a a raised raised groun water groundwater table table v ri d varied among among the the different different soil soil t)?es. t)?es. Th  The highest highest effecteffect
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was was found found at at the the sandy sandy soil soil in n terms terms of of a a leaching leaching r duction reduction of of 25% 25% (^'7 (^'7 kg kg N/ha), N/ha), whereas whereas aa
minor minor leaching leaching reduction reduction of of l0-I2% l0-I2% ? ? I-2 I-2 kg kg N/ha) N/ha) was was found found at at the the loamy loamy s ils soils (See (See FigureFigure
48C)
Table Table 28. 28. Nitrogen Nitrogen balance balance for for the the simulation simulation arc  rcu The The resaks resaks d rive derive from from the the basic basic model model setup setup as as well well asas
scenarios scenarios III, III, Y IY snd snd V. V. alues Values are are v ruged averuged over over the the six six yearc yearc simalatîon simalatîon pertod pertod 1993'1998.1993'1998.
Basic Basic setupsetupScenariolll ScenariolV Scenario Scenario TT
F F ertiliser ertiliser input input (kg (kg N/ha'y)N/ha'y)
Atmospheric Atmospheric input in ut (kg (kg N/ha'y)N/ha'y)
Net Net tufineralisation tufineralisation ftg ftg N/hay)N/hay)
Denitrification ftg N/ha'y)
Plant Plant Uptake Uptake (kgN/hay)(kgN/hay)
Leaching Leaching ftgN/ha'y)ftgN/ha'y)
Worse Worse case case Leaching Leaching ftg ftg N/ a'y)N/ha'y)
Volatilis Volatilis ati n ation (kS (kS N/ha'y)N/ha'y)
Changes Changes in in N-pool(kg N-pool(kg N/ha'y)N/ha'y)
172
41
1 1 8
66
221
T6
27
29
00
136
4I
114
6060
200
I3
23
22
-5
173
41
1 1 8
6969
220
I3
24
29
22
136
41
114
63
200
1t
21
22
-4
Average Average Yield Yi ld (ton (ton rymatter/ha'y)drymatter/ha'y)
Percolation Percolation (mmfi)(mmfi)
Total Total leaching leaching (ton (ton N/y)N/y)
10.5
144
26
9.6
145
21
10.5
t3t
2I
9.6
I3t
18
Scenario Scenario III: III: Fertiliser Fertiliser re&rction re&rction according according to to EC EC regulation regulation 1257/19991257/1999
Scenarios Scenarios IY: IY: Dec eased Decreased depth depth to to th  the groundwater groundwater table.table.
Scenario Scenario l/: l/: Cornbinatian Cornbinatian àf àf Scmario Scmario IT IT and and Scenarto Scenarto IIIA. IIIA. Decreased Decreased depth depthto to groundwater groundwater table table and and fertiliserfertiliser
reduced reduced to to he themaximum maximum li it l it according according to to EC EC regulation regulation 1257/1999.1257/1999.
The The observed observed leaching leaching r duction reduction could c uld be befirther firther enhanced enhanced if if the the groundwater groundwater regulation r gulation wasw s
combined combined with w th a a fertiliser fertiliser r duction. reduction. For For all all the the simulation simulation axea, xea, the thenitrogen nitrogen leaching leaching could could bebe
reduced reduced by by 29% 29% (- (- 3 3 kg kg N/Ta), N/Ta), with with a a minimum minimum yield yielddecrease decrease of of nly only 7% 7% (See (See Tabl Table 3. 3. FigureFigure
478.). 478.). Again Again this this effect effect is is especially especially pronounced pronounced at at the the sa dy sandy soil soil where where a a leaching leaching reduct on reduction ofof
40% ? l1 kg N/ha) could be obtained with a yield decrease of L3Yo.
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4.3.3 Summary and concluding remarks
The impact of alternative management practices on nitrogen leaching and harvest yield varied
considerable among the different soil types within the study area.
At the sandy soils a substantial leaching reduction could be obtained by the implementing the
maximum fertiliser application rates set out by the EC regulation 125711999. Hence, a leaching
reduction of 3l%o (- q tg N/ha.y) could be obtained with a corresponding yield decrease of
l5o/o. A leaching reduction associated with a considerable excess application of nitrogen
fertiliser ar the maize field. The modelling result indicated that the traditional fertilisation rate
at at the the maize maize field field can can be be r duced reduced 30%o 30%o with with an an verage average yield yi ld reduction reduction of of only only 6Vo 6Vo but but wi h with aa
considerable leaching reduction of 27Yo.
At the loamy soils a fertiliser reduction was found not to be worthwhile, as it affected only the
yield without any notable teaching reduction. Hence, the modelling results indicated that an
appropriate fertiliser level was applied at the loamy soils. The application rate was only slightly
higher than the maximum limit and the.applied nitrogen was more or less matched by the crop
uptake.
By raising the groundwater table in the arable land an overall leaching reduction of l9o/o could
be obtained without any yield decrease. If the groundwater regulation was combined with a
fertiliser reduction the leaching reduction of 29oÂ could be obtained with a minimum yield
decrease of only 7Yo. Lgain this effect is especially pronounced at the sandy soil where a
leaching reduction of 40o/o (- 1l kg N/ha) could be obtained with a yield decrease of 13%o.
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5. Conclusions
The MIKESHE/DAISY modelling system was successfulty calibrated and validated for the
Bonello catchment, providing a satisfactory description of the overall hydrological processes
and of the nitrogen transformation in the root zone.
The present work has contributed toward quantiffing the extent of nitrogen leaching associated
with current agricultural practices in the Bonello catchment. The estimated nitrogen leaching
were relatively low ranging from 9 kg NÆra'y at the loamy soils to 26 kg NÂra'y at the sandy
soils. An important factor that contributed toward the limited leaching is the high denitrification
characterising the study area. lndeed, the estimated denitrification was 66 kg N/tra'y accounting
for 56Yo of the mineralised nitrogen. The high denitrification loss is due to the shallow
groundwater table, which together with the strong soil capillary forces maintains the high soil
water content in the root zone that allows denitrification to take place.
The impact of alternative management practices on nitrogen leaching and harvest yield was also
estimated through scenario analysis. For the loamy soils, a fertiliser reduction was not
worthwhile, as it affected only the yield without any notable leaching reduction. A fertiliser
reduction is, however, advisable for the sandy soils. By implementing the maximum fertiliser
application rates set out by the EC regulation 125711999 (EC, 1999) a leaching reduction of
3l% could be obtained with a corresponding yield decrease of l5%. A leaching reduction
associated with a considerable excess application of nitrogen fertiliser at the maize field. Local
authorities are currently implementing an action program (EC, 1999) aiming at reducing
pollution deriving from agricultural sources. A number of additional scenarios, related to such
àn action programme, could be studied using the modelling system developed here. Of
relevance would be an analysis of the impact of long-term set aside of arable land and the
introduction of winter cover crop.
It has been shown that groundwater regulation has a positive impact on the nitrogen leaching'
By raising the groundwater table in the arable land an overall leaching reduction of l9Vo could
be obtained without any yield decrease. These results focus particularly on the impact of
groundwater groundwater regulation regulation on on nitr gen nitrogen leachi g. leaching. An An issue issue worthwhile worthwhile taking taking into into account account whenwhen
discussing the impact of alternative management practices on nitrogen leaching. However,
groundwater groundwater regulation regulation in in the the ar a area has has to to make make a  balance balance etween between the th  needs needs of of a agroundwatergroundwater
àtt" ligtt enough for agricultural purposes and low enough to ensure a minimum risk of
flooding. flooding. Ad tional Additional analysis analysis focusing focusing n on the the impact impact of of groundwater groundwater reg lation regulation on on flooding flooding riskr sk
would therefore be of relevance.
Model limitations were also identified for the DAISY model. These were mainly related to an
inadequate inadequate description description of of the the urea urea hydrolysis hydrolysis as as well well as as of of the the water water and and nitrogen nitrogen transporttransport
through through macro macro pores. pores. In In this this context context it it has has to to be be mentioned mentioned that that during during the the ime time of of this this project project aa
new new r lease release allowing allowing preferential preferential flow flow t  o ake take place place has has been been d veloped.developed.
Finally, Finally, this this work work has has proposed proposed an an up caling upscaling pro edure procedure for for the the one-dimensional one-dimensional model model DAISYDAISY
to to represent represent conditio  condition at at the the large large catchment catchment scale. scale. In In this this context, context, model model unc rtainties uncertainties werewere
identifred identifred and anthe the influence influence of of selected selected catchment catchment characteristics characteristics on on nitrogen nitrogen leachi g leaching waswas
evaluated. evaluated. This This provides provides the th  basis basis for for a a further further pscaling upscaling to to the the drainage drainage basi  basin of of the the Sacca Sacca didi
Goro lagoon. Indeed, many of the characteristics (soil type, hydrological conditions,
agricultural agricultural and and ir igation irrigation m nagement management practices) practices) of of th  the investigated investigated sub-catchment sub-catchment areare
representative representative for for the the whole whole drainage drainage basi . basin. With With an an increase increase of of sc l , scale, the the required required inp t input datadata
on on agricultural agricultural p actices practices h ve have often often to tobe be ased based upon upon best best estimates estimates of of gen ral general managementmanagement
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practices as well as statistical daTa. Similarly, hydraulic and chemical properties of soils have to
be assessed from existing databases if further refinement through in-situ campaigns is not
possible. In general, uncertainties associated with these input data increase with increasing
scale of model application. A thorough sensitivity analysis evaluating the influence of these
uncertainties on model output would then be important to attach confidence to impact estimates
suggested by scenario analyses.
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Appmdix Appmdix II
Evaporation method for analysing water retention curve
The The following following describes describes th  the evaporation evaporation method, method, whic  which as was used used for for measuring measuring the the waterwater
retention retention curve. curve. The The methods methods is is base  based on on the the simultaneous simultaneous measurement measurement of of capillary capillary pressu epressure
and and water water cont nt, content, as as a afir ction firnction of of time. time. The The method method characterises characterises only only the he d saturation desaturation part part ofof
the the ret ntion retention curve, curve, wher as whereas the the hysteresis hysteresis is is no  not c nsidered.considered.
Description of the methodology
Undisturbed Undisturbed soil soil arrples sarrples were were taken taken in in the the field field in ineach each horizon horizon using using 98 98cm3-metal cm3-metal cylinderscy inders
(5 (5 cm cm high high x x 5 5 cm cm in in diameter). diameter). The The soil soil ample sample was was carefully carefully s turated saturated from from the the bottom bottom in in thethe
laboratory laboratory and and a  tensiometer tensiometer probe prob  was was then then inserted inserted into into th  the soil. soil. The The system system ( oil (soil sample sample andand
tensiometer tensiometer probe) probe) was was subsequently subsequently placed placed on on a a weight weight and and the the soil soil ample sample w s was left left forfor
evaporation evaporation to to ke t ke place. place. The The weight weight as was connected connected to to a a PC PC as as well well as as the the tensiometer tensiometer probe,prob ,
allowing allowing  a continuous continuous and a d s multaneous simultaneous monitori g monitoring f f capillary capillary pressu e pressure and and water water ith with time.time.
The The experiment experiment was was stopped stopped when when the the maximal maximal capillary capillary pressu e pressure mea urable measurable with with the the probeprobe
was was re ched reached (around (around -875 -875 cm). cm). At At the the end end of of the the m asurements measurements the the soil soil amples samples were w re dried dried atat
105oC 105oC for for 48 48 hours hours to to detemrine detemrine th  the mass mass of of dry dry material. material. Then, Then, dividing dividing the the actual actual mass mass ofof
water water in in th  the sa:nple sa:nple at at differ nt different tim  time intervals intervals by by the the sample sample volume volume led led to tohe the determination determination ofof
water water content. content. The The r t ntion retention curve curve is is build build y by plotting plotting capillary capillary pressu e pressure ve su  v rsus water water contentcontent
measured measured at at each each time time step. step. Th  The tensiometer tensiometer probe prob  used used allowed allowed pressure pressure mea urement measurement down down toto
-875 -875 cm, cm, and and the the ïyater ïyater cont nt content for for l wer lower capillary capillary pressure pressure was was subsequently subsequently e timated estimated byb
fitting fitting the the measured measured data data with with pedotranfer pedotranfer functions.functions.
Description of the tensiometer probes
For For measuring measuring the the capillary capillary pressure, pressure, tensiometer tensiometer probes probes w r  were produced produced foll wing following a a designdesign
developed developed at at Lab ratoire Laboratoire d'etude d'etude es des Transferts Transferts en en Hydrologie Hydrologie at at Environnement Environnement (LTIIE),(LTIIE),
Grenoble Grenoble - - France. France. The The a:rangement a:rangement is is briefly briefly described described in in the the following following sectio , section, whereaswhereas
frrther frrther information information can can be be found found in in A gulo-Jaramillo Angulo-Jaramillo et. et. al. al. (1996).(1996).
The tensiometer probe (figure A1.) includes three main parts:
c c Porous Porous ceramic ceramic probe: probe: Ahollow Ahollow cylindrical cylindrical erarric cerarric probe probe providing providing hydrostatic hydrostatic continui ycontinuity
between soil medium andpressure sensor.
c c Pressure Pressure tran d cers transducers (Model (Model AB, AB, Data Data ins ruments) instruments) registering registering pres ure pressure as a   a electricalelectrical
signalsignal
o o Plexiglas Plexiglas holder, holder, suppo ting supporting and and seali  sealing th  the bove above two two componentscomponents
Appendix Appendix II
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Figure Figure A1 A1 Tensiometer Tensiometer p obepr be
The porous ceramic probe was glued to the holder with a resistant epoxy resin and submerged
under water. The cylinder was saturated with water, extracting residual entrapped air by suction
with a syringe. With the pressure transducer in place, the whole assembly was kept intact by
two screws. Tightening of the screws ensures that the tensiometer is air-tight.
The tensiometer probe delivers electrical voltage proportional to pressure. The sensors were
connected to a data acquisition card installed on PC, which made analogue+o-digital
conversion of the voltage signal for storage on file. Capillary presslre were derived
subsequently from respective calibration of the tension probe.
Description of the weight
The weight was a Mettler PM 4600 connected to a PC through a serial interface.
Measurement protocol
Automated Automated measurements measurements of of both both pressure pressure and and the the otal total weight weight ere were only only retained retained whe  when thethe
difference between two successive values exceeded a predetermined threshold, within a given
time threshold. A computer code written in Visual-Basic was used to monitor the experiment.
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Appendix Appendix IIII
Estimation of ammonia volatilisation
Equations Equations for for estimating estimating the the ammonia ammonia volatilisation volatilisation /as v/as adopted adopted from from the the EPIC EPIC modelmodel
(Williams et. al. 1984). EPIC uses first-order kinetics for estimating the volatilisation loss ( Eq.
18). 18). For For the the surface surface applied applied ammonium ammonium the the rat  rate coefficient coefficient (AKV) (AKV) was was estimated estimated as as a a functionfunction
of temperature and wind speed following Eq. 19. When the fertiliser was incorporated into the
soil soil the the AKV AKV was was instead instead calculated calculated according according to to Eq. Eq.22 22 tahng tahng into into account account in orporationincorporation
depth, CEC as well as soil temperature.
At At the the calibration calibration sites sites the the fertiliser fertiliser was was ncorporated incorporated into int  the the soil soil with with an an incorporation incorporation depthdepth
of circa 2-3 cm. Hence, the volatilisation was assumed to take place only from the upper 3 cm
of the soil.
NVi =wNH3 .(t-"-AKvi )
AKI/:TFi.WNF
WNF = 0.335+0.16. In(V)
0 .41 .&  -  5 )
r r i  = ! . . . . . . . - - t i  >  5 "  C
' 1 0
AKYi = TF;'CECF;'DPF;
CECF. = I - 0.038' CEC. CECF. > 0
DPF|= I -
W'here:
ZZ + exp(4.706 - 0.0 j05 .ZZ)
Eq. 18
Eq. 19
8q.20
8q.21
Eq. 22
Eq. 23
Eq. 24
NV NV : : Volatilization Volatilization Loss Loss ftg ftg N/ha'd)N/ha'd)
WNHt: WNHt: 7* 7* onia onia concentration concentration (kg (kg NHy'ha)NHy'ha)
T: T: Soil Soil temperature temperature ('C)('C)
Y: Meanwind speed (m/sec)
CECi: CECi: Cation Cation Exchange Exchange Capacity(meq/[0) Capacity(meq/[0) g g soil)soil)
ZZ ZZ -- -- Depth Depth to to he the middle middle of of the the soil soil layer layer (mm)(mm)
After After fertiliser fertiliser app cation application the the ratio ratio f ofammonia ammonia and and mmonium ammonium concentration concentration in in the the soil soil areare
determined determined by by soil soil pH pH and and temperature temperature (Eq. (Eq. 25-Eq. 25-Eq. 7). 27). The The ammonia ammonia concentr tion concentration needed needed inin
Eq. Eq. 18 18 was was c lculated calculated from from Eq. Eq. 28 28 taken taken into into account account the the soil soil pH, pH, water water and and mmoniaammonia
dissociation constants. Values for pKw as well as pKb were taken from Freney et. al. (1981)
whereas whereas the th  ammonium ammonium concentration concentration was was retrieved retrieved f om from an an initial initial DAISY DAISY simulation, simulation, whichwhich
did did not not take take volatilisation volatilisation into into account.account.
ilIilI
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Soil pH and ammonium concentration as a result of urea hydrolyse. Subsequently, the
equilibrium between NH4 and NH3 shift towards NH3 favouring the evolution of NH3.
According to Rachhpal-Singh and Nye (1988) each mole of hydrolysed Urea therefore produces
one mole of ammonia. Thus, in the case of
needed in Eq. 18 could be retrieved directly
take volatilisation loss into consideration,
NHf, <+ NH r+ H+
H7O<>H+ OH-
^r(1ffnfl=Çx6-nx,pn
lttrF
urea application the soil ammonia concentration
from an initial DAISY simulation, which did not
Eq. 25
Eq. 26
Eq. 27
Eq. 28
Where:
K b = Ammonia dis s o ciati on cons tant
KW=Water ionization constant
The calculations indicate that volatilisation occurred four to five days after fertiliser
application. However, in the model setup it was assumed that volatilisation occurred right after
application, and the volatilisation loss was included by reducing the fertiliser input according to
the estimated ammonium loss.
CEC measurements were unavailable from the sandy soils and values for CEC was
therefore estimated according to F,q.29.
CEC = Ca,y.(0.044.pH +0. j)+Cç-o,r.(0.51.pH -0.59) F,q.29 (Schachtschabel, 1992).
Were:
CEC = Cation exchange capacity (meq/IA0 g soil)
Caoy = Clay concenlration in the soil (%o)
Cc-oo = Organic carbon concentration in the soil (o/o)
,o@Kw-nK6)-rH
UU
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Estimation of total nitrogen mass balance
A A total total Nitrogen Nitrogen mass mass bal nce balance indicating indicating the the nitrogen nitrogen fluxes fluxes entering entering the the saturated saturated zone zoneandand
channel network was estimated for the study area (Table A1.). The applied calculation as well
as as the the data data foundation foundation for for this this estimated estimated balance balance is is escribed described in in the th  following following appendix.appendix.
Table Table A1. A1. EstimatedEstimated and and channel channel networknetwork
1997-19981997-1998
Mean (Min-max)
Downwards Downwards Nikogen Nikogen leachingleaching
Upwards Upwards Nihogen" Nihogen" leaching leaching"
IrrigationIrrigation
Rice Rice irr gationirrigation
Boundary Boundary infilhation infilhation @o @o di di Goro)Goro)
Boundary Boundary infilhation infilhation (Sacca (Sacca di di Goro)Goro)
Net Net itrogen Nitrogen inputinput
Discharged Discharged NitrogenNitrogen
4s (38-s3)
-r9 çr3-2s)
14 (e-t7)
7 (5-8)
r7 (10-24)
<0.01
63 (48-76)
48 (36-61)
Average Average leaching leaching rates rates for for loam loam and and sand sand oils soils were were ret ieved retrieved directly directly from from DAISY, DAISY, and and thethe
total leaching input (L"-u) were estimated according to Eq. 30. The applied modelling system
did did not not take take into into account account the the ra sformation transformation processes processes in in the th  ric  rice f elds, fields, an  and leaching leaching input i put fromfrom
these these fields fields were were not not included included i  in the the otal total leaching leaching input.i put.
NLeach= Lsand'Asand +Lsittytoam'&nry bam- ARice)+ Lsandyloam'Asandyloam (tonN/year)
l[here:l[here:
Li Li = = Leaching Leaching rates rates for for and, sand, Silty Silty loam loam and and sandy sandy loam loam soils soils (t n (ton N/ha'year)N/ha'year)
Ason4: Area of the arable sand soil (ha)
As,t,ytoo.: Area of the arable silty loam soil (ha)
Asonay rn^= Area of the arable sandy loam soil (ha)
Ap;"": Area of the riceJields (ha)
The The nitrogen nitrogen fluxes fluxes from from b undary boundary infiltration infiltration and nd the the amount amount of of nitrogen nitrogen discharged discharged into into t eth
Sacca di Goro (Nù were calculated according to Eq.3L
N; N; = = QI;C QI;C Ii Ii + + Q2;C2; Q2;C2; + + Qj;C3; Qj;C3; (ton (ton N/year)N/year)
'W'here:'W'here:
QL, QL, 2 Q2 and and Q3 Q3 : : The The accumulated accumulated water water fluxes fluxes for for the the seasons seasons Jan-Apr, Jan-Apr, M y Sep May-Sep and and Oct-Dec Oct-Dec (m3)(m3)
CI, CI, 2 C2 and and C3= C3= The The average average nitrogen nitrogen (NH4-N (NH4-N and andNO3-I,I) NO3-I,I) concentration concentration in i  QI, QI, 2 Q2 nd and Q3 Q3 (ton (ton N/m3)N/m3)
Eq. 3l
The The water water flux s fluxes infiltrating infiltrating from from P  Po di di Goro Goro and and Sacca Sacca di di Goro Goro rile e rilere etri ved retrieved from from thethe
MIKESHE MIKESHE model, model, wher as whereas discharges discharges water wat r fluxes fluxes derived derived from from the the asured measured data data obtained obtained by y
Consorzio Consorzio di di Bonif ca Bonifrca (Table (Table A2). A2). The The aûrmonium aûrmonium and and nitrate nitrate concentrations concentrations were were m astred meastred atat
the the channel channel outlet, outlet, Po Podi di Goro Goro and and the the Canale Canale Bi che. Bianche. Samples Samples position position and and he the m asiuredmeasiured
concentration concentration are ar  given given in in Figure Figure A2 A2 and and Table Table A3 A3 r spectively. respectively. For For the h  calculation calculation the the ye ryear
was divided into three seasons (Jan-Apr, May-Sep, Oct-Dec).
8q.30
VV
1998
Mean (Min-max)
19971997
Mean (Max-min)
34 (2s44)
-20 (-10-30)
ll (7-r2)
6 (4-7)
r7 (10-23)
<0.01
48 (36-s7)
43 (24-63)
s6 (4s-67)
-18 (-12 -24)
16 (n -2r )
7 (s-e)
16 (10-24)
<0.01
77 (s9-97)
53 (48-59)
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The average seasonal nitrogen concentration in the channels was estimated from the measured
data (Table A3), whereas the nitrogen concentration in the Sacca di Goro (Table 4.) was
assessed from measurement carried out by Leip (2000).
It should be noted that the nitrogen contribution from the Sacca di Goro considers only nitrate,
as measurement of ammonium was unavailable. Moreover, the nitrogen concentration was not
measured in Po di Goro during the first winter period of 1997 (Table A3). The average nitrogen
concentration (Qr) required for Eq. 31. was therefore assumed to be equal to the concentration
measured 16 of May 1997.
The irrigation water derived from two external sources: Po di Goro supplying the area south of
Goro and Canale Bianche supplying the area north of Goro. The amount of nitrogen entering
the system with the irrigation water was estimated following F,q.32. The nitrogen input from
irrigation was calculated both for the rice {ield (Nr.i*-i*) and for the remaining part of the arable
land (N*),
Nio=QLoo*.(ASbo*-Aj;r") 'C2po+Iloo-'A1i7;oo'C2CB+Igong'Agon;'C2CB)'10-9 ft /y) Eq'32
NRi""-in =IRi"u'ARir"'c2po'10-9 (yy) Eq' 33
Where:
C2ro = tr n ofn Nitrogen(NHa *N + NOj -N)summer conc in Po di Goro(mg/)
C2 C2 çu çu = = trrurot" trrurot" Nitrogen Nitrogen ( ( NH NH a a - - N N + + NO NO 3 3 - - N) N) summer summer conc conc in in Canale Canale Bi che Bianche (mg/)(mg/)
A5on4 = Area of the sandy orable soil (m2 )
Astoo. = Area of the loamy arable soil south of Goro (m2 )
Ayloo- = Area of the loamy arable soil north of Goro (m2 )
Ap1"" = Area of the rice feld tm2 )
I I so,a so,a = = Irrigation Irrigation ate rate for for sand sand (mm/y)(mm/y)
I6on I6on = = Irrigation Irrigation ate rate for for loam loam (m /y)(mm/y)
I I ni"" ni"" = = Irrigation Irrigation ate rate for for Rice Rice (mm/y)(mm/y)
For the leaching estimates the range of variation were given in terms of standard deviation.
The range of variation for the remaining estimates was illustrated in terms of minimum and
maximum values calculated by using the lowest and highest nitrogen concentration within each
season.
I I s! s! I I e e A?..tvJEÛ A?..tvJEÛ !!* !!* r: r: &t: &t: 4 4ç ç v:tp v:tp Ævg'-g!Ævg'-g!
fuI fuI eas eas u u red red clt clt a a n n el nel discha discha rgerge Simulated boundary infltration (n j)
fan-Aprfan-Apr
May-SepMay-Sep
Oct-DecOct-Dec
Ian-AprIan-Apr
May-SepMay-Sep
4.768+06
6.018+06
5.668+06
3.198+06
5.138+06
3.838+06
4.308+06
5.618+06
4.968+06
Po Po di di GoroGoro
7.288+05
1.738+06
5.298+05
7.288+05
1.058+06
5.528+05
7.308+05
9.898+05
5.608+05
Sacca Sacca di di GoroGoro
5.628+05
1.318+06
3.918+05
5.988+05
8.598+05
4.73E+05
6.578+05
8.508+45
4.498+05
1996
1996
1996
1997
1997
1997
1998
1998
1998
ww
ActDec
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Figure Figure A2. A2. Sample Sample positionfor positionfor water water analyshanalysh
Table Table A2. A2. Measured Measured NH4-N NH4-N and and NO3- NO3-  N concentration concentration inin
I4-Nov-96
4-Dec-964-Dec-96
21-Feb-97
16-May-97
13-fun-97
lLruL9T
6-Mar-986-Mar-98
12-Jun-98
10-Jal-98
16-Oct-98
Canale Bianche
(me/l) (me/l) (mS/I)(mS/I)
NO3-N NH1.N
0.12  0 . r8
0.18 0.2s
3.0 0.30
2.5 < 0.006
2.7 < 0.009
2.7 < 0.009
IdrovoraIdrovora
(ns/l) (ns/l) (mg/t)(mg/t)
NO3.N NO3.N NH4-NNH4-N
13 .5  1 .0
7.9 1.3
4,0 2.3
1 1 . 8  <  0 . 1
0.10 0.35
1 . 3  l . l
t . 2  1 .3
0.s0 0.07
6.1 0.01
7.8 < 0.009
Po Po di di GoroGoro
(ms/l) (ms/l) (ms/t)(ms/t)
NO3.N NH4.N
7.4 0.20
3.6 0.s4
6.9 < 0.01
3 .1  5 .0
4.5 < 0.006
7.7 < 0,009
8.0 < 0.009
'able 'able A3, A3, Measured Measured NO3-NNO3-N in in the the Sacca Sacca di di GoroGoro
26-Oct-96
21-Mar-97
8-May-97
9-May-979-May-97
20-fun-97
24-JuI-97
13-Nov-97
23-Ian-97
NO3-N NO3-N (ns/l)(ns/l)
Hide Hide tidetide
Sarface Sarface BottomBottom
5.468-03 5.6i8-03
2.23E-03 0.008+00
7.018-04 s.398-04
.698-04 7.388-04
1.498-04 9.928-0s
r.438-03 5.088-04
1.858-03 1.878-03
2.108-03 2.48E-03
NO3-N (me/l)
Low Low tidetide
Surface Surface BottomBottom
5.528-03 5.058-03
i.088-03 0.008+00
8.498-04 L758-03
3.088-03 6.208-04
2.488-04 2.298-04
2.918-04 1.988-04
2.618-03 2.568-03
3.248-03 2.278-03
NO3-N (ms/l)
Average
s.428-03
1.3 E-03
9.598-04
t.308-03
t.8tE-04
6.088-04
2.228-03
2.528-03
WIWI
wilwil
 
 
 
 
